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firm and its

Chicago, Ill.

subsidiary, LaSalle Extension University, among other things , to cease , in
connection with the advertising and sale of correspondence courses, misrepresenting the school' s

admission policy; the need or demand for graduates of

their courses; the employment prospects and potential earnings available to
them; and the requirements or qualifications necessary to obtain employment
in their chosen fields. Advertisements containing any job or earnings claim
must- include a disclaimer stating that " Graduation from this course does not
guarantee you will get ajob; " and testimonials which do not reflect the typical
student experience must advise that the described experience is atypical.
Further , if respondents represent to any prospective student that there is an

employment demand for graduates of a relevant course , they must clearly and
conspicuously disclose specified information regarding the vocation success
rate of previous students. Additionally, respondents are prohibited from
misrepresenting or failing to disclose material facts concerning a student'
financial obligations upon enrollment , and right to cancellation and refund.
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COMPLAINT

Act

Pursuant to the provisions of the Federal Trade Commission
and by virtue of the authority vested in it by said

Act

the Federal

Trade Commission, having reason to believe that Macmilan, Inc. , a
corporation, and LaSalle Extension University, a corporation , hereinafter sometimes referred to as respondents , have violated the
provisions of said Act , and it appearing to the Commission that a

proceeding by it in respect thereof would be in the public interest
hereby issues its Complaint stating its charges in that respect as
follows:
PARAGRAPH 1. Respondent Macmilan,

Inc. (hereinafter sometimes

referred to as Macmilan) is a corporation , organized, existing, and

doing business under and by virtue of the laws of the State
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Delaware , with its principal place of business located at 866 Third
Ave. , New York , New York.

Respondent LaSalle Extension University (hereinafter sometimes
referred to as LEU) is a corporation organized, existing, and doing
business under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Ilinois, with

its principal offce and place

of business located at 417 South

Dearborn St. , Chicago , Ilinois. Respondent LaSalle Extension University is a wholly-owned subsidiary of respondent Macmillan, Inc.

The aforementioned

respondents have cooperated , and acted

together in carrying out the acts and practices hereinafter set forth.
Respondent Macmillan has known of, condoned and approved,

expressly or tacitly, the acts and practices of respondent LEU
hereinafter set forth. Respondent Macmilan has assumed financial
responsibility for respondent LEU.
PAR. 2. Respondents have been , and are now, engaged in the

advertising, promotion ,

formulation , offering for sale , sale and

distribution of correspondence courses of instruction to the public
involving high school courses and those purporting to prepare
completing students thereof for employment , advancement , or

increased earnings in the fields of air conditioning and refrigeration
interior decorating, computer programming, hotel/motel executive
training and various other fields of employment. Their volume of

business has been , and is , substantial. (2J

PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business
respondents have disseminated and caused to be disseminated by

various means in or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in

the Federal Trade Commission Act, certain advertisements concerning their correspondence courses , including but not limited to

advertisements inserted and published in newspapers and magazines
of general interstate circulation , by means of brochures , pamphlets

and other promotional materials disseminated through the United
States mail , commercial announcements on radio and television

transmitted across state lines , and by other means for the purpose of
obtaining leads or prospects for the sale of such correspondence
courses and for the purpose of inducing the purchase of such

correspondence courses.
Respondents have caused, and now cause, said courses of instruc-

tion to be shipped and distributed from their places of business or
sources of supply to purchasers and prospective purchasers thereof
located in various States of the United States other than the state of

origination. Respondents transmit and receive and have caused to be
transmitted and received , in the course of advertising, offering for

sale, sale and distribution of such correspondence courses, advertis-
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ing and promotional materials .

tracts ,

invoices , checks, enrollment con-

various
prospective
students and students located in various States of the United States
retail installment contracts, collection notices and

other commercial papers or documents to and from

other than the state of origination.

Respondents maintain , and at all times mentioned herein have
maintained , a substantial course of trade in such correspondence
courses, and other products or services in or affecting commerce , as
commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , as
amended.

PAR. 4. In the course and conduct of their aforesaid business , for

the purpose of obtaining leads or prospects for the sale of their
correspondence courses and for the purpose of inducing the purchase
of such correspondence courses, respondents have made numerous

statements and representations in oral sales presentations to prospective students and in magazines , brochures , and other media

regarding opportunities for employment or advancement , occupational demand, earnings potentials, the qualifications of students
who complete respondents ' correspondence courses , the instruction
and assistance available to students , and other related matters.
PAR. 5. By and through the use of the aforesaid statements and

representations and others of similar import and meaning, but not
expressly set forth herein , respondents have represented, directly or
by implication that:
1. There is substantial need or demand for students who complete respondents ' correspondence courses in the positions and

career fields for which respondents train such students. (3)
2. Students completing respondents ' correspondence courses will
receive high wages or salaries from employment in the positions or
career fields for which respondents train such students.
3. Students completing respondents ' correspondence courses are

qualified thereby to secure employment in the positions or career
fields in which respondents train such students without further
training or experience.
4. Respondents have admissions requirements and procedures

screen prospective students and to determine whether such prospec-

tive students have the qualifications

and ability to assimilate

successfully and complete respondents ' correspondence courses.
PAR. 6. In truth and in fact:

There is not substantial need or demand for students complet-

, --.-. , -- ---.
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ing respondents ' correspondence courses in the positions or career

fields for which respondents train such students.
2. In many instances students completing respondents '

corre-

spondence courses have not received high wages or salaries from
employment in positions for which respondents train such students.
3. In many instances students completing respondents '

corre-

spondence courses are not thereby qualified to secure employment in

the positions or career fields in which respondents

train such

students without further training or experience.

4. Respondents do not screen prospective students. To the
contrary, respondents require few qualifications of prospective
students and accept all or most persons for enrollment in such
courses who are willing to execute a contract to pay for such

correspondence courses. Any admission requirements or procedures
used by respondents do not determine whether such prospective
students have the qualifications and ability to assimilate successfully
and complete respondents ' correspondence courses; to the contrary,
any such admission requirements or procedures are used by respondents as promotional devices to induce the purchase of respondents
correspondence courses.

Therefore, the statements and representations set forth in Paragraphs Four and Five were and are false, misleading, deceptive or

unfair acts or practices.
PAR. 7. Through the use of the aforesaid advertisements , materials , oral presentations and otherwise , respondents have represented,
directly or by implication , that there is or wil be a substantial need

or demand for all or most of the students enrolled in respondents
correspondence courses in (4Jcareer fields for which respondents
train them. Respondents at the time of said representations had no
reasonable basis adequate to support such representations. Therefore , the aforesaid acts and practices were and are unfair acts or
practices.
PAR. 8. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid

business, respondents have represented that students who have
finished respondents ' high school courses and received a diploma
therefrom , have, on that basis alone, qualified themselves as high
school graduates and were recognized as such by the state in which
they were domiciled or worked.
PAR. 9. In truth and in fact

all or virtually all of the States of the

United States require a person not a graduate of a resident high
school to take a general equivalency or other similar test in order to
be recognized as a high school graduate.
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Therefore, the aforesaid acts and practices were and are false
misleading, deceptive or unfair acts or practices.
PAR. 10. Respondents further have offered for sale correspondence
courses intended to give students high school training without

disclosing that all or virtually all States of the United States allow a
person over 19 years of age to take a high school equivalency or

similar test which would qualify the person as the equivalent of a
high school graduate who had received a diploma, without the
necessity of taking any courses. Therefore , the aforesaid acts and
practices were and are false, misleading, deceptive or unfair acts or
practices.
PAR. 11. Through the use of the aforesaid advertisements, materials, oral presentations and otherwise, and for their purpose of
inducing the purchase of correspondence courses , respondents have

degraded, debased or disparaged the present or potential career
opportunities,

education , training, family standing,

community

status, self- image or other personal characteristics of prospective
students. Further , respondents represent , directly or by implication,
that such prospective students can alter or improve such personal

characteristics through respondents ' correspondence courses.

The effect of the aforesaid disparagements and representations
has been to aggravate and continue the unfair and deceptive effect of
the acts and practices set forth herein. Therefore, the aforesaid acts
and practices of respondents were and are unfair acts or practices.
PAR. 12. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid
business , respondents have failed to disclose or have misrepresented
the true nature of the financial obligation to students who signed
enrollment agreements or contracts.
The deceptions resulting from the acts or practices described in
this Paragraph Twelve are continuing, in many instances, through
the period of the students' enrollment

and concomitant deferred

payment obligations. (5)

Therefore , the aforesaid acts and practices of respondents were
and are false, misleading, deceptive or unfair acts or practices.
PAR. 13. In the further course and conduct of their aforesaid

business , and in furtherance of their purpose of inducing prospective

students to execute enrollment contracts for the purchase of their
correspondence courses, respondents and their employees, sales force
members , and representatives , through the use of the false, mislead-

ing and deceptive statements, representations and practices set forth
herein in this Complaint , have been able to induce prospective

students into executing enrollment contracts upon initial contact
without affording such students suffcient time to carefully consider

Complaint
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the purchase of correspondence courses. Therefore , the aforesaid are

unfair acts or practices.
PAR. 14. Through the false, misleading and deceptive acts or
practices , and the unfair acts or practices herein set forth in this
Complaint , respondents have induced students and other persons or
entities to pay, or contract to pay, to respondents substantial sums of
money to purchase or pay for respondents ' correspondence courses.
In many

instances such monies were paid to and received

by

respondents although such courses were of little value to students in
fulfillng the expectations created by respondents' representations or
contracts. Respondents have received the aforesaid monies and have

failed to offer to refund such sums to, or to rescind

contractual

obligations of, many students and other persons or entities participating in the financing of such correspondence courses.

By inducing students and other persons or entities to pay, or
contract to pay, to respondents substantial sums of money for
respondents ' correspondence courses where such correspondence

courses are of little value to students and by failing to offer or refund
such sums to, or to rescind the contractual obligations of many

students and other persons or entities where such courses

are of

little value, respondents have engaged in unfair acts and practices.
Therefore , the said acts or practices constitute unfair acts or
practices in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act.
PAR. 15. By and through the use of the aforesaid acts and practices

statements and representations , respondents have placed in the
hands of others the means and instrumentalities by and through

which they mislead and deceive the public in the manner hereinabove alleged.
PAR. 16. The use by respondents of the aforesaid false, misleading,

unfair or deceptive statements, representations, acts and practices,
has had, and now has, the capacity and tendency to mislead and

deceive a substantial portion of members of the general public into
the erroneous and mistaken belief that said statements and representations were ,

and are, true and complete ,

l6Jand to induce a

substantial number thereof to purchase respondents ' correspondence
courses by reason of said erroneous and mistaken beliefs.
PAR. 17. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondents , as herein
alleged, were and are all to the prejudice and injury of the public and
constituted , and now constitute , unfair or deceptive acts or practices
in or affecting commerce , in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended.
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INITIAL DECISION BY THEODOR P. VON BRAND , ADMINISTRATIVE

LAW JUDGE
APRIL 28 ,

1980

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

The complaint charges that Macmilan , Inc. and LaSalle Extencorrespondence school
violated Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
sion University in the course of operating a

The complaint alleges essentially that respondents misrepresented: (2)
1. the occupational

demand for respondents ' graduates in the

fields for Which respondents train their

students.

2. the earnings potential of students completing respondents

correspondence courses.
3. that graduates of respondents ' courses would be qualified to
secure employment in the fields, in which respondents trained such
students , without further training or experience.

4. that respondents had admission requirements to screen prospective students to determine that such students had the qualifica-

tions and abilty to successfully assimilate and complete respondents ' courses.
(Paragraphs Four and Five)

The complaint substantially alleges:

That respondents had no reasonable basis to support the representation that a substantial need or demand existed for all or most of the
students enrolled in respondents ' correspondence courses in the

fields for which they trained.
(Paragraph Seven)

That respondents , as part of their sales or promotional effort

debased or disparaged the career potential , self image or other
personal characteristics of prospective students , and that respon-

dents further represented directly or by implication that prospective

students could alter or improve such personal characteristics
through respondents '

correspondence courses. It is charged that such

disparagement was unfair since it aggravated and continued the
unfair and deceptive effect of the other acts and representation
alleged ilegal in the complaint.

..-.
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(Paragraph Eleven)

(3)That respondents failed to disclose or misrepresented the true
nature of the financial obligation incurred by those signing enroll-

ment agreements or contracts.
(Paragraph Twelve)

That respondents through the use of false misleading and deceptive
statements and practices alleged in the complaint induced prospec-

tive students to execute enrollment contracts without affording them
suffcient time to consider such purchase.

(Paragraph Thirteen)

That respondents through the deceptive or unfair acts and practices
alleged by the complaint induced students or others to pay substantial sums of money for their correspondence course. In many
instances , it is alleged , such monies were paid to and received by
respondents " although such courses were of little value to the
students in fulfilling the expectations created by respondent'
representations or contracts. " The failure to refund or offer to

refund such sums where the courses were of little value to students
is alleged to be unfair.
(Paragraph Fourteen)

Paragraphs Eight, Nine , and Ten of the complaint alleged various
misrepresentations concerning respondents '

high school courses. No
evidence was offered in support of these charges and they were
dismissed.

This matter is now before the undersigned for decision based on
the allegations of the complaint, the answers, the evidence of record
and the proposed findings of fact , conclusions and briefs fied by the
parties. All proposed findings of fact , conclusions and agreements
not specifically found or accepted herein are rejected. The undersigned , having considered the entire record and the contentions of
the parties, makes the following findings of fact and conclusions , and
issues the orders set out herein. (4)

FINDINGS OF FACT

Identity of Respondents and the Nature of Their Business
1. Respondent Macmilan ,

Inc. (hereinafter cited as Macmilan)

is a corporation organized , existing and doing business under and by
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virtue of the laws of the State of Delaware with its principal offce
and place of business located at 866 Third Ave. , New York , New
York (Comp. Par. 1; Macmilan Ans. Par. 1).
2. Macmilan is engaged, directly and through its subsidiaries, in

five lines of business: publishing, educational instruction , printing,
manufacture of musical instruments , and fim and book

club

distribution (CX 376C- , 377D , 378E, 379B).

University (hereinafter cited as
LaSalle) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Macmilan (Comp. Par. 1;
LaSalle Ans. Par. 1; Macmilan Ans. Par. 1). LaSalle is a corporation
organized, existing and doing business under and by virtue of the
3. Respondent LaSalle Extension

laws of the State of Ilinois with its principal offce and place of

business located at 417 South Dearborn St. , Chicago , Ilinois (Comp.

Par. 1; LaSalle Ans. Par. 1). It operates the Wayne School

as an

unincorporated division of LaSalle Extension University (RA 15).
4. LaSalle has been and is now engaged in the offering for sale
and the sale of correspondence school education courses to the public
(Comp. Par. 2 , LaSalle Ans. Par. 2).

accredited by the National Home Study Council (CX
330). It operates under annual Certificates of Approval issued by the
5. LaSalle is

Office of the Superintendent of Education , State of Ilinois and is
licensed to do business in 17 other states (CX 327

J).

6. LaSalle , as of 1975, offered correspondence courses in the
following areas:

Accounting
Administrative Assistant
Associate Degree Program in Accounting
Associate Degree Program in Banking and Finance
Associate Degree Program in Business Management (5)

Associate Degree Program in Hotel and Restaurant Administration
Bachelor of Science in Commerce and Social Studies
Banking and Finance
Basic Computer Programming
Business Management
California Law Program
Drafting
Electronics , FCC License
Law for Executive Leadership

Hotel/Motel Executive Training
Interior Decorating
LaSalle Writing Program

,-
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Personnel Management
Real Estate
Restaurant/Club & Food Management

Secretarial Training
Stenotype
Supervisory Management
Traffc and Transportation

Writing
Basic Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Service
Basic Diesel Mechanics

Dental Offce Assistant
High School

(CX 151R). New enrollments in the Basic Computer Programming

course were terminated at approximately the end of 1977.
7. In the period 1973- 1977 ,

LaSalle enrolled the following num-

bers of students in its courses:
Air Conditioning

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

Total

Computer

(All Courses)

Programming

913
551
187
283
704

363
732
500
117
038

Refrigeration
Service
575
870
477
872
857

Interior
Decorating
282
11, 086

744
108
901

(RA 22 , 23, 24 , 25).
8. In the course and conduct of

its business, LaSalle disseminated

and caused to be disseminated by various means in (6)or affecting
commerce, as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act , certain advertisements concerning its correspondence

courses , including but not limited to advertisements inserted and

published in newspapers and magazines of general interstate circulation. It has also utilized brochures, pamphlets and other promo-

tional materials disseminated through the United States mail
commercial announcements on radio and television transmitted
across state lines, as a means to obtain leads or prospects for the sale
of correspondence courses and to induce the purchase of such courses
(Comp. Par. 3; LaSalle Ans. Par. 3).
9. LaSalle is engaged in commerce, as " commerce "

is defined in

the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, in connection with

335-

5 0 - 81 - 15
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the offering for sale and sale of correspondence school courses for
compensation (Comp. Par. 3; LaSalle Ans. Par. 3).
10. LaSalle maintains and has maintained a substantial course of

trade in its correspondence courses and other products or services in
or affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act , as amended (Comp. Par. 3; LaSalle Ans. Par.
3).

11. Macmilan s sales and revenues in the period 1973- 1977 were

as follows:
$420 372, 000
466 584, 000
477 347 000
493 425 000
512 727 000

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

(RA 21). Its volume of business has been , and is, substantial.
12. LaSalle s sales and revenues for the years 1973- 1977 were as

follows:
$35 573 000
582 000
737 000
192 000
505, 000

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
(RA 20). Expressed as a

percentage of Macmilan s

sales and

revenues, LaSalle s contribution was:
8.46%
74 (7)

1973
1974
1975
1976
1977

3.48

(RA20).
13. LaSalle

s volume of business has been , and is , substantial.

II. Interrelationship of

Macmilan and LaSalle

A. Corporate Offcials
14. On August 30, 1978 ,

following:

Macmilan s Corporate Officials were the

MACMILLAN. INC. . ET AL.
208
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Chairman of the Board and
Chief Executive Offcer
(RA 1)
President and Chief'

Raymond C. Hagel
Robert A. Barton

Operating Offcer (from
June 8 , 1976) (RA 2)

Vice- Chairman of the Board,
Deputy Chief Operating
Offcer, Director (RA 9)
Senior Vice President and

Alan L. Baker

James P. Kressler

Controller (RA 8)

Treasurer and Assistant
Secretary (RA 6)
Secretary (RA 5)
15.

Gordon H. DeWerth

Jeffrey R. Minot

LaSalle s principal offcers as of September 1978 were:

(SJPresident and Chairman of
Robert A. Barton

the Board
Vice- President
Vice- President
Vice- President

Robert Cornwell
Charles Marshall
Calvin Israel
John Sadler

Controller
(CX HOB; RA 2).
1. Overlap between

Macmilan and LaSalle Offcials and Involve-

ment of Macmilan Officials in LaSalle s Business
16. Robert A. Barton, Director ,

President and Chief Operating

Offcer of Macmilan was also Director , Chairman of the Board and

President of LaSalle (RA 2). Mr. Barton reported directly

to

Macmilan s Chairman of the Board (Barton 1795). As President of
Macmilan , he was responsible for the assets of Macmilan and its
subsidiaries as well as Macmilan s business strategy as carried out
by its subsidiaries (Barton 1794).

17. Alan L. Baker , a Director , Vice- Chairman of the Board and
Deputy Chief Operating Officer of Macmilan and a Director
LaSalle shared certain of Mr. Barton s responsibilties in managing
Macmilan s business. He reported directly to Mr. Barton (RA 9;
Barton 1795- 96).

18. James P. Kressler, Senior Vice President and Controller of
Macmilan was a Director of LaSalle and LaSalle s Executive Vice, Mr. Barton was Executive Vice President of Macmillan in the period 1973-June 8 , 1976 (RA 2)
, Mr. Barton twld these positions frorn May 1975 and was still in these positions as of August ao , 1978 (HA 2)
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President of Finance (RA 8). Mr. Kressler reported directly to

Macmilan s Chairman of the Board (Barton 1797). As Macmilan
senior financial offcer , he had primary responsibility for the books
and accounts of Macmilan and its subsidiaries. He was responsible
for the auditing, accounting policy and the financial reporting
system of the parent company and its subsidiaries (Barton 1796).
19. Gordon H. DeWerth was Treasurer and Assistant Secretary

of Macmillan and Treasurer and a Director of LaSalle (RA 6). Mr.
De Werth , who reported directly to Macmilan s Controller was
responsible for Macmillan s consolidated cash management , (9)in-

vestment of excess cash for foreign exchange, and pension investments (Barton 1796- 97; DeWerth 1834).
20. The predecessor of Macmilan s current Treasurer and Assis-

tant Secretary had also concurrently held the position of Director
and Treasurer in LaSalle (RA 4).

21. Jeffrey A. Minot was Secretary of both Macmilan and

LaSalle on August 30 , 1978 (RA 5).
22. The predecessor of Macmillan s

current Secretary was con-

currently Secretary of LaSalle (RA 7).
23. The Chairman of

the Board of Macmillan selected LaSalle

directors in consultation with Mr. Barton (Barton 1798).

It is

common practice to have some employees of Macmillan as Directors
of LaSalle (Barton 1798- 99).
24. There was extensive overlap in the positions of the offcials
and directors of Macmillan and LaSalle. See the following chart
showing the positions held by certain key offcials in the

company and LaSalle as of January 1 1977:

Robert A. Barton
Director, President , Chief Operating Offcer , Macmilan
Director, Chairman of the Board, President , LaSalle
Warren B. Smith
Senior Vice- President , Macmilan

Director, LaSalle
A Ian L. Baker
Director , Vice Chairman of the Board, Deputy Chief
Operating Officer, Macmillan

Director , LaSalle
James P Kressler
Senior Vice- President , Controller, Macmillan
Director , Vice- President, Finance , LaSalle
Gordon H De Werth

Treasurer, Assistant Secretary, Macmilan

parent
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Director, Treasurer , LaSalle
Jeffrey R. Minot

Secretary, Macmilan
Secretary, LaSalle (10)

B. Duties and Reporting Relationships of LaSalle Offcials
25. Robert A. Barton , LaSalle s Chairman of the Board and

President , while serving as Macmillan s President , Chief Operating
Offcer and Director , was responsible for the business strategy of
LaSalle , including development of long and short- range plans
devised to achieve the long- range objectives. He had responsibilty
for decisions respecting the type of business to be pursued by
LaSalle , the manner in which it would be pursued, and LaSalle
investment decisions (Barton 1797).

Mr. Barton represented LaSalle on the National Home Study
Council (hereinafter cited as NHSC) (Barton 1829- 30). He signed and
certified as correct the LaSalle Self- Evaluation Report (CX 327),
which had been prepared for purposes of LaSalle s accreditation by
that organization. Mr. Barton submitted the report to the NHSC (CX

327B). He was also responsible for implementing the changes in
LaSalle recommended by the NHSC (Barton 1830).
26. In 1978 , Alan L. Baker , Macmillan s Deputy Chief Operating
Offcer and Vice Chairman of the Board , received monthly financial
and operations reports from LaSalle (CX 554- , 565- 79; see Finding

17). He related the results to Mr. Barton (Barton 1802- 03). Before
1978 , Mr. Barton had received monthly reports directly from LaSalle
(CX 501- 51; Barton 1802- 04).
27. John Sadler , the Controller of LaSalle and its chief financial
offcer also acted as LaSalle s Chief Operating Offcer in 1978
(Barton 181O- 1I; DeWerth 1838- 39). Mr. Sadler , who received

reports from LaSalle s Vice Presidents and other personnel , consoli-

dated such reports and reported in turn to Alan L. Baker , Vice
Chairman of the Board and Deputy Chief Operating Offcer of
Macmilan (Barton 1798; 1804).
28. In 1979 , LaSalle hired Henry Broido to head up a continuing
education group and to take responsibility for overall operations at
LaSalle. Certain changes in the reporting relationships occurred at
that time. Mr. Barton thereafter received monthly operations and
financial reports from Mr. Broido (Barton 1820- 21).

29. John Sadler,

s Controller and its chief financial
DeWerth 1838- 39) commenced (lI)reporting

LaSalle

offcer (Barton 1810- 1I;
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to Mr. Broido after the latter was employed by LaSalle (Barton
1820).
30. Charles B. Marshall ,

LaSalle s Vice- President for Education

(Marshall 1887) had submitted monthly reports to Alan Baker
Macmilan s Vice Chairman of the Board and Deputy Chief Operating Officer through Mr. Sadler , the LaSalle Controller (CX 575- 79;
Marshall 1892- 93). These written reports concerned educational

services, regulatory and financial matters, personnel matters and
extraordinary events (Marshall 1897- 98). Subsequent to Mr. Brois appointment in 1979 , Mr. Marshall reported to him (Marshall

1892- 93).
31. Calvin Israel , LaSalle s Vice- President and Field Sales Manager since 1972 (Israel 1987) had overall responsibility for the field

sales operation (Israel 1988). Mr. Israel reported to Alan Baker
Macmilan s Vice Chairman of the Board and Deputy Chief Operating Offcer through John Sadler , the LaSalle Controller (CX 565- 74;
Israel 1988). Previously, he had reported to Sadler s predecessors in
the position of LaSalle s chief operating offcer (Israel 1988).
32. Robert Cornwell , LaSalle s Vice- President for Advertising

since 1973 had overall responsibility for advertising and mail order
sales (Barton 1797; Cornwell 1867). Mr. Cornwell reported to Alan
Baker, Macmilan s Vice Chairman of the Board and Deputy Chief
Operating Offcer with copies of the reports to John Sadler , who was
LaSalle s Controller, and who also acted as LaSalle s Chief Operating
Offcer (CX 554- 63; Cornwell 1868- 69). Mr. Cornwell had channeled
previous reports to Sadler s predecessors as LaSalle s Chief Operating Offcer (Cornwell 1867 - 68).

Beginning in 1979 , he reported to Mr.

Broido (Cornwell 1867).
33. David Hetzel was LaSalle s Vice- President for Student Rela-

tions from 1971 through 1977 (Hetzel 3063- 64). Hetzel was responsi-

ble for the student relations department , enrollment department
clerical operations department, systems, purchasing, warehouse
shipping and receiving. The Student Relations Department was
responsible for maintenance of student grade records , responses to
student inquiries and complaints , providing study materials, and
calculating tuition (Hetzel 3064- 65).
34. Douglas Linde has been Assistant

to the President of LaSalle

and University Administrative Offcer for over 10 years (Linde

1852-

53). His responsibilties included liaison and fiing of documents with

various federal and state agencies , submission of license applications
and handling of third- party inquiries relating to

to state agencies ,

students (Linde 1853). Mr. Linde reported in the past to Mr. Sadler

and to Mr. Sadler s predecessors as chief operating offcer of LaSalle

~~~
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His reports were written monthly activity reports

covering his areas of responsibility (12J(Linde 1855- 57).

Subsequent-

ly, he reported to Mr. Broido who took charge of LaSalle s operations
in 1979 (Linde 1854- 55).
35. Gordon De Werth , Treasurer of Macmillan and Treasurer of
LaSalle , had no direct reporting relationship at LaSalle; his reporting relationship was at Macmillan. As Treasurer of LaSalle, he
reported to Mr. Kressler , the parent company s Senior Vice President of Finance (Dewerth 1836- 37). His responsibilities at LaSalle

were limited to cash management , insuring that LaSalle had

suffcient cash to meet its requirements and that excess cash, when
available, was loaned to Macmillan (DeWerth 1836).
c. LaSalle Reports to Macmillan
36. Macmilan executives received, on a monthly basis, written
activity reports from LaSalle s personnel respecting the ongoing
operations of LaSalle (Barton 1803- 05). Although the recipient of
these reports has varied , since 1973 the chief operating offcer at
LaSalle has submitted the reports to either Mr. Barton directly or to
Mr. Baker, who then prepared a monthly report on LaSalle

operations for Mr. Barton (Barton 1805). Using the information
contained in these reports, Mr. Barton prepared reports , which
contained information on LaSalle s operations , for Macmilan

Chairman of the Board. He also reported, orally, to the Macmilan
Board of Directors (Barton 1805- 06).

37. Macmilan kept apprised of LaSalle s financial condition
through monthly financial statements submitted by Mr. Sadler to
the accounting manager of Macmillan s corporate accounting department (DeWerth 1842). These financial statements were then

incorporated into Macmilan s annual report to shareholders and
into financial statements filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (DeWerth 1842- 43).
38. Additionally, Mr. DeWerth submitted a monthly report to
Messrs. Hagel, Barton , Baker and Kressler covering long and shortterm cash forecasting, special projects, and stock reports (DeW erth
1839- 40). This report was prepared in both consolidated and subsid-

iary- by-subsidiary form (De Werth 1840- 41).
39. LaSalle s executives prepared, on a yearly basis, a long- range
plan which set forth , in both narrative and financial terms , LaSalle

business strategy for the succeeding five years (CX 425; Barton 180910). The long-range plan was a collective effort of LaSalle s manage-

ment and was approved by Macmilan following discussions between
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LaSalle s chief operating offcer and Robert Barton and Alan Baker
(Barton 1810- 11). (13)

40. In addition to the long- range plan , LaSalle prepared an

annual plan which expressed, in both narrative and financial terms
what LaSalle planned to do in any given year. The annual plan , an
implementation of the strategy developed in the long- range plan

was approved by Macmilan after consultation

between Messrs.

Barton , Baker and LaSalle s chief operating offcer (Barton 18091813).
41. LaSalle executives have dealt directly with Macmilan executives on questions relating to LaSalle s operations. In 1978, for

example , Mr. Baker went to LaSalle on three or four occasions and
met with LaSalle s operating committee, composed of LaSalle s VicePresidents and Controller , to discuss their individual areas of
responsibility (CX 327I; Cornwell 187 4- 75).

42. Mr. Baker asked Mr. Marshall, LaSalle s Vice- President

for

Education to prepare a report setting forth planning suggestions for
future operations (Marshall 1894). The report , entitled " A Plan to
Make LaSalle Profitable Beyond 1980" (CX 426), was reviewed by
Mr. Baker and portions of the plan were implemented shortly
thereafter (Marshall 1894- 95). Additionally, Mr. Marshall consulted
with Mr. Baker respecting a suggestion for a new course offering in
medical- dental

reception (Marshall 1893).

43. The following are examples of transactions where Macmillan s approval was required prior to action by LaSalle:

(a) The purchase of any capital asset costing more than $100
(Barton 1806- 07).

(b) A significant revision in an existing course (Barton 1807- 09);
(c) Funding for development of new courses (Marshall 1953- 54);
(d) Salaries for LaSalle personnel in excess of $20

000 (Barton

1821);

(e) Borrowing of money by LaSalle (Barton 1813);

(I) Expenditures for advertising in excess of budgeted amounts
(Cornwell 1870- 71).

(g) Personnel changes involving high- level LaSalle executives
(Barton 1832); and
(h) Execution of consent agreements with state or federal agencies,
when such (l4)agreements concern LaSalle s operations (Barton
1818- 19).

D. Macmilan s
44. Since 1973

Financial Responsibility for LaSalle

Macmilan has guaranteed the financial stahility

,"
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and performance of

LaSalle to the NHSC ,

state and federal

accrediting agencies (CX 326A , 329K , 380, 381A, 382). In many

instances , such assurance has been accompanied by a copy of
Macmillan s annual report (CX 326A, 329K , 380 , 381A , 382).
45. The importance of Macmillan s financial resources to LaSalle
was reflected in LaSalle s application to the NHSC for accreditation
renewal. In response to the question
What do you consider to be
your single greatest asset which has been most responsible for your

growth?" LaSalle replied, in part:
financial support from the parent corporation , Macmilan , Inc. , America s largest
educational/information/culture publishing congcneric.

(CX 281C , G; see also CX 425K). In the NHSC' s summary of its
accreditation committee findings, LaSalle was found to be " sheltered
under the umbrella of the financially strong MacMillan , Inc. " (CX
3281).
46. Macmillan

established uniform accounting practices for itself

and all of its subsidiaries (Barton 1815);

its auditors , Deloitte

Haskins and Sells , audited Macmilan s books and those of every

Macmilan subsidiary on a periodic basis. In those years when

Deloitte, Haskins and Sells did not audit LaSalle s books, Macmillan s internal audit department conducted the audit (Barton 181516).

47. Macmilan filed a consolidated corporate income tax for all of
its domestic subsidiaries and incorporated the financial statements
submitted by LaSalle into its annual report and SEC fiings (Barton
1816- 17).

48. Macmilan established a common checking system in its
name in Seattle , Washington , which was used by LaSalle and
thirteen other subsidiaries to handle accounts payable (DeWerth

1844- 45). LaSalle, which used the common checking system in the
normal course of its business, submitted invoices for payment to the
common accounts payable system (DeWerth 1844- (15)45). Macmilan
issued the check to the vendor about two weeks later. LaSalle paid

its vendors through the common checking system unless the check
had to be issued in less than two weeks (DeW erth 1845). LaSalle used

the Macmilan account to issue refunds to former LaSalle students
(RX 688A , B).
49. Macmilan loaned money to LaSalle (Barton 1817; DeWerth
1843). LaSalle was not empowered to borrow money on its own behalf
(Barton 1817). When LaSalle had an excess of cash , it loaned the sum
to Macmilan and if LaSalle needed cash, it borrowed directly from
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Macmilan. All Macmilan subsidiaries followed this practice (DeWerth 1843 , 1850). No minimum amounts were involved in such
transactions, which were set up on a demand arrangement, and I
ranged from a few thousand to several milion dollars (De Werth
1850).

E. Miscellaneous Indicia of Macmillan s
50. Employees of

Control over LaSalle

both Macmillan and LaSalle have often partici-

pated in the same benefit programs such as a pension plan (DeW erth
1848), a welfare benefits plan (RA 10), and a dental insurance plan

(RAll).
51. Macmilan and LaSalle shared computer facilities, which
were located at LaSalle (Barton 1825).

52. LaSalle operated the Business Information Reference Service

as part of its Successful Small Business program (CX 426NN). This

service was basically identical to the Crowell Coller Reference
Service, which was offered through a different subsidiary of Macmillan (CX 426NN), but Business Information Reference Service was
operated by LaSalle (CX 426III) and used by LaSalle faculty
members (CX 426KKK; see also CX 426JJJ).
53. The activity reports submitted by LaSalle executives to
Robert Barton dealt with matters , such as , a lack of dental benefits
booklets for LaSalle employees , a lost requisition for replacement of
a secretary (CX 506D), plans for testing LaSalle radio advertisements using Macmillan air time credits (CX 550G), or minor changes
in advertisements (CX 541).
54. Macmillan approval was required before LaSalle could dis-

continue marketing its courses through field sales representatives
and make a major investment in a mail-order marketing program
(Barton 1806 07).

55. Although LaSalle was

responsible for establishing the com-

pensation schedules for its sales representatives, Mr. Barton s prior
approval was required (Barton 1826 27). (16jSignificant changes in
the sales commission structure also required approval by Macmillan
(Barton 1806 07).

F. Macmilan s Power To Control the Practices of LaSalle
56. On March 23 , 1977 , Robert A. Barton , acting as President of
Macmillan , sent a letter to the Indiana Private School Accrediting
COlnmission , conveying Macmillan s guarantee , as LaSalle s corporate parent , for the full performance by LaSalle of its obligation to
provide the educational services contemplated by LaSalle s contract
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with each student previously or prospectively enrolled who remains

in good standing (CX 383). The Board of Directors of Macmilan
ratified Mr. Barton s letter in April 1977 (CX 384B).

57. Macmilan has the authority and power to direct the policies

and practices of its subsidiary, LaSalle (Findings 14- 56).
III. Promotion , Marketing, and Sale of LaSalle Correspondence

Courses
A. In General
58. Respondents disseminated advertisements

in various publica-

tions of general circulation in order to obtain leads for the sale of
their correspondence courses (Comp. Par. 3; LaSalle Ans. Par. 3).
T. V. Guide. American Home. Cosmopolitan, Mademoiselle. Glamour. Decorating Ideas,
and group publications such as the Fawcett Detective Group, Secret Romance Group,
and Complete Men s Group (CX 1- 65).
These publications included

59. Until March 31 , 1979 , respondents used a field sales force
dealing directly with the public to sell and market their correspondence courses (Israel 1988 , 1990; Letter of respondcnts ' counsel

dated December 14 , 1978).
60. LaSalle

relied upon its nationwide advertising to develop a

market for its courses. Attached to each advertisement was an
inquiry card ,

on which prospective students indicated their name

address, and Course of interest (CX 1- (17)65). The inquiry cards were

converted into "blue
dent' s

leads " which contained the prospective stuname, address , and course of interest (CX 151 U; RX 101C).

The leads were distributed to sales representatives through their
regional or district managers (CX 151H; RX 101C, I02D , 103D). Blue
leads (RX 224) were the sales representatives ' primary source for
identifying prospective students (Werner 2795-97).
61. Sales representatives were also responsible for obtaining
personally developed" leads , referred to as " PD' " (CX 151 V; RX

101C , 102D , 103D). Similarly, leads were developed through LaSalle
Goodwil Club (CX 15IH , V; RX 101C) and through contacts with
corporations (Werner 2797).

62. In addition to accepting

applications submitted by its field

sales force, LaSalle accepted enrollments through a mail-order
procedure (CX 327UUUU- VVVV, 425X; Berry 2338- 40; Brooks 2679;
Miler 2922; Visser 2941). LaSalle had used a direct mail order sales
solicitation program at sometime prior to 1977 , which it discontinued
because it was unsuccessful (CX 528B).

63. After receipt of an inquiry, detached from one of its advertise-
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ments , LaSalle , in addition to preparing and distributing a blue lead
card to its sales representatives, sent a brochure to the prospective
student describing the course in which the student had expressed an
interest (CX 151 W , 327BBBBB). The brochures were accompanied by

prior

a cover letter informing the prospective student that a LaSalle sales
representative would call on him personally (CX 101- 08; 1I5- 19;
151 W , X , 167C). As a general rule, prospective students received such

brochures in the mail

to contact with the sales representative

(CX 153MM).

Respondents ' Field Sales Force
64. In the period 1975- 1978 , the LaSalle field force ranged from
1000 to 108 individuals; the sales force diminished toward the end of
that period (Israel 1989; CX 3270DOOO). In 1975, about 500 of the

sales representatives received at least one enrollment in any given
week (CX 32700000).

65. The LaSalle representatives were paid commissions for
enrollments secured. The compensation schedule as set forth in the
1976 Representatives Manual was the following:
The three commission amounts paid are:
Enrollment commission - You wil be paid $70. 00 for each
student you enroll whose applica-

tion (18)is accepted and processed
in the home offce. This commis-

sion wil be paid on all courses;
there are no exceptions.

30- day service commission -

You wil be paid $25. 00 for each
30- day callback you make in person. The callback must be made
on time , the student' s tuition pay-

ment must be current and the
Records Confirmation Slip must
be received and processed by the
PD enrollment commission -

home offce on schedule.
You are paid $25. 00

for each PD
enrollment which is paid to date
at 90 days. This means the first
three monthly payments must

have been submitted on time.

lVlAlAVllLLi-U'I
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66. The enrollment commission was received from the first
payment remitted by the student. When a student did not pay the
tuition agreed upon in the Retail Installment Contract , LaSalle
would recover part or all of the commission already paid to the

salesman under a " chargeback" or repayment of the commission (CX
15IDDD).
67. If a student remained enrolled in a course for more than 90
days and his payments were current at the end of that period, the
representative would not lose any of his commission if the student

dropped out at that point (RX 103G; Werner 2822).
68. The number of

enrollments was a major factor in a sales

representatives ' earnings (Werner 2823- 24).
69. In 1971 , LaSalle instituted a Graduation Bonus Plan under
which a representative received a 50 percent bonus for all enrollees
who graduated. This program, however , was discontinued in 1975

(CX 327FFFFFF; Werner 2821- 22). Respondent also had a quality
bonus to reward representatives who secured better studying and
paying students (CX 327FFFFFF).
70. LaSalle

representatives were expected to maintain a high

conversion rate on leads generated by advertising because (19)they

represented a major expense item. Respondents informed their
representatives " We expect new representatives to sign up at least

one person in ten; some experienced representatives sign up two or
three out of ten " (CX 151H).
71. LaSalle s representatives were subject to immediate termination for cause such as dishonesty, misconduct and m.isrepresentation.
In addition ,

representatives , except under unusual circumstances,
were terminated if they failed to submit at least one application in a
30- day period (CX 327GGGGG).
72. The turnover rate for respondents ' sales representatives was
high. Approximately 75 percent of the active sales representatives
were employed less than one year (CX 328 ,

Report of Accrediting

Examining Committee , National Home Study Council submitted
December 2, 1975).
73. LaSalle stopped sending leads to its representatives in

December 1978. It continued to process and accept enrollments
obtained by representatives without leads unti March 31 , 1979. On
that date , the remaining representatives were terminated (CX
327UUUU; Marshall 1907; Werner 2793; Finding 59).

B. The Sales Presentation
74.

Generally, sales representatives established initial contact

. . .
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with the student by telephone (CX 514B; Mull 329- 30; Shulock 362;

Muhar 446; Waller 657- 58; Mastrangelo 752; Wilmot 795- 96; Lapeer
837; Nehls 864; Kammer 887- 88; Reed 1571; Deet 1686; Patrone 1754;
Wilson 3271; Sellers 3258- 59; Kohlmyer 3338; Ostland 3489; Burritt
3625- 26).
75. LaSalle representatives

did not enroll applicants. Enrollment

was done by the Home Office. Sales representatives were instructed

to interview applicants to see if they qualified in terms of having the
time, money, and motivation to study and succeed ,

fill out an

enrollment contract and secure a down payment (CX 168R).
76. LaSalle s sales representatives were trained and instructed to
use a standard sales presentation " The Qualifying Interview " (CX
151K , 153F , 154 , 1680). " Practically

the entire interview is a readoff

from printed materials plus a few passages to be memorized" (CX
153C). The sales presentation did not require a knowledge of the

subject matter of the courses (CX 328U).
77. The LaSalle

sales representatives were instructed that:

The Qualifying Interview is a field proven technique which lets you take control of the
interview and keep control of it. The (20Jqualifying format insures an orderly step by
step presentation that takes you from the applicant' s door , through the presentation

and brings you to filling out the enrollment contract and Congratulatory Talk. The
LaSalle Method enables you to eliminate costly digressions or sidetracks and answers
most of the applicant' s questions before they re asked.

Through the use of a printed Qualification Questionnaire and an all- course Visual you
can quickly learn how to conduct a Qualifying Inlerview. With practice you ll deliver
it skillfully each and every time.

Each step is vital to the success of your presentation. Failure to adhere to this
method usually results in poor quality enrollmcnts. To maximizc your time and
efforts learn each step in the Qualifying Interview well.
(CX 1680)

78. LaSalle

s standard sales presentation consisted of five parts:

prescreening or greeting the prospect , intensive qualification, visual
presentation , the close, and the after sale or congratulatory talk (CX
154 1680; RX 1010 , 102D , 1030, 133D).
79. Respondents '

sales representatives were instructed to memor-

ize the following pre-screening talk;
Mr. Miller, in the short time I have to spend with you , I' d like to speak with both you
and Mrs. Miller. May we be seated at a table please?
As I

said ,

Mr. & Mrs. Miller , I'm the local representative of LaSalle Extension

University. I'm here in response to your inquiry about self- improvement. To begin , I
want to be sure that we have a program that is right for you , Mr. Miller , and that you

" "
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are right for the program. As a leading (21)correspondence school , LaSalle will only
accept students who can benefit from its program of study. To determine whether you
I' Of wanting more education
can benefit , Mr. Miller , we ll be discussing your reasons
and your desire and ability to study and succeed.
(CX 168D)
The purpose of the pre-screening talk was to put the student on

notice that he had to qualify for admission to the LaSalle Program
and that acceptance was not automatic (CX 153L; 168E).

80. The heart of the sales presentation was the " intensive
qualification . This part of the presentation was conducted by means
of LaSalle s " Confidential Qualification Questionnaire. " The purpose
of the questionnaire was to help the sales representative discover the

applicant' s needs, character , capabilities. financial means, and
whether the applicant qualified for enrollment (CX 1681; Wilmot
, 803- 08). Sales representatives were further instructed that
797 The QQ (Qualifications Questionnaire) is a powerful tool in the
hands of a person (respondent' s salesman) who has learned to use it

for all its worth" (CX 153 0). The Qualification Questionnaire
according to respondents ' directions could also be used to meet
objections and stalls what may come up later at the close " (CX 153
0).

81. After the intensive qualification , the
used a visual presentation to describe the

sales representative

course content, the

advantages of home study and LaSalle (Wilmot 810- 14; CX 153F
MM, NN, 157 , 168R). The brochure received by the prospective
student prior to the sales

presentation was used by LaSalle

representatives to supplement the material in their sales binder (CX
153MM, 157; Shulock 373- 76).

82. The next step of the sales presentation was the " close "

(CX

153QQ). LaSalle instructed the sales representative to use an
assumptive close " namely assume the prospect is ready to fill out
the enrollment application , sign a contract , and make a down
payment (CX 153SS). If a prospect appeared hesitant at this point,

the sales representative was to go back to key questions and answers

elicited in the " intensive qualification "

in order to meet objections

(CX 153BBB- CCC).
83. After concluding the sale , LaSalle s sales representatives
were instructed to give an after sales talk congratulating the

prospect on his decision " to reinforce the sale And help keep it
sold" (CX 153EEE, 154D , U , 168Q). The student was told he had three

obligations: to study and succeed , to provide his family with a better
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way of life , and to submit his tuition payment on time (CX 153EEE
168R). (22)

The Retail Installment Contract

84. The retail

installment contract or field enrollment

form/contract used by LaSalle was a two- part

document. The field

representatives were instructed to leave a carbon copy with the
prospective student. In the case of a mail order enrollment , a

duplicate of the original was returned to the student upon enrollment acceptance (CX 327VVVV).
85. LaSalle s " Federal" retail installment contract incorporated

federal , Ilinois , and NHSC requirements and LaSalle policies. It was
used, according to respondents , where those requirements were more
to the student' s benefit than the applicable state regulations. The

other contract forms bearing the names of particular states were
used because the regulation of that state required some specific

order

language or because the state regulations , according to respondents

were more beneficial to the student than the federal regulation (CX
327VVVV).
86. The mail
forms complied with the regulations of the
State of Ilinois, where LaSalle was domiciled (CX 327VVVV).
87. The " Federal"

form of the Retail Installment Contract was

the one most widely used (Martins 2668).

IV.

Representations Made by LaSalle in Marketing Its Course

A. Success through LaSalle Theme
88. The major theme that permeated LaSalle

s communications

and representations to the public was the potential for success
generated through completing a LaSalle course- the promise of

higher salaries and future opportunities. This success through
LaSalle theme was repeatedly expressed in LaSalle s

advertising,

which consisted of both combination advertisements and advertise-

ments focusing on individual courses ,

its course literature , its

brochures , and orally by its sales representatives.
89. Respondents ' advertisements relied heavily on endorsements
by satisfied LaSalle graduates to convey the success through LaSalle
theme (CX 8A , 32 , 559D , 577). These testimonials created the

impression that such success was ordinary and typical of LaSalle
graduates. (23)
90. LaSalle s print advertisements frequently covered not only
individual courses , but a number of courses (CX 3- 5, 10- 25, 34-

. .
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116 , 557). When testimonials were used in conjunction with combination ads ,

they conveyed the impression that the reader could be as
successful as the person in the testimonials by enrolling in anyone of
the courses featured in the combination ad.
91. In combination with representations that the LaSalle diploma was a " recognized" or " useful credential" and that the diploma
was evidence that a graduate of a LaSalle course had been
thoroughly prepared" by " one of America s most respected schools

(CX lOll , S, 1031 , 1041 , S , 105M), the testimonials created the
impression that the LaSalle graduate needed no further training to
enter the field of his choice.
B. Interior Decorating

92. LaSalle s advertisements regarding their complete interior
decorating course appealed to women to put their " Love for
decorating into a dream career " (CX 6B , SA). Reiterating the basic

theme of success through LaSalle, LaSalle advertisements biled
interior decorating as " a high- income field where a woman is in her
glory. There is a good demand for decorating services and opportunities are abundant" (CX 29).
1. LaSalle Reprcsented There

Was a Need or Dcmand for LaSalle

Graduates in the Field ofInterior Decorating
93. LaSalle represented that there was a

demand for LaSalle

graduates in the field of interior decorating. LaSalle advertisements
contained such statements as:
There is a good demand for decorating services and opportunities are abundant.
tremendously expanded field (CX 29).

94.

Representations such as these coupled with statements such

as:
I have now opened a studio.

and I am already getting demands for interior

decorating services (CX 711A). (24)

LaSalle

s interior decorating course gives you complete , up- to- date

instruction at

home (CX uB 32).

The LaSalle course in Interior Decorating has been prepared to give you practical
complete and up- to- date preparation for this exciting career (CX 29).

which created the impression that the LaSalic graduate was a

trained interior decorator , resulted in the impression that there was
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a need or demand for LaSalle graduates in the field of interior
decorating.
95. After the initial contact with LaSalle through its advertising,

the prospective student received a course brochure which further
outlined the benefits of the particular LaSalle course. " Your Future

in Interior Decorating "

was the title of the two brochures used to

ilustrate the success possible with LaSalle s interior decorating
course (CX 101 , 104). A headline in CX 101C characterized interior

decorating as " a vastly expanded field where you can turn your
creativity into profit. " The text of both brochures represented that
there was an increasing need or demand for interior decorators.
Opportunities for trained decorators are increasing each year. It used to be that
only the wealthy employed

decorators. That' s no longer true. Large numbers of

average homemakers now rely on the services of decorators.
Decorators today arc busy in many areas

besides homes. Their talents are

employed in decorating hotel rooms, business offces , building lobbies , hospitals and
many other interesting places. Some decorators operate their own businesses; others
work in major stores , showrooms and design studios. (CX lOIC)
Opportunities for trained decorators are increasing each year. Their talents are

employed in decorating hotel rooms , business (25Joffces , building lobbies, hospitals
and many other interesting places. Some decorators operate their own businesses;
others work in major stores , showrooms and design studios. (CX 104C)

pages of the
brochure that there was a demand for interior decorators; the
96. The impression was created in the first few

remainder of the brochure , dedicated to showing the prospective

student how LaSalle trains him to be an interior decorator , created
the impression that the LaSalle trained graduate would be qualified
to enter this expanding field.
How LaSalle training prepares you for a career as an Interior Decorator (CX 1011; see
also CX 1041).

If you want to start an exciting career as an interior decorator, LaSalle will prepare
you for it in a home study program that is both practical and delightful (CX 101M).

These representations in conjunction with and as an integral part of
the LaSalle presentation, which included the representations that
there was a substantial need or demand for interior decorators

created the impression that there was a substantial need or demand
for LaSalle graduates in the lield of interior decorating.
97. LaSalle s sales representatives were instructed to repeat the
employment opportunity claims made in LaSalle s brochures; they
were not to make any representations of their own contrivance (RX
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102G ,

128B). Student testimony indicates that such claims were

repeated.
Q. Did she

describe what career opportunities might be available to you in

interior decorating?
A. Yes.

Q. What did she

say?

go into many areas , such as working for a furniture (26)store,
become a buyer for department stores , an interior decorator , whatever appealed to
A. That you could

you (Haselden 2196).

98. The continued repetition in LaSalle s advertisements ,

bro-

chures , and orally by its sales representatives of the need or demand

for interior decorators coupled with the representation that the
LaSalle course offered complete training had the capacity to convey
to prospective students that there was a need or demand for LaSalle

interior decorating graduates.
2. LaSalle Represented That Its Interior

Decorating Graduates

Would Increase Their Earnings
99. In a number of ways LaSalle

s advertisements created the

impression that students completing respondent' s correspondence

courses would receive high wages or salaries from employment as
interior decorators. The advertisements boldly stated that whatever
your assignment as an interior decorator " you ll be well paid for it"
(CX 6A , 8A) and " a decorator earns good money for work she enjoys
(CX 32). Testimonials from graduates of the LaSalle course were also

included in some advertisements and appeared to substantiate the
success through LaSalle theme. These graduates attested to increased earning power:

Mrs. Faye C. Haynie
Benton , Kentucky
Now I

feel like

Onassis when I compare my earnings with what I used to make

(CX 559D).

I feel rich when I compare my earnings with what I once used to earn (CX gA,
32).

Lucy Kovesi , Town Gallery
New York , New York
LaSalle training helped me develop my own successfuJ

gallery of art for

decoration. I've enjoyed increased earnings and prestige (CX 6B. 78 .

8B). (27)

In other advertisements successful graduates were used as examples
of the increased earnings made possible by a LaSalle diploma in
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interior decorating. Mrs. Faye C. Haynie s success story of markedly
increased earnings is featured repeatedly in advertisements (CX 6A,
7 A- B, 8A- B, 30A-

, 31

, 740). Other examples were used such as

Susan Wilson, Opelika , Alabama (CX 33) and Sara P. Hendren
Indianapolis, Indiana (CX 711B) whose salaries were reported as
having doubled.

100. LaSalle s advertisements implied a parallel between the
individual in the success story and the individual reading the

advertisement. Sometimes the parallel was expressly drawn as in CX
711B " These people have a lot in common with you " referring to the

success story of Mrs. Haynie and that of Sara P. Hendren. Although
in some instances there was language in the text of the advertisement which proposed to limit the scope of these success stories , the
limiting language did not cancel out the effects of the testimonials
which led the prospective student to believe that such success was

ordinary and typical of LaSalle graduates.
101. For example in CX 33 ,

which consisted of a number of

testimonials from LaSalle interior decorating graduates from across
the country, the caveat " An exceptional case , of course , but it does
show how well some creative women can do when they develop their
talents " is lost amid numerous testimonials and headlines proclaiming " The success of LaSalle graduates.
102. The course brochures used by LaSalle reiterated the promise
of higher earnings:
A vastly expanded field where you can turn your creativity into profit (CX 101C).

103. The brochures also utilized testimonials from successful
LaSalle graduates (CX 101R, 104R).

Your Interior Decorating course has given me many, many enjoyable and profitable
hours.
Lorraine Howland
Regina , Saskatchewan
(7/11/77)
As an Interior Designer my salary has more than doubled. (28)

Janiene Church

Lakeland , Florida
(8/27/76)

(CX I04R)
My salary has doubled.

Linda Rae Kronberger

. .
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Sturgeon Bay, Wise.

My interior decorating course enabled me to get a terrific new position in a furniture
showroom and most importantly, my salary has doubled.
Deborah A. Cosgrave
Reading, Pa.
and my salary has more than doubled since I started my new career.

Susan C. Wilson
Opelika , Ala.

(CX 10lR)
104. Ms. Wilson s success story was the subject of a double page
spread in CX I04E. Her successful climb from secretary to interior
decorator at " twice former salary " is featured under her picture and
the headline " How

LaSalle helped change the life of Susan Wilson

(CX 104E).
105. Although the statement at the end of Susan Wilson

s story

characterized her as an exceptional case , the overall impression

conveyed was that similar success could be expected by the reader
Even the statement that was to
limit her success to that of an exceptional individual concluded with:
after LaSalle training (CX 104E).

but it does show how far

your

natural talents can take

you

with the help of LaSalle

training (emphasis added) (CX l04E). (29)
106. The promise of monetary success which was awakened by
LaSalle s written materials was further stimulated by its sales
representatives in the qualifying interview.

J: OK Let' s take that complacent chap again. Mr. Miler, are you satisfied with
your present earnings?

Mr. M: Oh , we re getting along pretty good.
J: You re completely satisfied? There isn t anything you d buy or do if you had
more money?

Mr. M: Oh , sure. You can always find places to spend money.
J: Mrs. Miler ,

are you satisfied with his income?

Mrs. M: Oh , he provides for us pretty well.
J: There isn

t anything you

Mrs. M: Well , there s

d do differently

probably all kinds

if you

of things

had more money?
d do.

J: For instance?

Mrs. M: Well, we

d get a better house.

Mr. M: After we d get a new car.
Mrs. M: We d take a real vacation.
J: These are all things you d be able to do when you get started in your career in
accounting.
Mr. M: We hope so.
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What about this next question? What would you like to earn five years from
now?
J: Well ,

you

the first thing to realize about that question is that the average person
mon or next Christmas or the date

re talking to never thinks much beyond next

he feels (30)he 1l be due for his next pay increase. He s almost never given thoughts to
what he wants to be making 5 years from now.
N:

So you may have to lead him. You have to be prepared to suggest a figure if he

doesn t come up with one.
J: Right. No matter what he

s earning today, I get him to set a target figure that

ll agree he can t possibly reach through normal advancement in his present
situation. But a figure that is realistic in relation to whatever course it is he wrote in
about.

N: Setting the stage for the next question- What can you do about it?
J: And if he fumbles around with the answer to that one- I simply hammer home
the obvious. That the only way he can possibly get there from here is by selfemployment through further education (CX 153BB- DD).

107. Some students who testified about the qualifying interview
stated that the representative represented the student would be

entering a high paying field:

A. Specifically, I can t tell you ,

because I can t remember that far

Approximately what went on was basically that it was a good course ,
completing the course ,

back.

that after

you can get a good paying job, and you would be a qualified

interior decorator , and you d receive a certificate from them stating so.
Q. Do you recall anything else that was said at the sales presentation?
A. He brought up the fact of a friend being in real estate and decided to go into
interior decorating because it was such a good paying area (Mastrangelo 753).
A. He asked me where I was working, and informed me that I would- by taking
this course , r would be able to increase my 131Jsalary or my earnings far more than
what I had been getting (Muhar

448- 49).

108. The overall impression that was created was that the
LaSalle interior decorating graduate would be able to command a
high salary or high wages.
3. LaSalle Represented That

Its Graduates Would Be Qualified

To Enter the Field of Interior Decorating with No Further Training
109. LaSalle created the impression that completion of the
LaSalle interior decorating course qualified the student to secure

employment in the field without further training or experience.
110. Advertisements stated that " the LaSalle course in interior
complete
up- to- date instruction at home " (CX
decorating gives you
6B, 7B, 30B , 31 , 32) (emphasis added) or that " the LaSalle course in

Interior Decorating has been prepared to give you practical , complete and up- to- date preparation for this exciting modern career
(CX29).
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111. Aside from stating that LaSalle s course was up- to- date,
practical and complete, the advertisements represented , directly and
through the use of testimonials , that LaSalle had prepared many
other women for successful interior decorating careers.
LaSalle training has helped many other women become successful decorators. LaSalle
could help you do it , too.

For a beginning, you may prefer a position in a decorating studio , home furnishing
gallery, or smart department store. With experience , you ll have every opportunity to
build an independent business of your own (CX SA).

s testimonial and a
number of other testimonials, advertisement CX 7A- B proclaimed
112. In conjunction with Mrs. Faye C. Haynie

that: (32)

They turned their love for decorating into a dream career. Perhaps you can too. Free
Booklet tells how LaSalle helps women train at home in spare time for interior
decorating.

113. The featured testimonials showed how LaSalle graduates
had achieved successful employment in the interior decorating field
with LaSalle training.
Thanks to my LaSalle training I became the interior decorator

for a leading

department store.
Mrs. Joan Kaston
Mentor , Ohio

(CX7B)

114. The combination in LaSalle s

advertisements of the success

stories featured in the testimonials, the claims of complete, up- to-

date training, and the representations to the effect that you, the
reader , would be able to turn your love for decorating into a dream
career conveyed the impression that a graduate of LaSalle s interior
decorating course would be qualified to obtain employment in the
field of interior decorating without further training.
115. LaSalle s course brochure continued the impression that the
graduate would be fully qualified for employment.

How LaSalle training prepares you for a career as an Interior Decorator (CX 1011; see
also CX 1041).

116. Even the course objectives listed in the brochure gave the
impression that the LaSalle graduate would be qualified as an
interior decorator.
COURSE ODJECTIVE: The Interior Decorating course

is designed to give the student
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practical knowledge and skils which may be applied commercially

as well as

personally in his or her own home. (33)
course , the graduate will be able to apply
sound decorating principles to problems ranging from simple furniture arrangement
or window treatments to the complete design of one or more rooms in private homes

Upon successful completion ufthe 21- 1es8on

or commercial establishments (CX lOIN , l04N).

117. Part of the success through LaSalle

sales pitch used by

LaSalle s sales representatives implied that upon graduation from
LaSalle the student could successfully seek employment as an
interior decorator. In accordance with the qualifying interview script
the sales representative would emphasize LaSalle s " practical

pro-

gram for your career advancement" with a school that " has been a
leader in home study for over 60 years " (CX 153NN). The representative was to state:
. . LaSalle supplies everything you need to prepare for a successful career (CX

153NN).

118. LaSalle

s sales force represented that the LaSalle graduate

was qualified for a career as an interior decorator.
Q. Do you recall what , if anything, the salesman said about your prospects of
finding a job upon completion of the course?
A. Well , he said that after I had completed the course , and when I got my diploma
that I , as an interior designer , when I went out and looked for a job , they are not
asking for experience, they are asking for qualified interior designers.
Q. Did he state whether LaSalle- graduation

from LaSalle interior decorating

course made one a qualified interior designer?
A. Yes , he did.

Q. What did he say? (34)

A. He said exactly

what I had said ,

that by having my diploma , I would be a

qualified interior designer. (Muhar 450).
Q. Did she

describe what career opportunities might be available to you in

interior decorating?
A. Yes.

Q. What did she

say?

into many areas, such as working for a furniture store
become a buyer for department stores , an interior decorator , whatever appealed to
A. That you could go

you (Haselden 2196).

119. Student testimony reveals that the impression conveyed by
the sales representatives was that the LaSalle graduate could get a
job.
Q. What did you think your chances were of obtaining a job after you completed
the LaSalle interior decorating course?
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A. I thought they d be very good.
Q. What was the basis of your- that

impression'!

A. Well , I assumed that by taking this course and getting a diploma , that I would
have a good chance to go out and get a job (Muhar 451- 52)

to LaSalle s Training and the Employability
of LaSalle Interior Decorating Graduates
4. Expert Opinion as

120. In its advertisements,

sales
(35Jdecorating
representatives, LaSalle represented that its interior
graduates would be qualified for employment in the field.
121. An interior decorator has been defined as someone who does
brochures and through its

primarily cosmetic work on interiors as opposed to an interior
designer who is concerned with designing or remodeling the functional architectural aspects of interiors. Some interior decorators do
work with some basic functional aspects ofinteriors.
122. Although these distinctions are made by some , others
consider the difference between the two as merely a matter of
semantics (Genis 3400- 01; see also Walker 488- 89). It is clear
however ,

that whether termed designers or decorators there are

those who function at various levels of sophistication in the interior
decorating field.

123. Respondents represented through their advertisement , brochures, and sales representatives that a LaSalle graduate (36Jwould

be qualified to enter the field of interior decorating with no further
training (Findings 109- 119). Advertisements stated that " the La-

Salle course in Interior Decorating has been prepared to give you
practical , complete and up- to- date preparation for this exciting
modern career " (CX 29).
124. The course

objectives outlined in the brochure and LaSalle

self-evaluative report for the

NHSC indicated that the LaSalle

graduate should , upon completion of the course , be able to do

residential or commercial designing as a decorating consultant or in
his own interior decorating service.
, Professor Rankin nasdefined an interior decorator as
(implying) coordination and completion of an inu.rior space in terms of general visual and general

functional aspecls(Rankin 1304)
as opposed to

The term int..rior r1..si ner (whieh) general1y implies the establishment of the square footage or the
definition of the space , the review and organizationnfthe pecu\ iaritiesorfunctionsofaspace, these\eclion
"flhe Hp"cification
, materials

to complete that interior , and the selection of the components n,,!uired to

finish that interior space or the design, selection Or specification of any components that cannot he
purchased but must be custom made and supplied for thflt interior space (Rankin 1.
. Arline Genis '

()4)

deseription of a decorator working at an advanced level seems to correlate with Nancy

Walker s and Professor Rich,nd Rankin s description of an interior designer (G"nis :1402- 0:J; Rankin 1:-104 , Walker
488- 92)
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Interior Decorating course is designed to give the student

practical knowledge and skills which may be applied commercially as a career as well
as personally in his or her own home.

The course provides a basic knowledge in: the use of colors in decorating, planning
room proportions , fabric selection and use , choosing the proper wall covering, the
decorative aspects of lighting, the use of accessories for accent ,

identifying and

selecting the proper periods of furniture as well as how to establish a decorating
business

as a

career.

Upon successful completion of the 21- lesson course, the graduate wil be able to

apply sound decorating principles to problems ranging from simple furniture
arrangement or window treatments to the complete design of one or more rooms in
private homes or commercial establishments (CX lOIN , l04N).

125. The report to the NHSC, while not a representation made to
consumers , serves as a useful aid in construing the advertised course
objectives. In much the same language used in the brochure it states:
Expected Outcome.

Upon successful completion of this course, the graduate wil be able to apply sound

decorating principles to problems (37Jranging from simple furniture arrangement or
window treatment to the complete design of one or more rooms in private homes or
commercial establishments. The graduate may begin a career
as a
decorating
consultant advising on the purchase of carpeting, furniture or other home furnishings
in department stores or specialty stores. Alternatively, graduates should be able to
establish and operate their own interior decorating services , or , if they prefer , they
can enrich their lives by the pleasure of decorating their own homes (CX 327V).

126. The course

objectives as stated are ambiguous. At one point

the objectives state that " the

course provides basic knowledge "

another point they maintain that " the

at
graduate wil be able to apply

. . to the complete design of one or
more rooms in private homes or commercial establishments, " from
the latter one can infer that the LaSalle graduate wil be able to
sound decorating principles

work at the advanced level (CX WIN , lO4N).
127. The net impression created by LaSalle s representations to
the public was that the interior decorating graduate could qualify for

employment on the advanced level.

128. In contrast to LaSalle s representations , the experts agreed
that while LaSalle offered training in the basics of interior decorating, it did not adequately prepare the ordinary and typical individual
to be an advanced level interior decorator (CX 1032; Genis 34273477; Walker 527- 28; Rankin 1336- 39). The ability to work on
advanced levels depends on natural ability and experience , as well as
formal training. Many of the skils received in the field cannot be
learned from a book or in the classroom (CX 1032; Genis 3408, 3416

3424- 28; Rankin 1340). While some graduates of the LaSalle
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program were able to accomplish the vocational objective of obtain-

ing employment in the field of interior decorating with department
stores, furniture or home furnishings stores. decorating studios and
individual decorators , the ordinary and typical LaSalle could not

perform in the field at more than a basic level (Rankin 1338- 40;
Brooks 2676; Murphy 2761; Wright 2878- 80; Kohlmyer 3336; Genis
3407 -

, 3437- 39).

129. LaSalle also represented in its advertisements and in the
course objectives outlined in its brochures and report to the NHSC
that one of the options open to the LaSalle graduate would be to
establish his own interior decorating business (Finding 124). In order

to function as an independent interior (38Jdecorator

an individual

would have to perform on an advanced level (CX 1032; Genis 3401, 3437- , 3445- 82; Rankin 1335- 40, 1345 , 1347). Since LaSalle
course did not prepare its graduates to function beyond the basic
misleading to represent that the ordinary
level

, it was false and

graduate could open his own interior decorating business.

130. To the extent that LaSalle represented its typical and
ordinary graduate was qualified for advanced level positions, LaSalle s representations were false and misleading.
131. Since the ordinary and typical interior decorating graduate

would be unable to open his own decorating

service or obtain

employment beyond the basic level, representation made by LaSalle
that there was a demand for LaSalle graduates and that they could
expect a substantial increase in income were false and misleading.

B. Computer Programming
132. LaSalle represented that computer programming was an
high paying, rewarding career (CX 4A , 8A).
They also represented that success in the field of computer programming ' could be attained by enrolling with LaSalle (CX 3 , 4A , 5A).
opportunity field- a

1. LaSalle Represented That There Was a

Need or Demand for

LaSalle Graduates in the Field of Computer Programming
133. Respondents '

advertising, through statements such as the

following, had the tendency and capacity to create the impression
that a substantial

demand existed for computer programmers in

general and for graduates of LaSalle s basic computer programming

course in particular.
Grow with the future. Train at home for one of these
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6 technical fields

For over sixty years LaSalle has been helping ambitious men start new and profitable
careers. We can help you too. (39)

For a prestige career why not get into computer programming (CX 3).

Which one of these 6 opportunity fields is right for you?

irst pick a growth field where you can move ahead fast. Second prepare with the
right training- LaSalle training.
Io'

For good pay and prestige why not get into computer programming (CX

4A;

see also

CX5A).
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

Prestige career in a field that offers big opportunities (CX 4A).

134. The impression created in LaSalle s advertising was reinforced in its course brochures. In addition to outlining the contents of
the LaSalle Basic Computer Programming course , respondents
course brochure for computer programming contained the following
statements about the need or demand for computer programmers:
Why Does the Computer Field Attract So Many Ambitious Men and Women?

As the economy grows, the opportunities for the trained computer operator continue
to increase.

It takes training and experience to handle the programming assignments the business
computer
programming training. If you combine this training with on- the-job experience , you
will discover what interesting work computer programming can be (CX l03C).

world turns over to the (10Jcomputer. LaSalle can provide you with basic

Convenient and Practical Training For You

Now in your spare time at home , LaSalle teaches you the special techniques for
developing and writing programs for business computer operations.
You lJ find learning Basic Computer Programming with LaSalle an ideal way to
prepare for the computer age (CX 103E).
The above representation (CX lO3E) was used in conjunction with
UB.
Dept. of Labor Statistics and showing a rise in the
number programmers employed from 80 000 in 1965 to 186 000 in
a graph citing
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1972 (CX 103E; see also , CX 106E comparing employment figures of
000 for 1965 and 223, 000

for 1975 in conjunction with the same

textual representation).

135. Statements such as the foregoing had the tendency and
capacity to create and reinforce the impression initiated in LaSalle

advertisements that there was a substantial need or demand for
computer programmers in general and for graduates of LaSalle
computer programming course in particular.
136, The theme that there is a substantial demand for graduates
of LaSalle s computer . programming course was continued in the
sales presentation with the visual supplied to salesmen (CX 157LL).
137, A LaSalle sales representative stated that " LaSalle s placement record was excellent and if (the student) did all the home work
and like that and got good grades on it ,

(the student) should have no

problem getting into the field" (Mull 337; see also Mull 333- 34).
138. Sales representatives were instructed to repeat the employment claims made in the course brochures (RX 102G, 128B). (41)
139. The repetition in LaSalle s advertisements , brochures, and

orally by its sales representatives had the tendency and capacity to
create the impression that a substantial need or demand existed for
graduates of LaSalle s basic computer programming course.
2. LaSalle Represented That Its

Computer Programming Gradu-

ates Would Increase Their Earnings
140. LaSalle s advertisements used student testimonials and text
written by LaSalle to convey the impression that LaSalle computer
programming graduates could expect to receive high wages or
salaries. Consistent with the success through LaSalle theme, the
advertisements for computer programming posed questions such as:
What does it take to earn higher pay? (CX 5A)

What does it take to command a much larger salary than you now earn? (CX 4A)
HA VE YOU SEEN THIS COUPON BEFORE?

It has helped to start many men and women on the road to higher pay. Just looking at
the mail
may change your whole
it won t get you anything.
but putting it in
future! (CX 11)

LaSalle training was presented as the answer to financial success.

141. LaSalle made affrmative statements about the ability of
computer programmers to earn good salaries. In some instances,
computer programming was presented as one of a number of fields

which offered the opportunity for financial success.
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Choose from 20 growth fields that offer opportunities to earn more money (CX 12A)
For good pay and prestige why not get into computer programming (CX 4A). (42J

142. LaSalle used student testimonials to drive home the success

in computer programming through LaSalle theme. The testimonials
featured in CX 4 and 5 showed two LaSalle graduates who succeeded
in changing their lives and increasing their salaries after completing
a LaSalle course. The advertisements encouraged the prospective
student to send for a free booklet that might " change your future
(CX 4B , 5B); the implied representation was that taking the LaSalle
course would change the prospective student' s life like it had

changed the lives of the individuals featured in the testimonials.
143. Statements such as:
More than 2, 000, 000 men and women have enrolled for success with LaSalle Extension
University (in bold print)
in close conjunction

with testimonials from successful

LaSalle

graduates stating:
My salary has quadrupled since starting the course.

Thanks to my LaSalle training.

. my salary has more than doubled.

I now earn three and a half times my former pay (CX 17; 19B).

had the tendency and capacity to create the impression that the
typical and ordinary graduate of the LaSalle basic programming

course would be likely to experience the vocational and financial
success promised in the advertisement (CX 17).
144. In a similar manner LaSalle s computer programming

course brochures, which included the testimonial of Clifford H.
Smith of Great Falls , Montana , conveyed the (43Jimpression that
financial success was attainable with the LaSalle computer programming course.
As a result of taking the Computer Programming course , I was promoted from the
parts department of my company to the computer department. . salary up :15% (CX
I03Q. I06Q).

145. The promise of monetary success was repeatedly reinforced
in LaSalle s advertising, course brochures and in the standard sales
presentation (Finding 106). The net impression created was that the

LaSalle computer programming graduate would be entering a high
paying field.
, ex 17 is acombination

advertisem"nt featuring I hI' computer prograrnmingcourse among others
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3. LaSalle Represented That

Its Graduates Would Be Qualified

To Enter the Field of Computer Programming with No Prior
Experience or Further Training

146. LaSalle s advertisements implied that completion of their
correspondence course without more qualified the student to enter

the field of computer programming.
If you re determined to move ahead in your field of interest , LaSalle wil give you the
training you need for a good start (CX 4B).

What does it take to command a much larger salary. . . First pick a growth field
where you can move ahead fast. Second prepare with

the right training- LaSalle

training (CX 6A).

LaSalle s advertisements stated that no prior experience
technical background was a prerequisite for the LaSalle course.

or

For a prestige career why not get into computer programming? All it takes to start
training is a high (44Jschool education and a logical mind. No technical background is
required (CX 3).

. . . All it takes to start training is a high school education and a logical mind. No
technical background required.

. (CX

4A).

The combination of these representations had the tendency to create
the impression that no prior experience or further training was

required to enter field of computer programming.
147. The LaSalle computer programming brochure reiterated the

theme that successful employment in computer programming was
attainable with LaSalle alone.

The LaSalle diploma is a useful credential because it testifies that you have been
thoroughly prepared

for your work in basic computer programming (CX 1031; see also

CX 1061) (emphasis added).

How Can You Prepare Yourself To Enter This Rewarding Field?

LaSalle may be the answer for you- it has been for countless others (CX 103FI06F - G).

This training combined with the graduate s personal ability, prepares him to enter the
field as a Computer Programming Trainee. . (CX 10310" 106F).
148. The course

objectives set forth in the brochures furnished to

prospective students described the basic computer programming
course as follows:
The Basic Computer Programming course is designed to provide the student with a
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knowledge of the fundamental concepts (45)in computer programming and introduce

him to the organization and function of a data processing department.

The successful graduate will have completed this 21 lesson course with instruction in
the basic principles on which computers work; the use of flowcharts to divide a
prahlern into its smallest parts; the use of flowchart information to write an actual
computer program; the common programming languages with development of a
working knowledge in the COBOL

language; the use of program and system controls

and how they relate to the " hardware " controls built into the equipment; the writing
of actual programs for the latest model computers. This training, combined with the

graduate s personal ability, prepares him to enter the field as a Computer Programming Trainee performing such functions as converting flowcharts from rough to
finished form , coding the flowcharts into COBOL language , and making minor changes
in existing programs. Of course , no reputable school can guarantee future employment to a prospective student. But once you complete the LaSalle program , you will

have an advantage over the untrained people with similar educational backgrounds
who are trying to get into this rewarding field (CX I03F , l06F)
149. Respondents course

objectives, as set forth in the brochures,

may be summarized as follows:
Students would learn to use a flowchart to divide a problem into its smallest part.
Students would learn the use of flowchart information to write an actual computer
program.
Students would develop a working knowledge of COBOL.

Students would learn the writing of actual computer programs for the latest modl
computers. (46J

Students would learn to convert flowchart from rough to finished form.
Students would learn to code flowchart into COBOL.

Students would learn to make minor changes in existing programs.

150. Respondents through their course brochures represented
that graduates of its basic computer programming course would be
qualified to enter the field as

computer programming trainee

through the acquisition of certain skills (CX 103F , 106F).
151. Phrases in the respondents' brochure s description

of the

course objective such as:
The succful graduate wil have complete this 21 lessn cour with instrction
. . . . the use of flowchart information to wrte an actual compute progrm; . . . the
wrting of actual programs for the latet model computers. . . . (CX l03F)

had the capacity and tendency to create the impression that the

,"
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graduate of LaSalle s course would be able to write " actual"

computer programs without further training.

152. LaSalle further represented that its students could achieve
the course objectives without access to a computer

YOU DON T NEED
A COMPUTER TO LEARN COMPUTER PROGRAMMING " (CX 103G, 106G).

153. LaSalle s representatives reinforced the impression created
in the advertisements and course brochures that the LaSalle
graduate would be qualified to enter the field as a computer

programmer trainee without prior experience (47)or further training. In accordance with the qualifying interview script, the sales
representative was to state:
. . . LaSalle supplies everything you need to prepare for a successful career (CX
153NN).

The sales visual supplied to representatives for use with prospective
students during the

sales presentation included the following

statement:
LaSalle supplies the training to acquire new skills , earn a college degree or start a
new career (CX 157G).

154. The impression created by the advertising, brochures , and
sales presentations in connection with LaSalle s computer programming course was that LaSalle offered complete training which would
qualify its graduates to enter the field as computer programmer
trainees.
4. Expert Opinion As To LaSalle

s Training And The Employabil-

ity Of LaSalle Computer Programming Graduates
155. Computer programming is the art of writing a set of

instructions for a computer to do a specific job (Hamblen 1192).

156. A computer programmer trainee is an individual, generally
on a probationary appointment , who wil work under the supervision
of programmers and analysts, as part of a team , for the purpose of
writing computer programs (Engel 927). It is the entry level position
in computer programming. ' (48)
157. The LaSalle course did not adequately teach students the
basic principles on which computers work since it gave insufficient
details on how a computer handles instructions , stores data, etc. A
, Thi impres ion was not dispelled hy ubsequenL staLpments in connection with the tiUe of Computer
Programming tminee that the graduate would be capahle of " making minor chanlies in existing programs:' At
thedescriptionofthecolJrseobjectiveswasambiglJouson this point.
, This is the equivalent of an " entry level programmer .' who in the definition of respondents ' expert would be
trained and ready to take on his lirst assignment without further f ormalizndLraining(Safford:;;,fjO)
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student who did not understand how the computer handles instruc-

tions would not understand basic computer programming (Hamblen
1187- 88). LaSalle s computer programming course did not meet this
objective.
158. The course ,

although it gave some examples of Coding in
did not give the student an opportunity to create his own code
for his own problems , nor did the LaSalle student submit his coding

COBOL ,

for review by running it on a computer. The LaSalle course
accordingly gave the student a superficial rather than a " working

knowledge " of COBOL (Engel 992- 93). The course objective of a
working knowledge of COBOL was not met (Findings 148- 49).

159. A graduate of the LaSalle basic computer programming
course would not be able to code a flowchart into COBOL language
because of his inadequate experience

in

writing programs and

running them on the computer for feedback on errors (Hamblen
1208).

160. The LaSalle materials presented suffcient information to
permit a student to read , understand, and perhaps modify a
flowchart. However , a LaSalle student after having completed the
materials would have difficulty creating a flowchart given a problem
statement because he had no experience in analyzing and developing

problems on his own and looking for alternative solutions (Engel
988).
161. LaSalle s course description presented flowcharts as an

indispensable element of programming (Finding 148).

162. Since LaSalle graduates would have diffculty in creating
flowcharts , the course failed to adequately meet a major objective of
the course teaching a student to " use flowchart information to write
an actual computer program " (Findings 148- , 160).
163. Nor , did the course fulfill its stated objective of teaching
students to write actual programs for the latest model computers
(CX 103F , 106F). The course was based exclusively on (49Jthe IBM

360 rather than the IBM 370 which had been introduced in 1970 as a
replacement for the 360 (Engel 977; Hamblen 1203).
164. Graduates of the LaSalle basic computer programming
course would not be able to change or modify existing computer
programs, if computer logic were involved in such modification

(Hamblen 1208).

Accordingly, the course objective of learning to

make minor changes in existing programs was not met.
. In the cuml'uter prugramming indu try. during the peri",! 1973- UJ77 , thO' mOre detailed type offlowcharlinr;
was replaced by structured COBOL which made detailed flowcharting uonece

'iTY (Safford :\57:\). In that period,

5n)

most companies were stiJ! using the type of flowcharting taught by LaSalle (Safford
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165, The LaSalle materials did not require a student to run a
program through a computer (Hamblen 1203). ' Giving students an
oppo tunity to run programs is an essential element in the learning
process of a computer programming course (Hamblen 1202; Engel
977 , 993). '" Achievement of the course (50Jobjectives outlined by
LaSalle was unlikely without access to a computer.
166. The typical LaSalle graduate with a high school education
would not be able to enter the field as a computer programmer
traineell and perform functions such as conversion of flowcharts
from rough to finished form and making minor changes in existing

programs (Engel 1001- 02).

Without further training,

a graduate of LaSalle s computer

programming course would be able to obtain various semi-clerical
jobs, which would not be programming positions (Hamblen 12081247- 48).

167, The typical and ordinary LaSalle graduate would not be
qualified to enter the computer field at the entry level as a computer
programming trainee (Findings 157- 66). "

(51)

, According to respondent's expert , it would be possible to learn programming " up to a point" without doing a
compile (Safford :J591) He testified a desk check would enable " programmer to immediately find the majority of
his errOTS through rechecking the manual and procedures (Safford 3594 95). Nevertheless. according to
respondent' s expert , a student might be unable to find an insubstantial Crror which would prevent a program from
running (Safford :Jfi()4j, A LaSalle graduate might desk check his program to the best of his ability aod fail to
covf'r f'non; which would prcvf'nt a progmm from compiling (Safford :'161)5). " Yuu can t set' a progmm dcbuggt'
unt.il it has heen run through a computt'r " (Safford 360,,)). Morcover , respondent' s expert considert'd it important

rorstudt'nts in the training I'rngram under hissupl'rvision to run progmmsthroughacomputer(Safford:W02).
In view of the foregoing testimony, more weight is g-iven to the testimony of thf' Commission experL on the

need for access to a computer for studenL of computer programming

You write a program on paper and then the nf'xt step, you have to convert that to machine- readable form
SOOlf'how to get it into the cornputer

(TJhe computer is a deadly exacting device, EVl'rything must be letter perfect and if you get the wrong
character , you misspell a word Or something like that chances ''Ire it will reject the statement and print
out some kind nferror message which then you may have togoto

a manual and look up.

You nJally don t know how weB you ve done in writing a progmm until you have tried to run it on a
computer. There s just no other way (Hamblen 1202: see Engel 977 , 993)
The student does nut aCljujre a job skill at the level to be considerf'd for a position as a computer
programmer trainee " (Report of the Accrediting Cummission of the National Home Study Council dated January
, 197U)(CX 8300)
" ResJKmdent' ,
separate "start

expert , Herbert Safford , testifed that hi employer, GTE Data Services , Inc. (GTE), had a
from scratch" training prog"mm and a more technical program for those who h.1d " Iimited

experience but training. " Although he might. be able to skip half the COBOL training, a LaSalle graduate would
begin in the start from scratch program (Safford 3600-01).

A LaSalle graduate in the case of GTE would be
rather than an entry level programmer (Safford :J(01) In short . in the case of
GTE , a LaSalle graduate would not have qualified as an entry leve! programmer which is the equivalent of a
C..mputer I'rogrammingTrainee (See p. 47 , n 7).
considered an entry leveltrainee

The Commission

s experts and respondents' experL" had sh'lrp differences in matters of underlying detail

Nf'Vertheless, the ultimate conclusions On the qualifications of LaSalle s gradl1ate as entry level programmers are
not far apart.
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168. Major elements of the course objectives set forth in LaSalle
Brochures were not" met (Findings 148-

, 157- 66).

Therefore

representations that the course would prepare graduates to meet the

course objectives were misleading or deceptive.
169. Meeting the course objectives was prerequisite to LaSalle

graduates qualifying as computer programming trainees which was
the position respondents represented their graduates were trained to
fill (Findings 150 , 153- 54).

170. The ordinary and typical graduate of LaSalle s computer
programming course would not qualify as a computer programming
trainee (Findings 157- 69). Respondents ' representation that the
graduates of its computer programming course would qualify as
computer programming trainees was accordingly deceptive.

s basic computer programming graduates
were not qualified for entry level jobs as computer programmer
171. Since LaSalle

trainees, representations that there was a substantial demand for
LaSalle computer programming graduates and that they could
expect a substantial increase in income upon completion of the
course (Findings 132- 45)

were false and misleading. (52)

C. Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
172. LaSalle represented that air conditioning and refrigeration
high paying rewarding career (CX 1 , 4A
5A; RX 20). By offering free booklets to start you on this rewarding
was an opportunity field- a

career and through the representations made in its advertisements,
brochures and by its sales representatives , LaSalle implied that a
successful career in air conditioning and refrigeration could be
achieved through study with LaSalle (CX 1 , 2 ,

3; RX 20).

1. LaSalle Represented That There Was a Need or

Demand for

LaSalle Graduates in the Field of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
173. In their advertisements ,

LaSalle stated that there was a big

demand in the field even for newcomers.
Even the newcomer with the right training is going to be in demand.

and

well paid

(RX20).
Service and installation men are needed. . . Newcomers are welcomed because of the
fast growth of the field and short supply of trained men to handle all the work (CX 3).
" In view of thislinding, furthr.r findings as to whether the COUrSe objectives in Respondents' Self- Evaluation
Report submitted to the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council (CX : 27()) or the objectives

in the " Curriculum R!oommendationsand Guideline for the Community and , Junior CoJlege Career Program in
lAJmputer Programming " (CX Hi JG) had been met would be supernuou
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AIR CONDITIONING & REFRIGERATION
commercial buildings,
trained beginners. Good pay, good

Big demand for service and installation men in homes ,
apartment houses ,

factories. Field welcomes

future- with plenty of chances for a business of your own (CX SA).
AIR CONDITIONIG AND REFRIGERATION

Big futures in air conditioning-with plenty of chances to start a business of your own!
Service and installation men are in urgent demand for homes , commercial buildings
apartment houses- (53Jin

food markets, industrial plants ,

ships and planes! Newcom-

ers are welcomed because of the fast growth of the field and short supply of trained
men to handle all the work. Send for the facts today (CX 4A).

174. When these general demand representations were read in
conjunction with statements such as:
Why shouldn t you be one of the lucky ones? Right now , Wayne instruction will get
you started toward a life time career (CX 2; RX 20).

For over sixty years LaSalle has been helping ambitious men start new and profitable
careers (CX 3).

For a future in a growing service field that offers plenty of chances to start a business
into air conditioning and refrigeration. Wayne s free

of your own someday- get
booklet tells you how (CX 1).

they created the impression that there was a need or demand for
graduates of LaSalle s air conditioning and refrigeration course.
175. LaSalle s course brochures reinforced the demand impression created in the advertisements. The covers of CX 102 and CX 105

state:
America s becoming an air- conditioned nation (CX 102A , 105A).

176. The text of the brochures continue to inform the reader that

there is a need or demand for air conditioning and refrigeration
servicemen.
You re looking for a career in an industry that is growing, an industry that needs
people.
ONE OF THE FAST- GROWING
INDUSTRIES IN AMERICA TODAY

I know of no other industry that offers a young man such a wide variety of
opportunities. The alert young man who chooses the air conditioning and refrigera-

tion industry as a career can look forward to a bright future in a prestige industry.
James B. Gray

!. du Pont de Nemours

The Air- Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute expects shipments of unitary air-
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conditioning equipment (the type of equipment used in most home central- cooling
systems) to rise from 2,434 000 in 1972 to an estimated 2

800

000 this year-

increase of 15 percent.

Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Institute
(CX 102C)

According to the U.S. Government: " Continued fast growth of home air conditioning

wil contribute to very rapid employment increase for air conditioning
u.s. Department

mechanics.

of Labor

Occupational Outlook Handbook

(CX 102E)

177. The brochures also represented that LaSalle training would
enable you to enter this growing field. " Training will help you
succeed in this important, growing field" (CX 102E). " Wayne will
teach you the fundamentals of air conditioning and refrigeration
(CX lOSE). The inference to be drawn from such representations was

demand for LaSalle air conditioning and
refrigeration graduates (see also Findings 175- 76).
178. The inclusion of testimonials from successful LaSalle gradu-

that there was a need or

ates not only showed that some LaSalle graduates were employed in

the field but it added to the general impression that there was a
demand for LaSalle graduates (CX 102D , 105L). (55)
179. As with LaSalle

s other courses, sales representatives were

instructed to repeat the employment claims made in the brochures
(RX 102G, 128B).
2. LaSalle Represented That Its Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Graduates Would Increase Their Earnings

180. LaSalle made claims that air conditioning and refrigeration
was a high paying career (CX 5A; RX 20). In some instances, air
conditioning and refrigeration was coupled with other " opportunity
fields " about which general representations of higher wages were
made (CX 4A , 5A).
181. Reiterating the success through LaSalle theme , LaSalle
represented that its correspondence course would prepare the

individual to enter the field of air conditioning and refrigeration and

command a high salary.
What does it take to earn higher pay? First, pick an uncrowded field where you have
the chance to move ahead fast. Second, prepare with the right training- LaSalle

training.
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LaSalle has been helping ambitious men start new and profitable careers , for over
sixty years. We can help you too (CX 4A).
This free booklet may start you on a high pay career in AIR CONDITIONING AND

REFRIGERATION. . . For a future with higher earnings and plenty of chances to start a
business of your own-get into air (56Jconditioning and refrigeration (CX 2; RX 20).

183. In addition to making these statements about its ability to
train people for higher paying jobs, LaSalle used testimonials to

carry the success through LaSalle theme.

ctlM

A.Me, IIWt )"8 wortng lor .
compllny. . . I won 81 . deed enc , 80 I enrolled with U,S8J1I1 . Now I 1m oul of
. ru- Ktmyaalary

lupoYer$2. SO8,.ar.
Ch..

B. Dun/un

Itrl.,.pol.

11m ,.any grallliul to LeSane. . - In !h
p.at four rei,. m)' IF1 hIl Incrnse
over 19 00. I nowhllYt

W1def my IUJMrvaI.

t- pee

Not"' "'..Ir.n,
RI.wDO. N." YO/k

(CX4A)
These testimonials appealed to the reader to take the LaSalle course

and , like the individuals pictured and quoted , become a higher paid,
successful individual. (57)

184. A combination ad, which included air conditioning and
refrigeration , carried the following statements and testimonials.
WHO ELSE WANTS A BIG RAISE IN PAY?

Stuck in a rut? Tired of your dead- end job? Read how LaSalle spare- time training has
hEJped others to move up to better paying positions with increased prestige.
Look at these pleased reports from LaSalle students. Many success stories of this kind
come to us every year from people who began their career planning by mailing the
LaSalle coupon for information.
LaSalle students have one ambition in common to get out of the ranlm of the untraned
and ear more money and respet in a better job. Isn t that your goal to'!

Since enrollng with LaSalle my salary has doubled.
Robert Kubec
St. Cloud , Minnesota

In the past four years my income has jumped over $9 000.
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Norbert Kaltan
Ridgewood , N.

My salary has quadrupled since starting the course.
George R. Kelly
W. Bridgewater, Mass.

Thanks to LaSalle training. . . my salary has doubled.
Mrs. Mary M. Myberg
Los Angeles , Calif.

(CX 21) (58)
185. In presenting LaSalle

s courses, including Air Conditioning

and Refrigeration , to the prospective student, sales representatives
fostered a dissatisfaction with present earnings and held out the
promise of higher earnings after the LaSalle course (Finding 106;

153Y- DD).
3. LaSalle Represented That Its Graduates Would Be Qualified
To Enter the Field of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration with No

Further Training

186. In its advertisements, brochures and through its sales staff,
LaSalle created the impression that its graduates would be complete-

ly qualified to enter the field of air conditioning and refrigeration.
LaSalle represented that a graduate of the course would acquire the

knowledge and skils necessary to perform the duties required of
servicemen. LaSalle s advertisements stated:
Build a future in air conditioning-with plenty of chances to start a business of your
own. Learn how to service equipment for homes, commercial buildings , apartment

houses- food markets ,

industrial plants (CX 16B). (59J

187. The following text about the air conditioning and refrigeration course was part of a combination ad with the headlineGrow with the future. Train at home for one of these
6 TECIINICAl FIELDS

" It is disputed whether LaSalle represented it tl' (,ined il. gr(ldU(ites to enter the field as " mechaoics " trained
todiagoose and repair all problems IQuod in airconditio(liog and refrig,'ration systems withoutsupervisi"!1 or
whether LaS"lIe represented it train"d stlJdents to entcr the field as appn'lti""s Or trainees, Although the term
mechanic " WllS not inc1od"d in t"xt wr;tkn by LaSalle in its course brochures, to" term was used in tesli' monials
and other quoted materials which were adopte hy LaSalle for advert.ising purpns"s (wd should hecoTtsidered 118
part of the representations made by (,as(IIIt, ,CX lO Io N. !i;,L. N). In addition. LaSalle reprt' sented that iQ;

ordinary ,md typical graduate wouid be Ilh!e to open his own business (CX 4A). Clearly, a LaSalle graduate
operating his owlJ business would not be viewed liS an apprentice/trainee. Someone operating his own business
would lIot rec"ive further training or supervision

.-..
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Build a future in air conditioning-'with plenty of chances to start a business of your
own!. . . Newcomers are welcomed because of the fast growth of the field and short
supply of trained men to handle all the work (CX 3).

188. Taken as a whole , CX 3 encourages the reader to train with
LaSalle , enter the field of air conditioning and even start his own
business based on his LaSalle training.
189. Some advertisements, such as CX 1 , did qualify statements
about the ability of LaSalle graduates to be employed in the field
with words like " start a business of your own
someqay and " Trained
people can look forward to a rewarding career
once they gain on- thejob experience

(emphasis added). However ,

the overall impression

conveyed by respondents' advertisements was that the LaSalle

air

conditioning and refrigeration graduate would be qualified to enter

the field and service equipment without further training or experience.

190. In its course brochures, LaSalle continued the theme that
success in the field of air conditioning and refrigeration was
attainable through LaSalle.
TRAINING WILL HELP YOU
CEED IN THIS IMPORTANT
GROWING FlEl.D
In this world ,

nothing comes just by wishing for it , and the opportunities in the
refrigeration and air conditioning industry are no exception. You have to want them
badly enough to work for them. (60)

Training is the very best way for you to start. The solid kind of training you can
receive from Wayne School- if you qualify (CX l02E).

Step up to a br ight

future

Wayne

Basic

Training
Your

ambition
Your

natural

ability
(CX 105D)
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191. The following statement prefaced the outline of the course
in air conditioning and refrigeration:
This 37- 1esson

course has been especially designed to prepare you to enter the growing
basic technical

field of air conditioning and refrigeration and to give you the

It is a practical course which
will teach you the actual procedures used in servicing the most widely used kinds of
knowledge that will heLp you move up faster on the job.

cooling equipment (CX I02J).

The outline concluded with:
YOU NOW UNDERSTAND THE PROCEDURE INVOLVED IN SERVICING AIR CONDITIONING AND
REFRIGERATION SYSTEMS. YOU ARE READY TO START OUT IN HIE FIELD (CX 102M). (61)

192. The closing statement unequivocally
LaSalle graduate would be ready to service

represented that the
air conditioning and

refrigeration equipment.
193. Respondent' s course brochures also contained testimonials
from successful graduates (CX 102D , 105L). These testimonials gave
the impression that LaSalle graduates were employed in the field as

a result of their LaSalle training.
My training has helped me get ajob with a Frigidaire dealer in my town. Now I repair
refrigerators and freezers , with chances for advancement.
John A. Kemp

Truth or Consequences , New Mexico
2/27/74

The Wayne course gave me enough insight into air conditioning to start my own sales
and service business.
James D. Hanger
Baraboo , Wisconsin

1/5/75

The course has opened doors to a brand new life and I love it. When I was only halfway through the course , I was hired as a serviceman and mechanic. Now they depend
on me for most oCtheir refrigeration work.
Vincent Palmer
Bronx New York

3/3/74
(CX 102D , 105L)

The fact that some graduates in their endorsements stated that they
started their own business made the promises of LaSalle s advertisements come alive. Such testimonials tended to confirm the representation that the LaSalle graduates were qualified to enter the field of
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air conditioning and refrigeration as servicemen without further
training or experience. (62)

4. Expert Opinion as

to LaSalle s Training and the Employability

of LaSalle Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Graduates

194. LaSalle represented that its air conditioning and refrigera-

tion graduates would be qualified to enter the field as servicemen
without further training or experience (Findings 186- 93),

Although

the advertisements and brochures referred to " entering " the field or
of " starting" a career in air conditioning and refrigeration , the
overall representation referred to the skils level of a mechanic

rather than that of an entry level position as an apprentice or
trainee (CX 1 ,

2, 3, 102 , 105). In addition , references to starting one

own business reinforced the impression that success as an air
conditioning and refrigeration serviceman was to be expected with
LaSalle alone.
195. A mechanic Or serviceman is an individual who has the
expertise , training and knowledge to make all necessary repairs
without supervision (Laham 733; Lupson 3999). Hands-on experience
is a necessary prerequisite to becoming a qualified serviceman
(Ritchie 1084; Wintersdorf 1525- , 1581- 82; Lupson 3999 , 40894096). It is apparent that a correspondence course with no laboratory
experience cannot provide the hands on training necessary to

become a serviceman. In proposed Finding 45, respondents agree
with the experts that LaSalle s course did not prepare the ordinary
and typical graduate for employment as a serviceman. Respondents
state:
45. The Basic Air Conditioning and Refrigeration. Service Course is designed to
provide knowledge of the fundamental principles of air conditioning and refrigeration

and to provide basic instruction in the service and repair of most types of air
conditioning and refrigeration equipment in order to prepare a student with some
mechanical aptitude or interest for entry- level employment opportunities in . the field
(CX 102N , 105N). The course is not intended to qualify students , with no additional
training or experience, to diab'10Se and repair all problems found in air conditioning
systems without supervision i.e. to be a " mechanic " as that term is
and refrigeration
defined by some , but not all, those familiar with the industry (see Laham 733;
but cf
(63JMcCarty 594 , defining an " entry- level

Wintersdorf 1525; Lupson 3999;

service mechanic

as a " rookie

" with " very little experience in the field"

196. LaSalle s course does indeed provide knowledge of the

fundamental principles of air conditioning and refrigeration (Laham
732; Wintersdorf 1522 , 1525; Lupson 3998- 99); however, the training
was not suffcient to qualify the graduate for employment as a
mechanic.

."U
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may have found employment

as servicemen, . the ordinary and typical LaSalle graduate was not
qualified to be employed as a serviceman without further training or
supervsion. Nor , would the ordinary and typical graduate be able to
own business in . air . conditioning and refrigeratiori service
open his

and repair since such an operation would require the skils of a
mechanic with hands-on experience (Findings 195-96). To the extent
that LaSalle represented in its advertisements , brochures and
through its sales representatives that the ordinary and typical

LaSalle air conditioning and refrigeration would be qualified to
enter the field as a serviceman, such representations were false and
misleading.
198. LaSalle also represented that there was a demand for
LaSalle graduates (Findings 173- 79). The demand representation
made by LaSalle was in connection with an increased demand for air
conditioning and refrigeration servicemen (CX 102). LaSalle graduates were not qualified to be servicemen (Finding 196).

199. Therefore, the demand and earnings representations made
in conjunctioIl w;th the representation that LaSalle graduates would
be qualified for employment as air conditioning and refrigeration
servicemen were false and misleading.

Course Structure And Refund Policy
A. Front End Loading
Course Structure

200. Respondents ' correspondence course materials consiste of

volumes of textual material, examinations which were submitte to
the school for evaluation and return, self- test exercises which were

evaluated by the students at home and , for some courses, additional
tehnical materials (RX 151; Marshall

1969). In LaSalle s correspon-

dence courses, (64)the amount of reading for each submitte
examination increased as the course progressed (Marshall 1973-74).

In many of respondent' s courses , including computer programming

and interior decorating, there were more chapters of text than
examinations. This W!l consistent with the practice in a number of

other correspondence schools and was considered by some to be
educationally beneficial (Marshall 1969 ,

1984- 86).

The result of this course structure was that LaSalle students were

often required to submit examinations more frequently

at the

beginning of the course than at the end (RA 45- 48; Marshall 197374).
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201. The term " front- end loading " has been applied to LaSalle
course structure, a structure which places most of the lesson

assignments to be submitted at the beginning of the course. When
used in this decision front- end loading shall be defined solely as the
uneven distribution within LaSalle s course materials of lesson
assignments to be submitted.

202. LaSalle did not send its students an entire set of course
materials at one time. Rather , LaSalle mailed the course materials

in segments with the submission of a key examination triggering the
next shipment (CX 151UU, XX; RX 101F , 102F , 103F , 133F).
203. In some courses ,

LaSalle did include course outlines with the

first shipment of course materials. The outlines described at what
points in the course lesson assignments were required to be
submitted (RX 151S , 153- 61). LaSalle did not have a uniform policy

about furnishing outlines, but left it to the judgment of the course
supervisor to make the decision for each course based on pedagogical

reasons (Marshall 1971- 72).

LaSalle s Quartile Tuition Policy
204. LaSalle

s course structure was related to its tuition refund

policy. Since 1973 , all refund policies applied have been based on a

fraction- the

number of lesson assignments submitted by the

student over the total number of lesson

assignments in the course

(CX 425BB).

205. The most widely applied

refund policy was that of the

National Home Study Council (hereinafter cited as NHSC). Under

that policy, a student owed a registration fee plus 25 percent of the
total tuition obligation if he submitted less than 25 percent of the
lesson assignments to LaSalle for review; 50 percent of the tuition
was owed if the student (65Jsubmitted more than 25 percent but less

than 50 percent of the lesson assignments and the total tuition was
owed when the student submitted more than 50 percent of the lesson
assignments (CX 200- 01; RX 856 (Federal Contract)).
206. Various state laws and regulations, changing from time to
time, required different refund policies for students residing in those

states. In those states, LaSalle applied the state policy and incorporated it in the enrollment contract form (CX 217 , 225 , 238 , 248, 261
271 , 273). The " Federal" form of the enrollment contract was the
most widely used form (Martins 2668).

207. As of 1978 ,

respondents modified their quartile tuition

policy. According to LaSalle s most recent contracts , students were
obligated to pay, in addition to a registration fee , 10 percent of their

tuition if they submitted less than 10

percent of their lesson
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assignments, 25 percent of their tuition if they submitted more than
10 percent but less than 25 percent of their lesson assignments, 50

percent of their tuition if they submitted more than 25 percent but
less than 50 percent of their lesson assignments, and 100 percent of
their tuition if they submitted more than 50 percent of their lesson
assignments (CX 199 (Federal Contract)).

208. The refund policy applicable to a particular student was

governed by his enrollment contract. The refund policy on that
contract depended on the date of enrollment and the student' s state
of residence at the time of enrollment (Findings 204-07).
209. LaSalle

s enrollment contracts generally stated the applica-

ble refund policy in terms of percentages of " assignments completed"
between 1973 and 1975. Beginning in 1976 , LaSalle revised this
language to percentage of " lesson assignments submitted" to LaSalle
(Before 1976 CX 201; after 1976 ex 199 , 200 , 202; RX 856). The
contracts did not state that the readings between " lesson assignments " increased as the course progressed , nor did other materials

furnished to students before enrollment (CX 176- 275; RX 851856). Prior to 1979, LaSalle s contracts did not state the total number
of lesson assignments to be submitted in a given course, except

where required by state law (CX 199 ,

200 , 201, 202; RX 856). The total

number of lessons was listed in the course brochure; however, the

cancellation and refund policy was not stated in the brochure (CX
10lN , 102J, 103F , 104N, 105H, 106F).
210. Since a

student's tuition obligation was derived from a

percentage based on the number of lesson assignments submitted,

the total number of lesson assignments to be submitted in a given
course was a material fact which the student needed to know in
order to be able to calculate his tuition obligation. (66)

3. LaSalle

s Knowledge of Student Confusion concerning the

Refund Policy
211. Respondents were placed on notice by students, attorneys
general, consumer organizations , and others that students were

s failure to disclose the existence of
front- end loading and its interaction with the quartile tuition policy
confused as a result of LaSalle

(see for example; Mastrangelo 758-

212. LaSalle

s offcials were

, 780- 84; Mseitif 1609- 17;

, 787- 88).
aware of the confusion

Moore 1638- 46; Deet 1689- 1709; CX 720-

among

students regarding the interaction between front-end loading and
LaSalle s quartile tuition policy (Israel 1979- 80; CX 327LLLLLL). In
the Self- Evaluation Report submitted to the NHSC , LaSalle stated:

""

" "

. . .

" "
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8. Proper balance of the examination schedule:. . . we have come to realize that
many of our courses require revision in the pattern of examination submissions.

we have followed the classic tenet of the home study field , which generally calls
for more frequent submissions during the early portions of home study courses, with
less frequent submissions required after the student is off to a sound start.

However , this type of structure can create a problem under a refund policy based
on the number of assig-nments or lessons submitted. In 1974 it became apparent that
in many of our courses the difference in the scope of materials covered by submissions
in the early and later portions of several courses had created just such problems. In

January 1975, therefore , we began revisions of the submission patterns in several

courses. Courses affecting a majority of our students already have been revised. The
remainder of the courses in which such problems exist will be amended in the near
future. We intend to continue with revisions of the remaining courses in which such
problems exist. (67)

213. Although LaSalle did make some changes in the examination distribution scheme of its courses, at least two Courses (interior

decorating and computer programming) continued to be front-end
loaded after August 1975 (RA 45- 48).
B. Terminology Confusion

Respondents Failed To Uniformly Define Contract Terms
214. Respondents '

course materials consisted of reading materi-

als , self- tests, lesson assignments to be submitted to LaSalle , and, for

some courses , additional technical materials (Finding 200).
215. The Course materials and course brochures used

several
different terms for lesson assignments to be submitted to LaSalle.
These lesson a ssignments , on the basis of which the student' s tuition
obligation was calculated, were called: " lessons,
assignments
projects. examinations submissions " and " lesson assignments

(CX 106H, I , R , 1I5J, 1I9Q; Hetzel 3121- 22).
216. In some

instances, different terms were used in the same

brochures to describe lesson assignments to be submitted to LaSalle:
2. LaSalle is as near as the closest mailbox. You simply drop each completed
lesson

into the mail. You set your own hours for the completion of each

3. Your

assignment

arrives at LaSalle. It is immediately forwarded to a faculty

specialist in your area of training (CX 1011 ,

1. You receive your

student materials and

1041 , 106H) (emphasis added).
lesson assignments

you can work at your own speed. (68)
When you have studied a

3. An instructor goes

assignment.

over your

lesson,

exam,

you do the

assignment

a group at a time, so
and send it to Wayne,

checks the answers , adds helpful comments

and mails it back to you (CX l02G) (emphasis added).
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217. Not only were a number of terms used interchangeably to
describe the lesson assignments to be submitted to LaSalle, but the
term " lesson " was also used to describe both the textual reading
material and the lesson assignments to be submitted (CX lOll , 1041
106H; RX 151F).
218. LaSalle

s progress charts, which were included with some

courses, used the terms " exams " or " examinations " to refer to lesson
assignments submitted to LaSalle (RX 151 , 153- 61).
219. Prior to May 1976 , a student' s tuition obligation ,

pursuant to

LaSalle s contract, was based on the number of " assignments
completed" (Finding 209; CX 201 , 204 , 207 , 210, 213 , 216 , 218 , 221
228- 232- 236, 239243 245250 252 , 255- , 260 , 262269). Thereafter , a student' s contractual obligation was defined in
terms of " lesson assignments submitted" (Finding 209; CX 199- 200
202- , 205- , 208- , 211- , 214- , 219- , 222 , 226- , 230235 241251 253258266- 68; RX 851 , 856).
220. Prior to February 1979 (RX 852D), respondents ' contracts
did not define either " assignments " or " lesson assignments , the

operative language used in the contracts to calculate a student'
tuition obligation. In addition , LaSalle did not define the contract
terms in the course materials nor did LaSalle consistently use the

same term in its materials
(Findings 215- 18;

CX 276-

for lesson assignments submitted

, 932- 34).

221. The inconsistent use of terms to define and distinguish
respondent' s course materials, which consisted of reading materials,
self- tests, lesson assignments to be submitted to LaSalle and ,

for

some courses , technical materials, resulted in confusion as to the
meaning of the contract terms " lesson assignments submitted" and
lessons completed. " Because students did not know what constituted " lessons completed" or " lesson assignments submitted" , they
were unable to calculate their tuition obligation. (69)
2. LaSalle

s Knowledge of Student Confusion regarding Termi-

nology

222. Respondents had notice from students, attorneys general
consumer organizations. and others that students were confused and
deceived by the use of different terminology in the course materials,
brochures and contracts (see, for example, CX 731-

, 751-

, 769-

76).
223. Although in 1976 LaSalle did change the terminology used

in the refund clause of its contracts from " lessons completed" to
lesson assignments submitted" , it did not make the language used
in its course materials, brochures ,

progress charts, and contracts
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uniform (Findings 209 , 215- 19). Because different terms were used to
refer to lesson assignments submitted to LaSalle , the confusion

continued and students were unable to

calculate their tuition

obligations.
c. Respondents

Failed To Disclose Material Facts respecting
Students ' Tuition Obligations

224. Respondents did not disclose all of the information needed to
calculate the tuition obligation at the time of cancellation (Findings
210, 221). Information about the nature and extent of a student'

tuition obligation and about the ability to cancel his contract with
LaSalle and receive a refund was material to a student' s decision to
enroll and to his decision to terminate enrollment.
225. The cancellation and refund policy was separately set out in
the contract. Representatives were instructed to read the cancella-

tion and refund policy clause to prospective students prior to their
executing the contract (CX 153XX; RX 131A- C). In addition
prospective students were admonished in the contract itself not to
sign the contract before reading it (for example , CX 200- 02). Such
actions on the part of LaSalle, apart from any actions or concerns
personal to the prospective student, imbued the contract' s cancella-

tion and refund clause with an importance that would make it a
material part of any decision to enrolL

226. LaSalle

ments in the

s failure to disclose the number of lesson assign-

contract and to use a uniform term for " lesson

assignments to be submitted to LaSalle "

were also material, after

commencement ofthe course , to a student' s decision to terminate his

studies with LaSalle. No matter what reason a student had for
terminating his enrollment with LaSalle, the cancellation policy had
the capacity and the tendency to affect the timing of that decision.
(70)

For example: once a student submitted 50 percent of the lesson
assignments, early termination due to lack of funds would be futile
since the student would already be obligated for the total tuition.
Obviously, the percentage of lesson assignments he had submitted

would be a material fact in his decision to terminate.
227. Both the number of lessons in a particular course and the
meaning of the contract terms " lessons completed" and " lesson

assignments submitted" were material facts in calculating a students ' tuition obligation which were not disclosed. The non- disclosure of these facts had the tendency and capacity to deceive students
as to the extent of their tuition obligation.

336- 345 0 - 81 - 18
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228. It is a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act for a seller not to disclose a material fact.
The Selectivity Allegations

VI.

A. LaSalle

229.

s Enrollment Standards and Policy

Sales representatives were instructed that:

The qualified student is one who has the mental ability, the desire for improvement
the necessary time and desire to study and the ability to meet tuition payments (CX
151T).

230. The following educational prerequisites for enrollment in
LaSalle s courses were in force:
The ba.-.ic educational requirement observed by LaSalle is that

a prospective student

has had suffcient education to enable him or her to benefit from the course of

instruction. No applicant can be enrolled unless , at a minimum, he or she is able to:
1. Read standard 9- 10th grade English; (71)

Follow instructions as to lesson submission procedures.
All of our courses are in English only. Someone who does not speak English well
would probably have diffculty reading and comprehending the material , and should
not be recommended for enrollment.

For specific courses there are additional minimum educational

requirements as

indicated below. The Life experience of certain mature applicants may be accepted in

lieu of formal education requirements. Such exceptions must be individually approved
by the Directo:r

of Education

(CX 151T- U; see also CX 327WWWW).

231. The minimum educational level for the Air Conditioning,
Computer Programming, and Interior Decorating courses was four
years of high school. However , in the case of the Air Conditioning
and Interior Decorating courses, students over 21 could be enrolled if
they had two years of high school (CX 151

V).

232. LaSalle required no prior employment or experience in the
field of training for which a prospective student applied (CX
327XXXX).

233. LaSalle sales representatives rejected students because they
minimum education requirements

could not meet respondents '

inability to read English, and physical handicaps (Werner 2799- 2802;
Martins 2643- 44;

Terrana 3860- 62).

234. For at least one sales representative the prime consideration
in determining whether to recommend enrollment was whether the
prospective student could afford the tuition (Shulock 379).

235. In 1975 ,

LaSalle conducted a lead control program from the

" "

" "
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latter part of March to the latter part of August for the purpose of
determining why prospective students did not enroll or why no sale
was made (Pierce 2968-

, 2985; RX 227 A- H). The lead control form

contained nine reasons for no enrollment or no sale including " not
interested
under age
not (72Jqualified" , etc. (RX 224A227B), " Not qualified" meant persons who did not meet the

educational requirements established by LaSalle,

persons with

inadequate ability to read English, and in a few cases , the physically
handicapped (Pierce 2982- 83). During the course of the lead control

program , representatives were required to retain every lead for a
prospective student whom they did not enroll. They were to check on
the lead form the reason the prospective student was not enrolled

(RX 227B ,

H). The lead control program accounted for approximate-

ly 58 percent of the leads issued in that period (n. 16).

236. A tabulation covering

the national totals for the last 12

weeks of lead issuance in the lead control program showed that of
the total number of sales made the percentage of those " not
qualified" was 68 percent. Of the total number of leads issued 2.
percent were rejected as not qualified (Chakmakjian 3804- 18; RX
226).
237. After contracts were received by LaSalle s Home Office from
the field , they were reviewed for educational requirements by the
Enrollment Department and in a questionable case , the contracts
were referred to the Education Department (Hetzel 3093; Marshall

1910-

1917- 18).

B. Representations That LaSalle Screened Students
1. Representations That Prospective Students

Had To Qualify To

Be Admitted or Accepted by LaSalle

The cover letter sent by LaSalle

238.

to prospective students

stated:
He

(the local LaSalle representative)

will talk to you about your

needs and (73)

and give you any further information you may require. He
does this as part of his job , and there is no obligation of any kind (CX 151X) (emphasis
qualifications for training.

added).
" A "

nos;Je "

was a lead called on hut not
f)ld (RX 2.27D).

" Total number of leads issued for the 12- week

period was 127 52; :;

077 leads were converted into sales; and

4391eads wcre rejected as not qualified (RX 22(;A-

Not all leads issued in the period were accounted for by the lead control program or the tabulation. The
dispoitions received tiibubted in RX 226 accounted for !i ) percent of the leads issued (Chakmakjian :-IHlO; RX
226A)

g.:
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239. Respondents '

course brochures repeated the theme that

prospective students had to qualify for admission
The LaSalle Admissions Policy

LaSalle is open to all qualified students. In accepting applicants for admi.ssion,
primary concern is their wilingness to do the work involved. This means a minimum
aftive or six hours a week devoted to study (CX 103M, 106M; Computer Programming

Brochures) (emphasis added).

Wayne School is open to all

In

qualified students.

accepting applicants

for

admission

a primary concern is their willingness to do the work involved.

to Wayne , you will be asked to state the sincerity of your
apply
for admission
purpose (CX 1020 , 1050) (emphasis added).

If you

IF YOU ARli ACCEPTED

WE WILL TRAIN YOU IN THE fUNDAMENTALS OF

AIR

CONDITIONING/REfRIGERATION SERVICE (CX l02F , lOSE) (emphasis added).

Training is the very best way for you to start. The solid kind of training you can
receive from Wayne School- if
added).

you qualify

(CX l02E; see also CX 105D) (emphasis

If your answer to any of these questions is " yes "
personally urge you

to apply for admission

and

if you think you are qualified

now (CX l02P) (emphasis added). (74J

240. Sales representatives during their training for the standard

sales presentation were instructed that:
The heart and core of this procedure is the qualifying interview.
requires the prospect to tell you why he s
(CX I53D) (emphasis added).

qualified

This technique

for the course he s inquired about

. . . (The prospective student) has to convince himself and you that he qualifies.
(CX153I).

they were further instructed to create the impression that:
the prospect.

has to qualify for entry into LaSalle. Acceptance is not automatic (CX

153L).

with the term qualification questionnaire, we ve reemphasized the fact that he
must qualify- acceptance

is not automatic. . (CX 153P).

acceptance is not automatic. That he must show that he qualifies and that this will
depend on the outcome of your questioning.

. (CX 153P , Q).

. .. . .
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the fact that he must measure up to LaSalle s
convince you

of his

merits. . (CX 153Q).

requirements , that he must

24 I. In line with the foregoing instructions ,

LaSalle sales repre-

sentatives were instructed to say the following to prospective

enrollees when met with objections at the door:
m here to help you find out if you have what it takes to qualify.
We want only high quality students. 1 can

acceptance. May I step in? (CX 1551;

qualify then recommend (75)your

see if you
see

also CX

. (CX 1551).

167G H).

prospective students must

242. Respondents represented that

qualify for admission. Moreover , the Standard Sales Presentation
which LaSalle sales representatives were trained to use had the
tendency and capacity to create the impression that the burden was
on the prospective student to show that he was qualified (Findings
240- 41).

243. The use of the " Confidential Qualification Questionnaire
(CX 154H) during the " intensive qualification " portion of the sales
presentation (CX 154D) had the capacity and tendency to reinforce
the impression that prospective students had to qualify for admission

to respondents ' courses:
2. Representations That Certain Aptitudes

Required in the Case of Particular Courses

Were Helpful or

244. In their advertisements for the interior decorating course
and in their interior decorating course brochures. respondents made

the following statements:
You ll be able to put your natural talents and creative urge to use in designing
beautiful and exciting rooms for clients (CX 6A; Advertisement).
You may be one of those with natural talent for this fascinating

field

talent that

could be developed through LaSalle instruction (CX 6B).

Step by step, you are shown how to make the most of your creative ability.
(CX 7B . 30B).

You ll be able to put your natural talents and
beautiful and exciting rooms for clients (CX 8A).

Even if you ve

done no

creative urge to use in designing

decorating, you may be one of many women with

unsuspected talent in this direction- talent

just waiting to be discovered (CX 9A). (76)

Decorators can put their natural talents and creative urge to use in designing

beautiful and exciting rooms for clients (CX 30A. 31).
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Do you have a

decorating talent
other women envy
Make a

career of it!

(CX32)
Interior Decorating

A fascinating field where you can put your creative talents to practical use.

(CX

45).

But even if you ve done no decorating and have no business experience , you may be
one of many people with talent in this direction- talent waiting to be discovered (CX

!01G).

245. The foregoing representations had the capacity and tendency to create the impression that a talent for decorating was
prerequisite to or helpful in benefitting from or successfully assimi-

lating the Interior Decorating course materials.
246. In their advertisements for the basic computer

program-

ming course, respondents advertised that: (77)
AlI that it takes to start training is a high school education and a logical mind no
technical background required. . (CX 3 , 4A. 5A, 12C, 16C).

247. Such

representations had the capacity and tendency to

create the impression that a logical mind was a necessary aptitude to
benefit from or to successfully assimilate the course materials.
248. Respondents, in the Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
course brochures, stated:

,_---
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Step up to

a bright

future

Wayne

Basic
Training
Your

ambition
Your

natural

ability

(CX 105D)
Certain courses have special requirements.

in Basic Air

To enroll in the Wayne course

and at least two

Conditioning and Refrigeration, you should have mechanical aptitude

years of high school (CX 1020, ' 74 Brochure) (emphasis added).

Education Requirements: To enroll in this program , you must have completed two
years of high school if over 21 years of age , and four years of high school if under 21
years.
A mechanical aptitude is also helpful
(CX 105 0, ' 76 Brochure) (emphasis
added).

249. The foregoing representations had the capacity and tendency to create the impression that mechanical aptitude , (78)interests or

ability were prerequisite to or helpful in henefitting from or in
successfully assimilating the Air

Conditioning and Refrigeration

Course materials,

250. The

courses were written with characteristics such as a

logical or mechanical aptitude in mind (Marshall 1906).
17 Q. And it' a poible to tet mathelltica1 aptitude in cen

" (79)

illtance , isn t it?

A. Yel.

Q. How dO one tet a pl'peve atudents abilty to UI their banda?
A. Manual dextrity.

Q. Howdoyoutetfortht!
A. Tht, I do not know.
Q. The abilty- the prOpetive atudent having a logl: mind ia one of the atada
computer prognmming coW" , is it not?
A. Tht a not only the enrllment atandan no.

tht hM ben

Q. Th brohur indicate that you &hould have, however?

A Yet , thathel
Q. Do Lalle OOt

for tht , do you know?

A No , air.

Q. Do Lalle tet maual dextrity?
A No , sir.
Q. Would you fUy that th eoursaa ara written with tholl backgrounda in mind?
A. YeI,

sir (Marshal 1906j.

Be

(OJ th

.. ..
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3. Representations That LaSalle Screened Prospective Students

To Ensure That They Would Benefit From The Course
251. Salesmen were instructed to say, as part of the pre- screening
talk in the Sales Presentation:
.I

want to be sure that we have a program that is right for you. Mr. Miller, and that
As a leading correspondence school LaSalle will only

you are right for the program.

accept students who can benefit from its program

of study.

To determine whether you

Mr. Miller , we ll be discussing your reasons for wanting more education
and your desire and ability to study and succeed (CX 168D) (emphasis added).

can benefit

.I

must be sure that we have a program that is right for you.

you are right for the program.

Mr. Miler

and that

After aU , no school wants to accept unqualified

applicants. . (CX 1531) (emphasis added).

252. The theme that prospective students were screened to select
those who would benefit from a particular course was continued in
respondents' Retail Installment Contracts.
Carefully screens students for admission and has demonstrated ample student success
and satisfaction (CX 199D , 200D , 202D).

LASALLE WANTS TO ENROLL ANY PERSON WIIO:

1) HAS ENOUGH fACTS fROM SCHOOL BROCHURES TO fEEL HE OR SHE CAN BENEFIT FROM
ANY PARTICULAR COURSE (ex 199F., 200E , 202E). (80)

253. Representations that LaSalle s salesmen wanted to be sure
that a course was " right" for a prospective student or that it was

respondents ' policy to enroll those prospective students who would
benefit" from a course had the capacity and tendency to create the
impression that respondents ' screened prospective students prior to
enrollment for the specific aptitudes requisite or helpful to particular courses over and above the standard age and educational
requirements applicable to LaSalle s courses generally. Further-

more, such representations had the tendency and capacity to create
the impression that LaSalle accepted only those students who could

benefi from particular courses and assimilate their contents.
254. The impression that respondents screened prospective students prior to enrollment for the aptitudes helpful or necessary to

benefit from and assimilate specific course materials (Findings 238, 251- 53) was reinforced by other representations that specific
aptitudes such as talent for decorating, a logical mind and mechani-
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cal ability were required for or helpful in the case of particular
courses (Findings 244- 49).

255. In fact ,

LaSalle

, because of its open enrollment policy,
after commencing

instructed its instructors to report students who
the course

appeared unable to benefit from such instruction (CX

327XXXX). "

(81)

256, LaSalle did not in fact screen

prospective students with

respet to the specific aptitudes necessary or helpful to assimilating
or benefitting from the particular course (Marshall 1906; RA 49 , 51
59).
257, The combined

effect of respondents ' representations that

prospective students had to qualify for admission (Findings 238- 43),

that it was LaSalle s policy to enroll prospective students who could
benefit" from or were " right" for particular courses (Findings 25153), and that certain aptitudes were helpful in certain courses
(Findings 244- 49), had the tendency to create the impression that

over and above the standard minimum age and educational requirements generally applicable, respondents were selective in enrollng
those students who had been screened to determine that they would
benefit from particular courses:

258. Such representations were false, misleading or deceptive

since respondents did not screen prospective students for specific
aptitudes helpful to successful completion or assimilation of specific
courses.
VII.

The Vocational Value of LaSalle s Correspondence Courses

A. The Commission Survey To Measure Success of Vocationally
Motivated Graduates of LaSalle Correspondence Courses

The RPC Survey
259. Resource Planning Corporation (hereinafter cited as RPC),

at the request of the Federal Trade Commission, conducted a survey
to evaluate the experience of persons enrolled in three LaSalle

Extension University courses, computer programming, interior
decorating, and basic air conditioning and refrigeration. Two primary areas were to be investigated: first, what motivated the
students to take their course and how, if at all , LaSalle or its
" (Becallse LaSalle has) an enrol/me'll
philosophy

American colleges and universities

somewhal akin. 10 loday: open ""mUm"nt poUt' of many

LaSalle tries to monitor "urly les. mtS

(.are!j,l/ylLaSalJe sj instrudors are
In this way, such students may be
advise of the need to improve. If no improvement occurs , the stodent is terminated and his contract obligations
rescioded (Self- Evaluation Report submitted by LaSalle to Accrediting Commission of NHSC August 7 1975: ex
ked 10 repIJrl . tude"ls who appear unahle 10 benefit

3:.7XXXX) (emphasis added).

(mm

the course inslruetiOfl
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representatives influenced that motivation ,

and second, what was

the vocational and financial experience of the individuals taking
such courses (CX 279C).

260. Prior to conducting the survey of former LaSalle students,
RPC had conducted similar surveys of other correspondence schools

for the Federal Trade Commission (Chambers 156; RX 271RR). RPC

drew on its experience in (82)conducting

the prior surveys when it

conducted the LaSalle survey (Chambers 160).

261. RPC, when it

drafted survey instruments for another
correspondence school survey for the FTC, used the most recent

survey instrument as a model and drafted the new instrument by
modifying the one used in the preceding survey (Chambers 206- 07).
RPC interviewed no LaSalle student or graduate before drawing up
the questionnaire used in the RPC survey of LaSalle (Chambers 20708). " The model for the LaSalle survey instrument was the
questionnaire used in the International Correspondence Schools

survey (Chambers 206-

, 21I).

262. The RPC survey was conducted sometime after September
1976 (RX 264B).
263. RPC' s

analysis was limited to vocationally motivated stu-

dents and findings herein are limited to that part of the RPC survey
relating to vocationally motivated graduates of its courses.

264. The graduate group represented all graduates of LaSalle
between the period January 1974 and December 1975 (CX 279D).

265. The RPC survey instrument with a cover letter was mailed
to the sample groups. Two weeks later a second mailing went to

those who did not respond to the first mailing.

After the two

mailings , RPC conducted a telephone survey in order to complete the
survey (CX 279D). (83)
266. After completion of

the data gathering portion of the survey,

the final sample and response rate of the

follows:

RPC survey were as
Response

Courses

Computer Programming Graduates
Interior Decorating Graduates
Basic Air Conditioning and
Refrigeration Graduates
Computer Programming Nongraduates
Interior Decorating Nongraduates

Final Sample

Rale

276
260

57%
62%

273

61%

296
298

27%
28%

296

31%

Basic Air Conditioning and

Refrigeration Nongraduates

.. The brst way to devclop questions and precoded anSWf'rs to a survey is to interview;) panel of individuals
from the pool of survey respondents (Linden 4177- 7!J). Huwever , it waS HPC'sjudgm.mt. because of experience with
the prect'ding surveys in severa! of which pilot tesL,; were done , th3t t.here was no need for such" procedur..
(Chambers20R)
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Of the llonrespondents ,

the vast majority had moved , leaving no forwarding

. address.

(CX 279E)

267. RPC attempted to determine whether a discernible difference existed between respondents and nonrespondents to its survey;

it selected region of residence for this comparison. No statistically
significant differences were found after performance of a Chi- square
test. '" On that basis , RPC assumed that there was no reason to
believe that the nonrespondents would have responded differently,
had they replied to the survey (CX 279E- F;

Chambers 178- 79).
However , the Chi- square test on the basis of region would not
disprove bias in the form of self-selection resulting from a grievance
against LaSalle if this factor were present in all regions (Zeisel 260506), A bias founded on grievance is psychological and there is no real

way to measure it (Linden 4209- 10).
268. RPC defined a vocationally successful individual as one who
obtained a job
or
salary he expected and who could not have obtained
either

without taking the LaSalle course (CX 279F).

269. RPC defined a vocationally unsuccessful individual as one
who sought employment but who was unable to obtain any job in the

field of his correspondence course since graduation (CX 279F). (84)
270. The RPC survey found that the breakdown of those taking
the Course for vocational reasons was as follows:
Total

Number
Percent

Camp.

Dec.

Air

258

53%

59%

46%

fi%

(CX 279G)

271. Two- thirds

of the respondents to the RPC survey indicated

that LaSalle , either through its advertising materials or its represen-

tatives , led them to believe that new or better jobs wouJd be available
in the field of their correspondence course and that completion of the

course would fully qualify them for new or better jobs in the field
(CX 279H).
272. Broken down by course , the RPC survey found that LaSalle
through its advertising or representatives had led LaSalle graduates
to the following beliefs in the percentages indicated:
"" The Chi- square test is a test which tests the likelihood that one distribution differs from another
distribution asa matter of chance Or becauscofa rea! difference in the populations involved (ZeiscJ 2,,g!)- )O).
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a) New or better jobs would be available to the graduate in the field of his
correspondence course upon completion of the course for which he enrolled?

Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

67%

67%

64%

69%

b) Higher salaries would he available to the graduate upon completion of the

correspondence course for which he enrolled?

Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

44%

45%

38%

48%

c) Completion of the graduate s correspondence course would fully qualify him for a
new or better job in the field?

Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

64%

62%

70%

61%

(CX 279H) (85)
273. Twenty- five percent of the vocationally motivated graduate
respondents to the RPC survey indicated that the possibility of

higher salaries was a primary reason for taking the course;

42

percent indicated that the belief that the course would qualify them

for a new or better job was a primary motivation;

54 percent

indicated that their belief that new or better jobs would be available
after completion of the course was a primary reason for taking it (CX
279H- I). The pertinent breakdown of the responses on this point was
as follows:

What was the graduate s primary reason or reasons for taking the course?

Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

54%

53%

53%

56%

25%

28%

18%

29%

42%

39%

54%

36%

New or better job would
be available after
completing course

Higher salaries would
be available after
completing course

Completion of course
would qualify me for
a new or better job
in the field

None of the above

13%

(CX 2791)
274.

Eighty- three

percent of the graduate respondents to the
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RPC survey indicated that they reached those beliefs because of the
LaSalle representative or advertising or both (CX 2791).

275. The RPC survey findings on vocational experience may be
summarized as follows:
(a) Those vocationally motivated graduates who never worked in the field of their
course.

276. Almost two- thirds of all LaSalle Extension University

graduates with vocational motivation indicated that they had never

worked in the field of their course.

Of that group, 64 percent

indicated that (86)they did try to find a job in the field , but were
unsuccessful. Of those who were unsuccessful in their job pursuit , 64
percent reported that the course they took was not recognized as

adequate experience for the job they sought while an additional 30
percent indicated that a lack of jobs prevented them from securing
employment in the field (CX 2791).

The breakdown by course of such responses is as follows:
Survey respondents who stated they never worked in the field of course

Total

Number

Compo

Deco.

67%

61%

Air

162

63%

60%

Survey respondents who stated they tried to find a job in the field of their course.
Deco.
Air
Total
Compo
64%

Survey respondents who stated they did not try to find job in field of their course.
Air
Total
Compo
Deco.
36%

Of those that tried to find a job, what they betieve prevented them from securing the
job they wanted or expected.
Total
Course not recognized as

adequate experience

Lack of jobs
Inadequate salaries
State of the economy

Other

Compo

Deco,

Air

(104)
64%
30%
12%
14%

(CX 279J) (87)

(b) Those RPC survey respondents who were vocationally motivated and were
working in the field of their correspondence course at the time of enrollment.
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277. Fifty-five (of the RPC respondents) indicated that they were
working in the field at the time of their employment. Twenty-three
of that group of 55 indicated that they had a new or better job

or

higher salary. Fourteen of the 23 reported that the course did help

them get a new or better job or a higher salary. Eleven respondents

in the group indicated that they would not have gotten a new or
better job or higher salary without having taken their correspon-

dence course (CX 279J). Under RPC' s definition of success, only the

success of these 11 respondents was attributable to LaSalle (CX
279J).
The breakdown by course was as follows:
Those working in field at time of enrollment.

Total

Compo

Deco.

21%

21%

14%

Air

Number
28%

Those working in the field at time of enrollment and also working in the field at time
of the survey.

Total

Deco.

Compo

Air

Number

Those working in the field at time of enrollment and at time of survey who stated they
had a new or better job than when they enrolled.
Total

Deco.

Compo

Air

Number

Those working in the field at time of enrollment and at time of survey who stated they
were earning a higher salary since completing course.

Total

Comp.

Deco.

Air

Number
(88)Those working in field at time of enrollment and at time of survey who stated the

course helped them get a new or better job or higher salary.
Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

Number

Those working in field at time of enrollment and at time of survey who stated they
would not have gotten the new or better job

or

higher salary without the LaSalle

course.

Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

Number
(CX 279K)

(c) Vocationally motivated RPC respondents graduating from LaSalle course not
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working in the field of their course at the time of enrollment but working in field at
time of survey.

278. New entrants into the field of their correspondence course
comprise 12 percent of the total vocationally motivated graduate
sample. This represents 32 (ofthe RPCJ respondents.
Twenty- three of the 32 indicated that the job they now have is as
good as the job they expected to get when they enrolled: Eighteen

indicated that the salary that they are earning was what they
expected to earn when they first enrolled for the course. Of those 24
or
salary was what they
expected when they first enrolled , 16 indicated that their course
helped them to get their job or salary. Twelve respondents indicated
individuals who indicated that their job

they could not have gotten their job or salary without having taken
the course, Based on the earlier definitions, RPC credited LaSalle
Extension University with the success achieved by these 12 individuals (CX 279K- L).

The breakdown of responses on which this conclusion rests is the
following: (89)

Those survey respondents who reported they were not working in field at time of
of survey.

enrollment but were working in field at time

Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

Number
12%

19%

12%

Those survey respondents stating the job they now have as good as the job they

expected to get when they enrolled.

Those survey respondents stating the salary they are currently earning was what they
expected to earn when they first enrolled.

Of those

whose job

or

salary was what they expected when they enrolled:

Those survey respondents who stated that what they learned in their course
helped them get their

current job

Total

or salary:
Compo

Deco.

Air

Those survey respondents who stated they would have gotten the current job

salary without having taken the course;
Total

Compo

Deco.

Air

Those survey respondents who stated they would not have gotten the current job
or salary without having taken the course;
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Total

Compo

Air

Deco.

(CX 279L)

279. On the basis of its definitions of success , RPC calculated the
success rate of vocationally motivated graduates (90)in terms of the
ratio of successful graduates to those entitled to expect success. This
can be expressed as a fraction where the successful graduates are the

numerator and those entitled to expect success,

as a result of the

LaSalle course , the denominator.

280. With respect to the vocationally motivated graduates in
groups a, b, c (above) RPC found:
197 of the 25S vocationally motivated graduates in the sample were identified as

having pursued a vocational goal after completing their course. Of those who obtained
a new or better job

or

a higher salary, and indicated that they could not have gotten

either without having taken the course , the number is 23, or approximately 12%. On a
course- by- course

basis, the following matrix defines the success rate (CX 279L).

Compo

Deco.

Air

15%

10%

Total sample size of vocationally motivated

graduates

Tried to find a new or better job or
higher salary
Attained new or better job or higher
salary
Could not have gotten new or better job
or

higher salary without having taken

the correspondence course

Percentage of success attributed

to LaSalle

Extension University

(CX 279M)" (91)

The CSI Analysis of the RPC Survey Data

281. Consulting Statisticians ,

Inc. (hereinafter cited as CSI)

conducted an independent study of the data collected by RPC. The

purpose of the study was to provide the FTC with an analysis of the
success of vocationally motivated graduates of the LaSalle computer
" (',omplaint counsel does not propoe

lhat the finding be haserl on RPC's computHtion of the sucee8 rate.

lllth",r they urge that the (',ommission adopt the reeornput;.tion of the RPC data on this point by Consulting
Statisticians Inc. (CBp. :!7
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programming, interior decorating and basic air conditioning and
refrigeration Courses (CX I08IC).

282. The computations by CSI made no attempt to compensate

for possible bias in the underlying data (Atkinson 4361- 62).
283, Critical to CSI's analysis was the formulation of a definition
of success for LaSalle graduates who were vocationally motivated
(CX 1081I- J).

CSI formulated three definitions of success:
The broad definition on the basis of the RPC data is that students responding that
after graduation they obtained a new or better job or a higher salary are successful.

The narrow definition adds to the requirements for success that the student
responded that the LaSalle course was instrumental in their vocational achievement.
A definition based on expectations was formulated by restricting the candidates for
success to those responding that they believed upon completion of their course that
new or better jobs or higher salaries would be available to them (CX l081J).

CSI made no judgment as to which was the best definition (CX
1081K).
284. CSI judged separately

those who were in the field at the time

of enrollment and those who were not; this distinction was main(92)

tained because members of the two groups were likely to

encounter differences in job opportunities and success by virtue of

their experience (CX 1081K). There were fewer cases of those
working in the field at the time of enrollment than those who were
not (CX 108IR- W).

According to the CSI computation, the success rate for graduates

working in the field of the course at the time of enrollment was
higher than for those not working in the field at the time of
enrollment (CX 1081P).

285. In all courses , the broad definition yielded the highest

success rate. The narrow and expectation based definitions tended to
yield comparable rates and show no consistent pattern among their
relative magnitudes (CX 108IP).
286, Overall ,

the key factor that differentiated the success rates

of the three definitions was the requirement , in the narrow and
expectation- based definitions , of a statement that the course helped

in finding a new or better job or a higher salary. This requirement
reduced the narrow and expectation- based rates reJative to the broad
definition rate (CX I081P- Q). (93)
287. CSI computed the following success
definitions:
.. Comp!aint cQutlsel a.rgues thaI.

rates under the three

the narrow definition should be adopte (CBp.
:37; CRB

p. 40).
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Broad Definition of Success
Computer
Programming

Interior

Air Conditioning/

Decorating

Refrigeration

Student working in

field at time of
enrollment

76.

80%

69.

Student not working

in field at time of
enrollment

15.

33.

Aggregate

27.

37.

(CX 1081R- T)

24.

36%

(94)

Narrow Definition of Success
Computer
Programming

Interior

Air Conditioningl

Decorating

Refrigeration

38.5%

50%

1.8%

21.6%

13.

24.

23.

Student working in

field of course at
time of enrollment

50%

Student not working

in field of course at
time of enrollment

Aggregate

(CX 108lU , V , W) (95)
Definition of Success Based on Expectations
Computer
Programming

Interior
Decorating

Air Conditioning/

Refrigeration

Student working in

field at time of
enrollment

33.

50%

50%

Student not working

in field at time of
enrollment

26.

Aggregate

27.

3.4%
13.

(CX 1081X-

288. The extent to which the different definitions yielded numerically different success rates provides an indication of the inherent
ambiguity in defining success (CX 1081 0). In the case of the narrow
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definition ,

the ambiguities were resolved against LaSalle by CSI

(Atkinson 4354).

289. The computer programming, interior decorating, and air
conditioning courses do not represent a random sample of all the

LaSalle courses and, therefore, it is improper to draw any inferences
from such findings as to the success of LaSalle graduates in general
(CX 1081 O- P).

Weight To Be Attributed to RPC Survey Data
290. Bias results in error in survey

findings. Bias can be

introduced through factors such as a faulty universe or sample,

deficient analysis of the data , or the manner in which questions are
asked in a survey (Chambers 145- 48). Anything which suggests one
(fd.

answer as opposed to another has the potential for creating bias

at 201). Put another way, bias relates to lack of reliability, validity
and lack of accuracy (Atkinson 4256- 57). There is some bias in all
research (Chambers 148 , 201); however , it is imperative to make the
effort to avoid it (Zeisel 2580). (96)

291. As a general rule, covering letters for survey questionnaires
should be as innocuous as possible so as not to bias those responding
to the survey (Linden 4165; see also Chambers 203- 04). Generally,
the sponsor of a survey should not be noted where such indication
could affect the nature of the responses (Linden 4166).

292. The original draft of the cover letter , utilized in the RPC
survey of LaSalle ,

was submitted by RPC to the Federal Trade

Commission and rejected. RPC was told by the

Federal Trade

Commission that it had to use the cover letter in evidence as
279CC. The initial sentence of that letter was drafted by the Federal
Trade Commission (Chambers 204- 05).

293. The cover letter of the RPC survey had a letterhead stating

Federal Trade Commission , Chicago Regional Offce. "

The first

sentence of the letter stated " The Bureau of Consumer Protection is
gathering information from people who enrolled in LaSalle Extension University correspondence courses to determine if any action is
warranted" (CX 279CC). The survey questionnaire itself was headed
with the legend " Bureau of Consumer Protection Questionnaire
LaSalle Extension University Graduates " (CX 279DD). The signatory of the cover letter was identified as a Federal Trade Commission
attorney (CX 279CC).

294. The cover letter introduced bias on a number of counts. It
was on Federal Trade Commission stationery and thus signaled that

the survey was an inquiry under

the auspices of the Federal

government. The references to the Bureau of Consumer Protection

"'
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implied that LaSalle s students would require protection. This

implication was reinforced by the statement in the letter that the
survey was being conducted to determine if any action was warrant-

ed. The letter as a whole suggested that LaSalle was under
investigation for illegal practices injurious to the consumer (Linden
4165- 66; Zeisel 2455-

, 2508).

295. The legend " Bureau

of Consumer Protection Questionnaire
at the top of the questionnaire reinforced the suggestion inherent in
the cover letter that LaSalle students might need protection (Zeisel
2457). (97)

296. The cover letter used in the RPC survey of North American
Commission did not contain such

Schools for the Federal Trade

biasing elements. It was on the letterhead of

RPC, mentioned the

FTC only once in the body of the letter , and had no reference to an

FTC attorney or to a determination of whether action would be
warranted. There was no reference to the Bureau of Consumer
Protection (RX 27IRR; Zeisel 2457).
297. If the objective is to avoid bias, it is not good survey practice
to use a cover letter and questionnaire indicating that the purpose

the survey is a law enforcement investigation.
RPC' s failure to attempt to ascertain the

direction of the bias

inherent in the first sentence of the cover letter and the telelphone
interview (Finding 294 ,

n. 23) did not constitute good survey practice.

298. The cover letter created an atmosphere which increased the
likelihood of response from dissatisfied students rather than from
those students who had had a positive experience with LaSalle
(Linden 4167; Zeisel 2455- 56; see also Zeisel 2494- 95). The increased
likelihood of one group, as opposed to another , responding to a
survey may be defined as self-selection (Zeisel 2456).
299. Persons with a grievance or a latent dissatisfaction are more
likely to respond to a mail survey and thus select themselves (See

Zeisel 2455-

, 2494- 95). In a telephone survey, self-selection is for

the most part obviated by the nature of the medium. The mail
responses were generally less favorable to LaSalle than the telephone responses (Zeisel 2494- 99, 2576- 78; RX 257N- Q, 257HH).
Tl'he leadingsent",nce tot.hat (in the cover JetterJ which was also the leuding phrase during the tel..phone
interview , docs have a potential fOT bias " (Chambers 172). (RPC was told that this was required by law (Chambers
In). The Commission s expert Dr. Chambers while acknowledging this pot.entia! fOT bias stated he did not know
which way the bias gOP and made no attempt to measure it (Chambers 172)

" Consider for example question 4 of the survey reading in pertinent part as follows
4. Did LaSalle Extension University, either through its advertising" material Or its representative , lead you

tobe!ievethat
a New Or better jobs wOLlld be available to you in the fielu OfYOLlf

correspondence course upon completion of the course fOfwhich
(CuntinUfd)

--

._---
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The pattern of the mail- (98)telephone responses (RX 257) corrobo
rates the opinion of respondents ' expert that the cover letter had the
potential for introducing bias by self-selection. (99)

300. Over and above the question of self-selection ,

the cover

letter s suggestion that LaSalle was the subject of a law enforcement
investigation and the implied suggestion of wrong doing contained
therein was likely to bias , in a manner adverse to LaSalle, the
responses to the survey (Zeisel 2456).
301. The decisive bias in the RPC survey was the psychological

attitude or emotional feeling of students or ex students toward the
school. There was no objective test which would measure this type of
bias (Linden 4169- , 4210).
302. The effect of the bias inherent in the cover letter and the
legend " Bureau of Consumer Protection " on the questionnaire of the
RPC survey was compounded by the fact that questions concerning
subjective issues , such as the students ' motives in enrolling and their
YOUI'Irol!f'd

I J

I J

I J

I J

I J

I J

b High"r salaries would be available to you upon completion of the
correspoodcncecourse for which you enroJled

c-Compldion of your correspondence course would fully qoajjfy yn"
fora n!'wOr better job in that field
In the context of this survey " yf's "

answl'rsto question 4a , b , and c were adverse to respondents . conversely "

responses Were favoroble to LaSalle
The record shows the rollowing dirfenmces in the rate of " yes " and "
respondenb;.

" responses belween mail and telephone

Non-graduates

Mall
4(a)

VI'S

68.

j:jfi

N/R

Gmduales
Telephone

Mail

705%

57.

.1

29,

Yes

N/R

1:!.4

51.7

fi03

:14.

35.

1!1:1

32.

4Ll

59.

(RX 257P)

29.

24,

(HX 2.57E)

1:J.

NIR

(RX 257Q)

70.
25.

(;9.

4(1')

50,!;%
44.4

(;.4

18.

(RX 2570)
4(h)

Telephone

16.

5(;2

SKU

:H,

42.

12.

(RX 257F)

(RX 257R)

The tabulation shows that the percentage of " yes " answers by t!'ephonl' respondents exceeded the percenUlge
yes " answers given by the maiJ respondents to a number of quest ions It is, nevert.heless, clear that in the case
ofeachquest.ion the percentage of " " answers given bytelcl'hon e "'""pondent.s is significantly larger than t.he
answers of mail respondents to the same qUf'st.iun. M ureover io the..ase of every question . t.he
perceoUlge of"
perceotage of respondents listed as giving no response is substant.iilUy higher .in t.hemail than the telelphone
category. In the case of every question , the percentage increase of " " aoswers by telephooe over " " mail
responses significantly exceeds any similar increilse in t.he case of " yes " responses. Accordingly, the inference may
be drawn that anSWerS to t.he questions by thosemai! respondents, in the no response category would be likely to be

of "

more favorable 10 L"JSaJle. The overall pattern of respondents t.o quest.ion 4 therefore supports expert. opinion that

the survey had the potential for increasing self- selection , respondents hostile to LaSaUe would be more likely to

repond.
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impressions of representations made to them at . the time of
enrollment , in the case of a third or more of the graduates, related to
events three to four years or more prior to the time of the survey

(Colloquy Tr. 115, 125; see Linden 4176).

303. A number of key questions in the survey were leading in a
manner adverse to LaSalle. For example:
Did LaSalle Extension University, either through its advertising material or its
representative , lead you to believe that: (100)
(a) New or better jobs would be available to you in the field of your correspondence
course upon completion of the course for which you enrolled?

. (CX 279DD)

As phrased the question suggested the survey respondents were

led. . . to believe " that the following benefis would be derived from
the correspondence course (a) anew or better job , (b) a higher salary,
or (c) completion of the course would " fully qualify " the graduate for

a new or better job in the field. "

The suggestion inherent in

questions 4a, b, and c was augmented by the fact that no alternative
was offered to a, b, or c. " The question was weighted against
respondent.
Moreover , the suggestion inherent in the question was compounded by the effect of the cover letter (Findings 298- 300).
304. Because of

the interval between the events surveyed and the

date of the survey, RPC' s failure to include alternative answers of "
don t know " or " I don t remember " may have biased the results. The

lack of alternatives forced respondents to the survey to check one of
the precoded answers (ZeiseI2461- , 2483).
305. RPC's precoding" of certain questions had the potential for
introducing bias. The first question concerning the crucial issue of
motivation provided three choices as follows:
People take a correspondence course for a variety of reasons. Which statcment (101)
below best explains your personal reason for taking the correspondence course you

did?

To improve my vocational opportunity by getting a new or better job or a higher

salary
To learn something new or uscful , but not to get a new or better job or a higher

salary
c. Other, please specify (CX 279DD).
" Question 4(d) asked .'Which of the above , if any, was the primary reason or reasons you enrolled for the
course? (answer as many as apply)" Asa practical matter , the choicc n none oflhe above " in subpart (d) is really
nota choice al a!l since the survey respondent is only instrudedtu fill out thal subpart to Question 4 if he haJ

already answered " yes " to a , b , orc (CX 27!JDD)

'" Precoding is the list. of multiple ch"ice answers provided for a given question (ZeiseI2::mJ)

-,.
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A respondent choosing response (a) would be classified as a
vocationally motivated student (Chambers 214).
306. The formulation of choices " " and " b" in question 1 tended
to maximize the number checking " " indicating vocational motivation alone in enrolling in the LaSalle courses. A

respondent to the

survey with any vocational motive , although slight in comparison to
other reasons, was in effect forced to choose " " over " b" (Linden
4183- 84; Zeisel 2458- 60). The precoding in this question had the

potential for bias since write in answers such as " " as a general rule
receive little response (Zeisel 2458).

307. The list of reasons provided for enrolling by question 1 is
unusually lean (Zeisel 2460). Generally, a number of elements go

into such a decision and had more options been provided it is likely
that there would have been fewer occupationally oriented responses
(Linden 4184).

308. In a previous survey of

Bell and Howell conducted for the

FTC , RPC had distinguished between primary and secondary reasons
for enrollng in a correspondence course (Zeisel 2460). In the case of

the Bell and Howell questionnaire , the question designed to elicit the
reasons for enrollment was formulated with a wider range of choices.
The first category was " to get a job in a new or different field; " the
second was " to get a better job in the same field; " the third was "
do my job better and to upgrade my skills; " the fourth was " to learn

something new or useful but not to get a better job" and the fifth was
if other please specify " (Chambers 215- 16).
The two largest responses received to this question in the Bell and
Howell survey were " to do my job better to upgrade my skils " and
to learn something new or useful, but not to get a new or better job"
(Chambers 216). (102)

309. The phrasing of the question concerning the motivation for
enrollment in the LaSalle survey in effect eliminated the choice "
do my job better , to upgrade my skils " (Chambers 219; " CX 279DD).
The result of eliminating this alternative was to force survey
respondents to choose between saying that their primary motive was
to get a job or salary increase , and indicating that they did not
intend to get a new job or salary increase (Chambers 220- 22).
310. The precoding in question I of the RPC survey, accomplished
by narrowing or " collapsing " the choices in question 1 of the Bell and
Howell questionnaire, had the potential to bias the survey results by
affecting the success ratio adversely to LaSalle. The precoding in the

Q. .

How did yol. find either doinr; my job better or upgradinr; my skills , where is that found in l- A of
the LaSaiJe questionnaire
A. We\! , its an interpretative point for us We felt it was a Jogical coUapse (Chambers 219)

g.,

( (

( (
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LaSalle questionnaire by narrowing the range of

choices and

forcing " a choice on the survey respondents had the tendency to
maximize those respondents classified as having a vocational motivation (Findings 305- 09; Zeisel 2458- 60; Linden 4183- 84). As a result,
the denominator of the success ratio may have been unduly
expanded (See Linden 4183- 85).
311. Questions 5- 13 of the questionnaire , designed to measure
the success of LaSalle graduates , limited the definition of success to
the field of your correspondence course " (CX 279EE; Zeisel 2477- 80,
2508). The exclusion of " in a closely related field" from the measure
of success precluded, for example , consideration of the benefit of a

salary increas (103)attributed to a LaSalle course in a field closely
related to the field of training
(E.
Krider 2836- , 2845 , 2849- 55).
312. In the Universal survey, conducted for the FTC by RPC, the

measure of success was defined in terms of " in

the field of your

correspondence course or in a closely related field" (Zeisel 2477- 78).
313. Excluding consideration of vocational benefit in a closely

related field tends to decrease the number of graduates in the
numerator of the success ratio and thus diminishes the measure of
success calculated from that fraction.

314. The arrangement of precoded answers so that the answer
least favorable to LaSalle was frequently placed first had the
potential to bias the results of the survey. There is a tendency by

survey respondents to check the first alternative in the case
multiple choice answers (Zeisel 2461- 64). To avoid such bias ,

it is

goo practice to rotate the precoded answers on the questionnaires
sent out (Zeisel 2462 , 2464).
315. The RPC
in seeking a job,

questionnaire did not measure degree of dedication
number of employer contacts made in seeking

employment (Linden 4194).

For that reason , it is diffcult to

determine , on the basis of this survey, how much credence to give to
reasons given by respondents for not getting a job after taking the
course (See Question 14 , CX 279EE).

316. Question 4 in the RPC survey questionnaire was an attempt
to determine the vocational expectations raised by LaSalle

tising and/or its representatives. "

s adver-

( 104)

we have thiH number of peapl,' here who may not have had as a prime reason an occupation..t
aspiration , and hence in t.he subsequent questions will reflect a kind of behavior which accrues to the school
negatively. In other words , they would not have be!'" abie to find a job if , in fact , they were not reiJlly, really
occupBtionaJly interested Or oriented since they were not going to f'ursue it that diligently " (Linden11H.i)
"" 4. Did LaSal1e Extension University. either througl1 its advertising material or its representative , lead you
tobelievetfmt
Yes

3. New orbettcrjobs would be available to you in thefieJdofyour
correspondence course upon completion of the cours for which
you enrolled

(Conlinlled)

,-
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317. The phrase in that question " lead you to believe " in the
context of the impression created by the cover letter that LaSalle
was the subject of a law enforcement inquiry (Findings 292-95) had
the tendency to bias the response to that question (See Zeisel 2465;
Linden 4172- 73).

318. The effect of leading

questions in the survey adverse to

LaSalle was compounded by the biasing effect of the cover letter and
heading of the questionnaire.

319. A number of changes which distinguish the RPC survey of
LaSalle from preceding surveys of other correspondence schools

conducted for the FTC by the same survey organization tended to
diminish LaSalle s success ratio as computed on the basis of the
instant survey (Findings 296 ,

308- 13).

320. The CSI retabulations are affected by the bias inherent in
the RPC survey instruments (Finding 282).
321. Neither firm conclusions

or confident findings can be based

on the RPC survey.
B. The Veterans Administration Surveys
322. Public Law 93- 508 requires , for continued Veterans Administration (hereinafter cited as V A) approval , a showing that 50

percent of the persons completing a vocational course were placed in

employment in the field for which the course was designed or in a
closely related occupation (RX 206). Such surveys were a requirement for all courses certified by the V A for reimbursement to

veterans (Hetzel 3131). LaSalle conducted VA surveys of its graduates in 1975 and 1977 (RX 201 , 205; Hetzel 3130- 31). (105)
323. The V A procedures

required schools to survey all graduates

graduates (if there were more than 300
graduates in a particular course in the two year period). The

or a random sample of

questionnaire form which was prescribed by the V A asked graduates

whether they had, since completing the course, worked in an
occupation " directly related" or " closely related" to the course. If
both questions were answered in the negative , the graduates were
further asked if they had been available for employment in the field
for which training was taken (RX 201K , 205P).
324. The final figure on the survey was an employment percentage or " employment rate " for each course which was calculated by
Highp.rsalaTieswouldhp.svailab!etoyouuponcompletionofth..
cont'spondencecours.. for which you enrolled

cCompletionofyourcorrespondencecoursewouldfullyquaJifyyou
fora new or better job in that !i..ld

II
II
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adding the graduates who responded that they had worked in
positions " directly

related" or " closely related" to their training, and

dividing by the number of graduates who responded less those
stating they had not been available for employment (RX 20IM,
205Q). A minimum employment percentage of 50 percent based on
this figure was required to obtain or maintain V A approval for
purposes of reimbursement (RX 20IB , 205B).
325. LaSalle first determined the number of graduates in each of
the courses involved for the period under consideration , and selected
by sample the number of graduates in each course to meet the VA

requirements as to count. LaSalle then mailed to each individual in
the sample group the required questionnaire form. It did a followmailing as required by the V A , and where that failed to produce a
response , LaSalle made at least three telephone attempts pursuant

to the V A instructions to secure the data required to fill in the form
(Hetzel 3132).

326. The VA surveys asked students to respond whether since
completing the course they had worked in an occupation directly

related to this training or whether the respondents

to the survey

since completing the course had " worked in a closely related job,
comparable in level to the type of work for which this course

provided training " (RX 201K). The determination of what was a
closely related job was left to the students (Hetzel 3134- 35).
327. The VA surveys did not take into account whether or not a

person was working in the field of his training prior to the time he
enrolled in the course (Hetzel 3179).

328. The 1975 VA survey conducted by LaSalle was subject to a
government audit which lasted two weeks (Hetzel 3147-48; RX 253).

Among the courses audited were basic computer

programming,

interior decorating, and basic air conditioning and refrigeration (RX
253).
329. LaSalle had submitted forms to the Veterans Administra-

tion for 18 courses showing at least a 50 percent employment rate in
the same or closely related type of work. The audit for three of the
courses showed that they did (106Jnot meet the 50 percent employ-

ment criterion (RX 253L). The courses in which enrollments were
suspended as a result of the audit were Complete Law Training,
Hotel/Motel Executive Training, and Interior Decorating (RX 253K).

The audit report concluded as follows:

This audit revealed that the school had made some mathematical errors in
computing the results of their surveys and that their procedures could be improved;
but , the discrepancies found do not appear to be wilful attempts to alter the results of
the surveys (RX 253L).

, -_.
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330. The final percentages from

the V A 1975 and 1977 surveys,

for the computer programming, interior decorating, and air conditioning courses, after downward revision by V A auditors and by
counse1 were as follows:
1975
(Survey)

Course
Computer Programming

(CX 282J ,

58.

43.

47.

49.

56.

52.

288)

Interior Decorating

(RX 253H ,

1977
(Survey)

279)

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
(CX 282R; RX 277) (107)

LaSalle s Adjustment of1975 V A Survey Figures
331. In the 1975 VA survey, LaSalle asked an additional question
of those respondents who were not employed in their field of training
but who had stated they were available for employment. Such

graduates were asked whether they had contacted employers in an
effort to secure jobs (RX 202).
332. Respondent

adjusted the success rate by eliminating from

the candidates for success those who had not looked for employment.
The following is a comparison of the adjusted and unadjusted

figures for three of the courses:

Basic Computer . Programming
Interior Decorating

Air Conditioning and Refrigera-

Unadjusted

Adjusted

(CX 282)

(RX 203)

58.
50. 6%31
56.

69.

fi.4%
66.

tion
C. LaSalle

s 1974 Graduate Survey

333. LaSalle conducted a mail survey of its graduates in November and December 1974. A questionnaire was mailed once to every

student who had graduated in the first six months of 1974

(Hetzel

,. The adjustments involved a revi w of the responses concernin jobs in !I field .' closely related.' to the field of
training. Wher job titles aod description of jobs indicated that jobs were not so related in the reviewers ' opinion
the response were rec!as ified, The 1f!75 !ludit figure in the ca e of the interior decorating course was revised by
VA auditors (RX 253). The 1977 V A survey figures were reviewed and r vised separately by complaint counsel and
respondents' couns 1. Set forth herD are respondents' rDv;sions which are somewhat lower than thoS( of complaint
cuun el (Stipulation October 23, 1979; RX 277 , 279)
" The V A audit (Finding!\ 328- 30) reduced the unadju!\ted figure for interior decorating from 50 6 pefCnt to
47. ;' percent (RX 253H) applying thesarnf' correction to adj1jste figure the latter becomes . 51.3 perco;nt.
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3142 43; RX 214A B). The combined response rate for all (108)
courses , excluding the high school program was approximately 37

percent (ZeiseI4130 , 4149; RX 215 , 254B).

334. Over 90 percent of those who responded

satisfied with their course. Eighty-eight percent

said they were
responded they

would recommend the LaSalle course to others (RX 215B). These
figures relate to all courses except the high school course.
The figures for the computer programming, air conditioning and
the interior decorating course were as follows:

General
Satisfaction
Computer Programming
Air Conditioning
Interior Decorating

Willingness
to Recommend

79.
79.
94.

Course
66.

719%
90.

(CX 285 87)

D. Active Student Surveys

335. LaSalle made several mail surveys of its active students at
irregular intervals. Such surveys were conducted in September and
October 1974; a second survey was made in 1977 (Marshall 3215
3220- 21; RX 217).
336. In the 1974 survey of all courses, except the high school

program , 96 percent of the respondents stated that up to that point,
the course delivered what they expected; in the 1977 survey, the
corresponding figure was 95 percent (RX 218C, 222H). (109)

E. Student Testimony concerning the

Vocational Value of

LaSalle s Correspondence Courses
337. In addition to the surveys ,

student testimony was offered

into evidence concerning the vocational value of LaSalle s courses.

The LaSalle students who testified with respect to the interior
decorating, computer programming, and air conditioning courses
had varied vocational success; their testimony wil be reviewed on
the issue of little or no worth.
1. Student Testimony about the Vocational Value of LaSalle

Interior Decorating Course
" LaSaHe received

158J responses and ,wnt questionnaires to 1224 gmduates (ZeiseI4130)
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338. Of those students in the field of interior decorating who had
had no prior education or experience in the field a number were
successful in obtaining employment
decorators or in
as interior
related fields or , in applying the skils they learned from LaSalle in
the positions they held at the time of enrollment with LaSalle, or in

starting their own business (Schaefer 2150 , 2158; Haselden 2190
2192 , 2199; Perekovich 2392
, 2403- 18; Niemeyer 2718 , 2727- 29;
Murphy 2761- 62; Tuma 2781 , 2783; Wright 2865- , 2873, 2878- 80;
Miler 2925 , 2932; Visser 2940- 41; Sellers 3256-

3488 3495, 3497, 3504; Kuster 3671-

, 3262; Ostland

, 3783- 84).

, 3680; Corey 3777

339. The majority of the LaSalle interior decorating graduates
who testified had no prior education or experience in the field. Some
students , for example , Charles Kohlmyer , had acquired knowledge in
related fields prior to enrollng with LaSalle. Although Mr. Kohlmyer had no interior decorating education or experience as such , his
prior education in architectural engineering must be considered as
related to interior decorating. Mr. Kohlmyer s background , not
typical of the ordinary LaSalle student, was no doubt an advantage
in his career as an interior decorator (Kohlmyer 3336 , 3357

340. Some students ,

58).

with no prior experience or education in

decorating, directly attributed their vocational success in interior

decorating to the LaSalle course (Murphy 2776; Wright 2873; Miler
2932). Other students acknowledged

that the LaSalle course had

been helpful in their work as decorators (Brooks 2698;

Tuma 2787-

90).

341. Not all of the students testifying with respect to the interior
decorating Course had been successful in obtaining employment in
the field (Muhar 441 , Seliga 1251 , 1268- 71; (llO)Templin 1454- 55,
1476- 78); some students dropped out because they believed they

would not be able to achieve their vocational goals with the LaSalle
interior decorating course (Patrone 1759- , 1785). Of those LaSalle
interior decorating graduates who testified they were successful in
obtaining employment , a number were not involved in a full- line
decorating business but were employed in related fields (Schaefer
2154 , 2158, 2176 (husband' s carpeting business expanded to include

wall coverings and draperies); Haselden 2190 (Gloria s
tique); Visser 2940- 41 (husband'

Bath Bou-

s business in major appliances,

hardware , paint and wall paper); Kuster 3671 (furniture sales)).
2. Student Testimony about the

Vocational Value of LaSalle

Computer Programming Course
342. Students enrolled in LaSalle s computer programming

cours reported varying degrees of success in obtaining employment
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as programmers or programmer trainees (Compare Mull 340- 47;
Pichauffe 1657- 58, 1669; with, Wilson 3273- 74; Bashista 3529).
343. The two student witnesses who did succeed in obtaining
programmer jobs had had some exposure to computers; they had not
, 32733278- 79; Bashista 35103523- 24). Ronald Douglas Wilson believed
that he received a promotion from operator to computer programmer as a result of the LaSalle course (Wilson 3273- 74).
344. Other students did not reap the benefits they anticipated
had any experience in writing programs (Wilson 3269-

from LaSalle s computer programming course. Neither Bruce Mull
nor Lynn P. Pichauffe was able to obtain employment as a computer
programmer or computer programmer trainee after graduating from
LaSalle (Mull 340- 46; Pichauffe 1669). Charles Edward Cline found
that LaSalle s computer programming course was not acceptable as
continued education for United States Army personnel purposes
(Cline 1053-

, 1058-

, 1062- 63).

3. Student Testimony about the

Vocational Value of LaSalle

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Course
345. Students with diverse backgrounds enrolled in the LaSalle

air conditioning and refrigeration course. Some (lll)students had no
prior experience or training in the field (for example , Smith 3263- 66;
Palmer 3895- 96; Martin 3941- 42); others had some exposure to the

servicing of air conditioners and refrigerators or experience in a
related field (Diller 1103- 04; Potter 2292- 94; Sprout 2359), and others
had previous training in the field (Waller 652- , 655; Hanger 262023).

346. The previous experience or training of some students had no
correlation to their success in obtaining employment in the air
conditioning and refrigeration field after completing the LaSalle

course. David Diler , who had had some prior experience in the field
with the Coast Guard before enrolling in the LaSalle course and who
after completing LaSalle

s course received an AA degree

as an

Appliance and Refrigeration Technician , could not find a job as an
air conditioning serviceman (Diler 1113- 17). In addition , David

Waller , John M. Kammer and Robert Dovenbarger testified that
they did not secure employment as air conditioning and refrigeration
servicemen after taking the LaSalle course (Waller 651 , 668- 75;

Kammer 885 , 894- 96, 901; Dovenbarger 1481 , 1487347. In contrast ,

, 1497- 99).

a number of LaSalle graduates reported that

they were successfully employed in the field of air conditioning and
refrigeration repair after taking LaSalle s course (Hanger 2617;
Potter 2298- 99;

Smith 3287; Palmer 3895- 3903; Martin 3939). Some
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graduates had opened their own repair shops (Hanger 2617; Potter
2298 99; Smith 3287).
F. Expert

Testimony as to the Vocational Value of LaSalle
Correspondence Courses

testified about the vocational
LaSalle s interior decorating, computer programming and

348. Educators and employers
value of

air conditioning and refrigeration course.
1. Expert Testimony concerning the

Vocational Value of La-

Salle s Interior Decorating Course
349. Expert opinion in the record indicates that the materials in
the LaSalle course covered the basics of interior (112Jdecorating on a
fundamental level (Genis 3401- , 3427- 28). " The LaSalle course
provided " hasic knowledge- essential and fundamental , but no more
and the course while " it offers exposure " would not " make one an
Interior Designer " (Letter Arline Genis to Respondents ' Counsel

May 1, 1979; CX 1032). According to expert opinion, experience in the

field was essential or desirable in tbe training of interior decorators
for more advanced or sophisticated levels (Walker 530; Genis 3438, 3445; Rankin 1340). In the words of respondents ' expert , those
LaSalle graduates who "would pursue (interior decorating) careers
would find it necessary to have continuing education in the field"
(CX 1032).

350. The ordinary and typical LaSalle graduate without some
practical experience would not be qualified to open his own full line
decorating service (Walker 527- 28, 530; Rankin 1339- 40; see also CX
1032).

351. Most experts or employers agreed that the LaSalle interior
decorating graduates without further training or experience would
be best qualified for a retail sales position (Lewis 429;

Rankin

Walker 535;

1344- 45; Wimbush 3034- 35).

2. Expert Testimony concerning the Vocational Value of La-

Salle s Computer Programming Course
352. The LaSalle computer

programming course was reviewed by

several experts in the field of computer programming education. One

expert found the course to adequately serve as an introduction to
data processing with COBOL
" Rl!spondents ICxpert ArlineG"nis

(Hamblen 1189, 1192 , 1235- 36). Another

stated in this connl!ction " And when I say bClsic and fundamental . I mean

just that. itopcnsupthecuriosity It docs not in any way prepare fora total career Butitisagood introduction
I think" (Genis:!42R)

" ""
"
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expert was of the view that the LaSalle course gave a good

representation of the basic principles on which computers work
(Safford 3567). The course s primary problem in achieving the course
objectives was the lack of opportunity for a student to run a program
through a computer and then to check for errors (Engel 977 , 993;
Hamblen 1202 , 1236). (113)
353. Graduates of

the LaSalle course would have an advantage in

securing various semi- clerical positions in the data processing field

because offamiliarity with the terminology (Hamblen 1208- 09) or in
gaining acceptance into a training program for computer programming (Safford 3601); they would not qualify as beginning programmers (Hamblen 1208- , 1247- 48; Engel 1001- 02).
3. Expert Testimony concerning the Vocational Value of LaSalle s Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Course

354. Although the LaSalle course would not qualify the ordinary
the course did provide knowledge of the
fundamental principles of air conditioning and refrigeration (Laham
732; " Wintersdorf 1522 , 1525; Lupson 3998- 99).
355. The major drawback to LaSalle s course was the lack of
hands-on experience (Laham 735- 36; Ritchie 1084; Wintersdorf
1525- , 1551- 52). A student , with no training or experience other
than LaSalle would be qualified to enter the field as an apprentice
graduate as a mechanic ,

(Laham 735; Lupson 4090; Wintersdorf 1525). Although such a
graduate would be qualified to handle simple problems he would
need supervision (Laham 715 , 718- 19, 726- 27; Lupson 3998- 99) and

would therefore not qualify as a mechanic or

fully qualified

serviceman (Lupson 3999; Laham 733). Moreover , hands-on experi-

ence may play an important role in choosing apprentices or trainees

in a field which may be overcrowded (McCarty 625Ritchie 1090- 91;

, 630- 31;

Lupson 4089- 90). (114)

VIII. Respondents Had Notice That

Certain of Their Representa-

tions May Have Been Misleading and Unfair

A. Demand Representations
356. In August 1975 ,

respondents submitted their self-evaluation

report to the NHSC (CX 327).
From an. introductory point of view ,

In that report ,

respondents included

as rar as basic knowledge gO€s it (LaSa!lcs

treatment of air

conditioning and liquid chilling systems) was handled very well As rar as teaching" man to go in iHJd become a
mechanic , I don t feci it was in depth enough" (Laham 7:!
An appr!'ntice will always be supervis"d by a mechanic or shopman or someboy to insure that what they
are doinr; is prop r and what we have reque l,-d of them " (Lupson 3999).

-,.
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an outlne of the course objectives for the computer programming
course.
357. In December 1975 , the report of the Chairman of the NHSC
Accrediting Commission found that " the educational objective for
Basic Computer Programming,
to provide the student with a

basic coding skill at the level to be considered for a position as a
computer programmer trainee , is not met by completing the course
(CX 328A, H , K).
358. On January 31 ,

1976, the NHSC Accrediting Commission

with the notice of reaccreditation, transmitted the following specific

criticisms of the LaSalle Computer Programming Course:
I. 2 Appropriate Objectives- The student does not acquire a job skill at the level
to he considered for a position as a computer programmer trainee.

II. 1 Comprehensive

Instructional Materials- The programming language

(COBOL , RPG, FORTRAN IV) instructional materials do not provide the in depth coverage

required to train a student to code and/or modify a program.
III. 1 Examination Service- The COROL language exams (Volumes III and

IV) and

the optional RPG and I'DRTRAN IV eXams are unsatisfactory. The majority of questions

are multiple choice, and do not test the student' s

ability to code and test the cDded

problems Dn the computer. Separate exams should be given for all lessons in Volumes

III and IV.

I have never taken, or taught , or heard of a programming course that does not have
the student write at least one program. The examinations in (115Jthis course are
entirely multiple choice and do nDt provide the student with the coding experience
that he needs. Grading coded programs are (sic) cDnsiderably more difficult than
grading multiple choice questions but nevertheless the student at least needs to know
if his coding would work if it were placed in a computer. This would also eliminate the
chance of the student scanning the textbooks for the " key answer " since there are no
key answers " in coding a program.
The course objectives are alsD vague. The booklet states that " this

training, combined
with the graduates personal ability, prepares him to enter the field as a Computer
Programmer Trainee. . . " Yet it also Rtates that " It takes training and experience to

handle the programming assignments. . . " The brochure generally implies that the
student should be able to acquire a job as a Computer Programmer Trainee upon
completion of the course. In today s economy, this seems overly Dptimistic

Recommendations- if the technical material were toned down , this would be an
personneJ who either come in contact with computer

excellent course for non- EDP

report on peripheral basis or must discuss problems with

EDP personnel and desire a

better working knowledge of computer terminology and programming. Under this
format , there would not be a requirement, as I believe currently exists under the
present format , for a computer in Drder to meet the proposed course objectives (CX
330A- , D- E).
359. In the same period, respondents were on notice, as a result of
the accreditation process of NHSC, that the LaSalle interior

336- 3450 - 81 - 20

,"
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decorating graduate with no further training might not be able to
achieve the objectives for that course (CX 328H) and that the
respondents ' course objectives for that course did " not reflect an
awareness of nor state the necessity for actual on- the-job mastery
(CX 328K).

period, respondents were put on notice, through
the NHSC accrediting process , that graduates of the air conditioning
and refrigeration course might not be able to fulfill the vocational
objectives of that course. LaSalle was advised that although the
course is basic it seems necessary to provide hands-on training kits
360. In the same

to novices who enter a (116)technical field where maintenance and
servicing of equipment, to some extent, must be practical vocational
objectives " (CX 328L).

of the comments of the NHSC
accrediting committee were put on notice that , absent further
training, the course objectives of the interior decorating, computer
programming, and air conditioning courses might not be met , and
361. Respondents as a result

that as a result

their representations regarding the vocational

qualifications of graduates in those courses may have been misleading.

362. The notice to respondents that their representations as to
the qualifications of graduates of those courses may have been
misleading also put respondents on notice that their representations

as to the demand for and earnings potential of such graduates may
have been deceptive.

B. Selectivity
363. Respondents '

advertising and promotional claims had the
tendency to create the impression that , over and above standard
minimum age and educational requirements , students were screened
for aptitudes necessary or helpful to successful completion or
assimilation of particular courses (Findings 275). Since respondent
did not screen for such aptitudes (Finding 256), it should have known
such representations were misleading.

C. Cancellation and Tuition Refund
364. Respondents knew or should have known that the failure to
disclose material facts concerning their cancellation and refund
policy was misleading and unfair (Findings 211- 13, 222- 23). (117)

, -- -
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DISCUSSION

The complaint charges Macmilan, Inc. and its wholly- owned
subsidiary, LaSalle Extension University, with violation of Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act. Respondents , it is alleged

have committed unfair acts and practices in connection

with the

correspondence courses in commerce.
The violations charged are not novel. They involve allegations that

offering for sale and sale of

the demand for and earnings potential of graduates of LaSalle
courses have been misrepresented. The complaint further alleges
that respondents misrepresented that their graduates would be

qualified to secure employment in the fields for which they trained
prospective
students would be screened to determine that they had the qualifications and ability to successfully assimilate and complete respondents ' courses.
Other charges allege that respondent had no reasonable basis to
support the representations concerning the demand for their graduates in the fields for which they trained.
The complaint also charges that respondents have disparaged the
potential career opportunities , education and self- image of prospecwithout further training and experience , and that

tive students in conjunction with representations that LaSalle

correspondence courses could improve their personal characteristics.
Such disparagement , it is alleged , aggravates the deceptive and
unfair effect of other representations and is therefore unfair.
Other allegations charge that respondents misrepresented or

failed to disclose the true nature of the financial obligation incurred
when the contract was signed and that they induced prospective
students to execute enrollment contracts without affording suffcient

time to consider such purchase.

Finally, respondents are charged with unfairness in failing to
refund tuition when payment was induced by unfair or deceptive

acts and the courses were of little value in fulfiling the expectations
raised by respondents ' representations.

The issues to be resolved after trial run the gamut of the charges
in the complaint. Without repeating the details of the charges, it is
evident that the basic issue is the proper construction of respon-

dents ' advertising and promotional materials as well as statements

made in the course of the sales presentation. In that connection, it
must be determined whether respondents have failed to disclose
material facts in their promotion of the courses. (118)
Most of the litigation effort herein was expended on the issue of
restitution. Respondents challenge the Commission

s authority to

),
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order restitution in an administrative proceeding pursuant to
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. In addition

respondents claim that complaint counsel have not met their burden

of proving that the courses were of little or token value for the
purposes for which they were taken.
I. Construing Respondents '

Promotional and Advertising Claims To

Ascertain the Representations Made

The proper construction of respondents ' advertising and promotional claims is a major issue. The following general principles apply
to the interpretation of the advertisements under consideration.
Proof of actual deception or intent to deceive is not prerequisite to
establishing a violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act. Misrepresentations are condemned if they possess a tendency to
deceive.

1979); Resort Car Rental System Inc.

Cir.

cert. denied, sub nom. MacKenzie
Co.

(1975); Montgomery Ward

594 F. 2d 212 , 214 (9th Cir.
v.
FTC,
518 F. 2d 962 , 964 (9th
423 U. S. 827
v.
United States,
FTC,
379 F. 2d 666, 670 (7th Cir.

v.

Trans World Accounts Inc.

v.

FTC,

1967).

Consumer testimony is not required to establish a violation.
(TJhe Commission may draw its own inferences from the advertisement and need not depend on testimony or exhibits (aside from the

Carter

advertisements themselves) introduced into the record"
Products Inc.
Rental Systems
Corp.

v.

FTC,

323 F. 2d 523, 528 (5th Cir. 1963).
v.
FTC,
518 F. 2d 962 , 964 (9th Cir. 1975);
262 F. 2d 741 , 745 (4th Cir. 1959).
v.

FTC,

Resort Car

Royal Oil

The test of whether promotional materials and advertisements are

false and misleading is the overall impression they are likely to
make on the buying public.

Carter Products Inc.

528 (5th Cir. (119)1963);

Murray Space Shoe Corporation

2d 270, 272 (2nd Cir. 1962);

v.

FTC,

Charles of the Ritz Distr. Corp.

323 F. 2d
v.

523,

FTC, 304
v.

FTC,

143 F. 2d 676 , 679 (2nd Cir. 1944).

In its review of advertising, " (tJhe Commission is concerned with
protecting the trusting as well as the suspicious, the casual as well as

the vigilant , the naive as well as the sophisticated. Colgate- Palmo310 F.
live Co.,
59 F. C. 1452 , 1464 (1961),
vacated and remanded,
89 (1st Cir. 1962), on remand from First Circuit 62 FT. C. 1269 (1963),
rev d, 380 U.S. 374 (1965).
vacated,
326 F. 2d 517 (1st Cir. 1963),
did testify about their impressions of LaSalle s promotional scheme. the
advertisem.'nt:, course brochures , and
standard s31espresentatiorl. In addition. the opinions of experts have been cO!l;idered in evaluating th"
qualifications of graduates for employment
" Although some student witnesses

deception issue has been resolved primarily on the basis of LaSalles
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A. Respondents '

Representations As to the Demand for

Qualifications of and Earnings Potential of Their Graduates
Respondents ' advertising and promotional materials were part of a
total scheme to market LaSalle s courses in which the pervasive
theme was success through LaSalle. In connection with that theme,
respondents represented that there was a need or demand for
LaSalle graduates, that LaSalle graduates could expect to earn high

salaries, and that typical and ordinary LaSalle graduates would be
qualified to enter the field for which they were trained with no prior
91 , 92 1I9,
93). The ordinary and typical LaSalle graduate did not

education or further experience or training (Findings 88 ,

132

, 172

have the qualifications represented and such claims had the capacity
to deceive (Findings 120 , 155 71, 194 99).
The above mentioned representations were conveyed at successive

stages of respondents ' contact with prospective students beginning
with the advertisements , continuing with a brochure mailed to the
prospect , and concluding with a LaSalle representative s sales
presentation (Finding 88). The evidence pertaining to these representations and the allegations that such representations were false
and misleading related to LaSalle s computer programming, interior
decorating and air conditioning and refrigeration courses.
In a number of instances (CX 4A , 5A, 6A , 8A; RX 20), respondents
affrmatively represented that LaSalle graduates would be able to

earn higher salaries and meet the qualifications required for certain
positions. For example:
What does it take to earn higher pay? First , pick an uncrowded field where you have
the chance to move ahead fast. Second , prepare with the right training- LaSalle
training (CX

5A). (120)

In other instances , the point was made indirectly through use of
testimonials which implied that the success portrayed therein was

ordinary and typical for LaSalle graduates (Finding 89).
A deceptive impression may be created by implication and

innuendo without affirmative misrepresentation or misstating a
single fact.
Cir. 1962);

FTC

Baker Franchise Corporation
Feil

v.

FTC,

285 F. 2d 879 ,

v.

FTC,

302 F. 2d 258 , 261 (3d

896 (9th Cir. 1960);

Aronberg

132 F, 2d 165 , 167 (7th Cir. 1942). Respondents use of testimonials

had the capacity to deceive.

Once a misleading overall impression has been created , as in this
case by LaSalle s repeated reinforcement of the success through

LaSalle theme in numerous advertisements , course brochures and

through its sales

representatives, explanations , disclaimers, or
caveats are not likely to save the consumer from being misled.
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Waltham Precision Instrument Co.,
327 F. 2d 427 (7th Cir.);

affd,
denied,

Inc.

61 F.

cert. denied,

C. 1027 ,

377 U.s. 992;

1047 (1962),

rehearing

379 U. S. 872 (1964). Even though LaSalle did use terms such

exceptional" and " most successful" when referring to the success
of graduates featured in the testimonials, the net impression created
was that such success was ordinary and typical of LaSalle graduates.
The terms " exceptional" and " most successful" did not serve to
as "

mitigate nor to

correct the false impressions created by the

promotional materials.
Nor did subsequent qualifications in the brochures cure the initial
deception of the advertisements. For example, in the computer
programming brochure the text states:
LaSalle can provide you with basic computer programming training.

this training with on- the-job

experience.

If you combirr

you will discover what interesting work

computer programming can be (CX l03C , l06C) (emphasis added).

Such a statement ,

would be

indicating additional experience or training

necessary to be a computer programmer trainee ,

is

overshadowed by repeated representations that LaSalle s graduates

would be qualified without further training or experience (Findings
146- 47). Furthermore, the courts have found that when the initial
contact with the consumer is procured by misrepresentation , as in
LaSalle s advertisements , subsequent events or representations do
v.
FT,
Exposition Press Inc.
not expunge the original (121Jwrong.
cert. denied 370 U. S. 917 (1962);
295 F. 2d 869 , 873 (2nd Cir. 1961),
Carter Products

v.

FTC.

186 F. 2d 821 , 824 (7th Cir. 1951).

In some instances , LaSalle s promotional materials contained
conflcting or ambiguous statements about the anticipated level of
entry of respondents ' graduates in their career field (Findings 124

126). "

Ambiguous statements " susceptible of both a misleading and

a truthful interpretation will be construed against the advertiser.
FTC,
304 F. 2d 270 , 272 (2nd Cir.
v.
208 F. 2d 382 , 387 (7th Cir.
1962); Rhodes Pharmacal Co. v. FTC,
348 U.s. 940
1953), modified by restoring Commission s order in toto,

Murray Space Shoe Corporation

(1955).

LaSalle s advertisements, in the case of the interior decorating and

air conditioning courses, represented that its graduates would be
able to open their own businesses a career choice which implies an
" Com;ider. for example. the statement of objectives for the interior decorating COUrSe (see F'inding 124). The
statement that the course provides basic knowledge ofvariou sphasesofint!oriordecoratinginc1udingprocedures
for establishing a decorating business is succeeded by the stat ement that upon completion gradmltes would be able
to apply sound decorating principles

to the complete design of one or more rooms in private homes or

commercial estflblishments " The latter statement implies that the ordinary graduate will be able to function at an
advanced l(,vel. Such a claim is ambiguous in light of the statement that the knowledge provided is " basic " In
accordrrncewith precedent , the ambiguity is to be resulved against respondenl

~~~~

." -..-. , --- ---.
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ability to perform at an advanced level in the chosen field without
further training or supervision. In one advertisement, respondents
equated LaSalle graduates with " trained beginners " and linked that
term to " plenty of chances for a business of your own " (CX 5A). "

To

the extent that this and other representations were ambiguous, they
are to be resolved against respondents. The claim had the capacity to
create the impression that their graduates could function as fully
qualified air conditioning service and installation men (122Jwithout

further training and supervision.

Certain other representations
concerning the abilty of graduates to start their own businesses

were essentially unambiguous.
Finally, respondents typical interior decurating, cornputer pro-

conditioning graduates were not qualified.
without further training or supervision, to enter the job market at
the levels represented in respondents ' advertising and promotional
gramming, and air

materials (Findings 120-

, 155-

, 194- 99). As a result such

materials had the capacity to mislead.

Since respondents ' typical graduates of the courses in question did
not have the qualifications represented, the related earnings and
employment representations for graduates in those fields of necessity also had the capacity to deceive (Findings 130- , 170- , 198- 99).

B. Respondents Did Not Disclose Material Facts about the
Cancellation and Refund Policy
Although no false facts are stated, the failure to disclose material

information may cause advertisements or promotional (123JmateriSimeon Management Corp.

als to be false and deceptive.

2d 1137 ,

v.

FTC. 579

1145 (9th Cir. 1978).

In the course of marketing their courses ,

respondents failed to
adequately disclose the number of lesson assignments to be submit;'ing
" Air Conditi,,

& Refrigeration

welcomes trained begjnner.- Good pay, good future-- with plenty ofchlmcc5 for a business of your own
(CXGA)
.. Youean nowtr"in for a decoratingcarel'r at horne . You can prepare fora variety of positions leading to
fo'ield

finesalaries- orpl,mtogointoaprol'tablebusiness for yourself. . (CXliH)
They turned thf,ir love for decorating into a dream career

I have rnrmed my Own company.

. also have an associate to work with me. We arc doing offices , private

homes and model home complexes (CX !JH)

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration
Big futurcs in air conditioning- with

plenty orehances to !;'Ht a business ol'yolJr own(CX
r. 4A).
. .
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ted in a course and the fact that lesson assignments were in some

cases unevenly distributed throughout the course. '"

These were
material facts necessary for the student to calculate his tuition
obligation which was based on the number of lesson assignments he
submitted for grading (Findings 200- 28; see also pp. 144- 45). The
non- disclosure of these material facts combined with the confusion

s inconsistent use of terminology had the
tendency and capacity to mislead students about the nature and
arising from LaSalle

extent of their tuition obligation.

II. Restitution
Complaint counsel seeks restitution for graduates of LaSalle
computer programming, interior decorating. and air conditioning
and refrigeration courses (CB 31).

Respondents, citing

Heater

v.

FTC,

503 F. 2d

321 (9th Cir. 1974), assert that the Commission has no
authority to order restitution in a Section 5 administrative proceeding; however ,

the Commission has not acquiesced in that

Genesco, Inc. 89 F.

C. 451 ,

478 (1977);

decision.

Lafayette United Corp.,

86

Holiday Magic, Inc., 85 F. C. 90 (1975). A
restitution order in the administrative proceeding cannot be foreclosed
on the basis of
Heater.
Restitution is sought pursuant to the allegations of Paragraph 14
of the complaint. Those charges allege unfairness on the ground of
respondents ' failure to refund tuition when payment was induced by
unfair and deceptive acts and where the courses were of little value
in fulfilling the expectations raised by LaSalle s representations or
contracts.
Different standards apply in determining when restitution is
C. 1093 ,

1095 (1975);

appropriate in the case of an administrative order to cease and (124)

desist issued under Section 5 and when it is appropriate in the case of
a proceeding under Section 19 of the FTC Act, in a Federal District
Court. Section 19 is a consumer redress statute. In comparison , cease

and desist orders of the Commission are intended to prevent ilegal
practices in the future not to exact compensatory damages for past
acts.

FTC

v.

Ruberoid Co. 343 U. S. 470 ,

473 (1952). The Commission

has ruled " that an (administrative) order directing restitutionary
relief in such situations would not be for the purpose of redressing
private injuries even though it may have the incidental effect of
benefitting private individuals.

Curtis Publishing

Co.,

78 F.

1472 , 1516 (1971).
.0 For example. if more than half of the Ipss'Jn assignm..nt to be submitted were included in the fi""t volume
of text, a student could becorneobligated for all the tuition at thp pnd orth"t volume even though there wen' lwn

udditio,,,lvolurnesortextremainingint.h!ocuurse
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The critical question ,

in a Section 5 administrative proceeding

seeking restitution, is the particular relief required to cure the
unfair or deceptive acts documented in the individual case. It is
necessary to " look beyond the. challenged deceptive practices (they,
after all, can be effectively remedied by proscribing specificallydescribed representations and by requiring affrmative disclosures)"
of funds obtained as a result of
to determine whether
retention
misrepresentation is in and of itself unfair. Where the retention of
Credit
funds is unfair , restitution is the only appropriate remedy.
Card Service Corp. 82 F.

C. 191 ,

Curtis Publishing Co. ,

207 (1973);

78

C. at 1516.

A seller s retention of customer s funds has been defined as unfair
where the consumer, as a result of deception or fraud on the part of
the seller , pays for a product or service but receives nothing of value
in return or receives

token value.

something that is either worthless or of only

a(rd sub nom. ,

48, 650 (1973),

82 F. C. 570 , 647503 F. 2d 321 (9th Cir.

Universal Credit Acceptance Corp.
v.

Heater

FTC

1974) (reversed solely as to the authority of the Commission to order
restitution); Curtis Publishing Co.,
78 F. C. at 1516;
Credit Card
82 F.

Service Corp.,

C. at 207- 08.

In determining whether retention of funds is in and of itself
unfair , two situations must be distinguished. The first is where the
seller has exaggerated the value of a product or service which does
have value , although its value is not as represented,
Credit Card
Service,
82 F. C. at 208. The second is where the disparity between
the representations and the (125Jability of the product or service to

fulfill those representations is so great that it has little or no worth
for the purpose for which it was purchased Raymond Lee Organization, Inc.
92 F. C. 489, 631- 37 (1978).
Credit Card Service,
explaining the criteria of worthlessness, distinguished between
products or services having no value and instances where value has
In
that case, restitution was denied where the
protection given by a credit card service of $50 possible liability per

been misrepresented.

card was considered of more than token value even though the
service did not protect respondents ' cardholders " from the crushing
liability described by respondents. " 82 F. C. 208"
The criteria for a finding of worthlessness were further defined in
Raymond Lee Organization.
" It iR clear.
in

C. 489 (1978). In that case, the

view of the Commission s non- acquiescence

principles enunciated in
U"i"f'rsal
Inc.. X!i F.

92 F.

inHeater.

Credit AC'1.'plam' ,' CrJrp- GerilSW, Inc..

that the Commission still adheres 10 the
H!J F. T.c.

4S!. -

j77); HCJ/idoy MaU',.,

C. no (1975).

demonstrating that the value ofresponden\" s service is grosly ex aggerated is not the Slime as showing
that it is of no value. Credit CordSen'ieE', H2 F. C. at 2()1\.
" In addition . the service resolved billing errors with credit card issuers and obtained new cards for persons
whos cards hfld been lost or stolen.
Credit C"rd Ser!'ice.
H2F, C. at 2mqm
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Commission for the first time expressly adopted what has been
termed a relative standard of value. In accordance with that

standard , the value of a product or service is not determined in a
vacuum , but is decided relative to the claims made for it. Based on a
relative standard, RLO, a patent and license promoting company,

was found to offer a service of little or no worth. Not only did RLO
generally fail to obtain patents or licenses thereby enabling customers to achieve the represented monetary rewards, they also failed to

perform any service of value monetary or otherwise.
Therefore , if the sale or a product or service is secured by
misrepresentation , retention of the purchase money is unfair where
the product or service are worthless. However , where the product or

service has more than token value , in relation to the claims made
the appropriate remedy is an order prohibiting the misrepresentaRaymond Lee
tions in issue as well as affirmative disclosure.
Organization,

92 F.

C. at 631- 37;

Credit Card Service,

82 F.

C. at

208- 09.
The value of LaSalle s courses must be judged in light of the
representations made about the courses. The question remains

whether complaint counsel has met the burden of proof under the
relative standard. (126)

The evidence concerning the value of respondents ' courses consists
primarily of surveys of LaSalle s students. In addition to the surveys

student testimony and expert opinion as to the value of the courses
bears on any determination that the courses in question were of little
or no worth.
At the heart of complaint counsel' s case is a survey by the

Research Planning Corporation (hereinafter designated as RPC)
designed to measure the success of LaSalle s vocationally motivated
graduates of the computer programming, interior decorating, and air
conditioning and refrigeration courses.

The RPC survey of LaSalle graduates was designed essentially to
measure the occupational success of those graduates whose vocational motivation prompted them to enroll in respondents ' courses. In
order to measure the success of LaSalle s vocationally motivated

graduates , the RPC survey analyzed two areas. First , what motivated
the students to take their course and how , if at all , LaSalle or its
representatives influenced that motivation and second, what was the
vocational and financial experience of the individuals taking such
courses (CX 279C; Finding 259).

The results of the RPC survey were recomputed by Consulting
Statisticians Inc. (hereinafter cited as CSI) on the basis of a narrow
definition of success. Under this narrow definition , a vocationally
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motivated LaSalle graduate , who responded that after graduation he

obtained a new or better job or a higher salary,

was considered

successful if he also responded that the LaSalle course was instrumental in that achievement (Finding 281-87).
Complaint counsel maintains that the success rate , as recomputed
by CSI under the narrow definition , demonstrates that the three
courses in question were of little or no value in fulfllng the course
objectives which LaSalle had represented could be achieved

on

graduation. On that basis, complaint counsel contend that it was
unfair for LaSalle to accept and fail to refund money obtained from
students who were unable to accomplish the vocational goals which
respondents had represented LO be attainable by the ordinary Emd

typical LaSalle graduate (CB 28- 31). (127)
According to the survey results , as computed by CSI , 1.8 percent of

all vocationally motivated LaSalle computer programming graduates not working in the field at the time of their enrollment had
obtained a new or better job upon completion of the course and had

indicated that the course helped them to do so. The comparable
figure was 21.6 percent for interior decorating graduates and 13.
percent for air conditioning graduates (Finding 287).

The aggregate figures for students achieving vocational objectives

including both those graduates working in the field and those not
working in the field of the course at the time of enrollment , were
substantially higher- 9 percent in the case of computer programing, 24. 6 percent in the case of interior decorating, and 23. 1

percent

in the case of air conditioning and refrigeration (CX 1081 U , V, W)-

than the figures based solely on those graduates who were not
working in the field at the time of enrollment (Finding 287).
However , the threshold question is the validity of the survey.
Respondents maintain that the RPC survey suffers from a number of
defects in methodology which irreparably bias the results and , that
because of such bias the survey should be given no weight. The RPC
survey, in fact, suffered from a number of critical flaws.

One the most serious defects in the RPC survey instrument was
the cover letter addressed to survey respondents. Under the letterhead of the " Federal Trade Commission , Chicago Regional Offce,
the letter began "The Bureau of Consumer Protection is gathering
information from people who enrolled in LaSalle Extension U niversity correspondence courses to determine if any action is warranted.
The cover letter was signed by an individual identified as a Federal
.. CSI also recompute successrat.s under a broad and expectation buseddefinition
21'7). Since complaint counsel urges adoption of the narrow definition
, the

reomputation under that definition.

of success Windings 2R:J
discussion will be confined to the
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Trade Commission attorney. In addition , the accompanying survey

questionnaire was headed with the legend " Bureau

of Consumer

Protection Questionnaire, LaSalle Extension University Graduates
(Finding 293).

The cover letter introduced bias into the survey on a number of
levels. Use of Federal Trade Commission stationery signaled that the

survey was an inquiry under the auspices

of the Federal govern-

ment, references to the Bureau of Consumer Protection implied that
LaSalle s students required protection , and statements in the letter
that the survey was being conducted to determine if any action was

warranted implied that LaSalle

s conduct was questionable. As a

whole, the letter suggested that LaSalle was under investigation for
ilegal practices injurious to the consumer (Finding 294).

As a general rule, covering

letters for survey questionnaires

should be as innocuous as possible so as not to bias those responding

to the survey. The sponsor of a survey should not be noted where
such indication could affect the (128Jnature ofthe responses. The use
of a cover letter and questionnaire indicating that the purpose of the
RPC
survey was a law enforcement investigation was not consistent
with good survey practice (Findings 291 , 297).

The cover letter created an atmosphere in which dissatisfied
students would be more likely to respond than those who had had a
positive experience with LaSalle. In general , persons with a grievance are more likely to respond to a mail survey. The effect of the

cover letter was to induce self-selection by those graduates hostile to
LaSalle (Findings 298- 99).
The question of self-selection aside , the cover letter , by stating that
LaSalle might be the subject of a law enforcement investigation and
by implying wrong doing on the part of LaSalle by the fact of an FTC
investigation , was likely to bias the responses to the survey questions
in a manner adverse to LaSalle (Finding 300).

The effect of the bias inherent in the cover letter and the legend
Bureau of Consumer Protection " on the questionnaire was compounded by the fact that questions concerning subjective issues such
as the students ' motives in enrolling and their impressions of the
representations made to them at the time of enrollment related, in a
substantial number of cases, to events four or more years prior to the
time of the survey (Finding 302).

Certain key questions in the survey were phrased in a leading

manner adverse to LaSalle (Finding 303). The effect of such leading
.. Complaint counsel urges that the VA urveys also suffer by virtue of a time lag between the events surveyed
and the survey itslf The critical difference is that the V A surveys were not ubject to a number uf suurces of bias
as was the RPC Burvey. which compounded the problem uf age
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questions was compounded by the biasing effect of the cover letter
and the heading on the questionnaire (Finding 303).
In addition , the precoding (multiple choice answers) in certain

questions in the survey instrument had the potential for introducing
bias adverse to LaSalle (Findings 305- 10). For example, in question

, the narrow list of reasons provided for enrollng may have raised
the percentage of vocationally oriented responses in a manner
adverse to respondents. Since the number of vocationally oriented
responses formed the denominator of the success ratio , the answers
to question 1 materially affected the survey results (Finding

310).

(129)

Questions 5- 13

of the questionnaire excluded from success those

students who got a new or better job in a field closely related to the
field of training. These questions were adverse to LaSalle as they
narrowed the number of responses classified as successfuL In this
connection , a salary increase attributed to a LaSalle course in a field
closely related to the field of training would also be excluded
(Finding 311).

Significantly, the RPC questionnaire did not ascertain or measure
the degree of effort expended in seeking a job after graduation. The

survey did not inquire about the number of interviews students
obtained when seeking employment. Therefore, it is diffcult to

determine, on the basis of the RPC survey, how much credence to

give to reasons of survey respondents for not getting a job after
taking the course (Finding 315).

There is a tendency by survey respondents to cbeck the first
answers. The arrangement

alternative in the case of multiple choice

of precoded answers in some key questions so that the answer least

favorable to LaSalle was placed first had the potential to bias the
survey results. To avoid such bias, it would have been good practice
to rotate the order of the precoded

answers on the questionnaires

(Finding 314).

The RPC survey questionnaire and the accompanying cover letter
had the tendency to bias the survey results. Since surveys involve

hearsay, proper safeguards must be observed to insure their reliabili-

ty and accuracy when they are used as evidence.

Pittsburgh Press

579 F. 2d 751 758 (3d Cir. 1978). As the Seventh
v.
United States,
Circuit has noted in a Federal Trade Commission case, " the value of
Club

a survey depends upon the manner in which it was conducted-

whether the techniques used were slanted or fair. Rhodes Pharmarev d in part on other
208 F. 2d 322 , 387 (7th Cir. 1953),
FTC,
Co, v.
cal
grounds.

348 U. S. 940 (1955).

The factors to be considered in determining whether a poll or a

.. ..
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survey meets generally accepted survey principles may be summed
up as follows;
sample must be chosen;
representative
A proper universe must be examined and a
the persons conducting the survey must be experts; the data must be properly
gathered and accurately reported. It is essential that the sample design , the
questionnaires and the manner of interviewing meet the standards of objective
surveying and statistical techniques. Just as important , the survey must be conducted
independently of the attorneys involved in the litigation. The interviewers or sample
designers should, of course, be trained , and ideally should be unaware (130Jof the
respondents
should be similarly
A fortiori, the
purposes of the surveyor the litigation.
unaware. .

v.

Pittsburgh Press Club

United States,

579 F. 2d

at 758.

The cover letter which accompanied the RPC survey was rephrased in response to the Federal Trade Commission s request

(Finding 292 and n. 23). Such action evidences involvement by the
Commission in the manner in which the survey was conducted.
The danger of faulty memory on the part of survey respondents
affects the weight to be given to a survey. In the case of some
questions, particularly subjective questions , this is a greater danger
Pittsburgh Press Club

than in the case of others.

v.

United States, 579

2d at 758. In the instant case responses to subjective questions such
as those concerning vocational motivation may have been affected by
the number of years between the date of the student' s enrollment
and the date of the survey (Finding 302).

In addition ,

a survey may well be inadmissible or should be given

no weight if the questions
answers favora ble

are " unfairly worded so as to suggest
to the party sponsoring the survey. " In such a

case, the required circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness
would be lacking,

579 F. 2d

Pittsburgh Press Club,

at 758. Certain of

the leading questions in the RPC survey and precoding of certain

responses had the tendency to bias the survey results in a manner
adverse to LaSalle (Findings 303 ,

305- 10).

The RPC survey does not meet the requirements of circumstantial
guarantees of trustworthiness , prerequisite to reliability. In addition

to the above stated factors, the cover letter signaled the purpose of
the survey and thus violated the principle that respondents should

be unaware of the objective of the poll. That alone is sufficient
reason to give the survey no weight.

The danger of informing respondents of the purpose of a survey in
terms of self -selection as well as in terms of infuencing the responses
to the questions asked have been judicially summarized as follows:
The respondents who were all club members and thus interested in the litigation

were told the precise nature of the litigation and the purpose of the survey. They
consequently knew which responses would be helpful to PPC , and conversely which
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would be harmful. Moreover ,

it was possible that a recipient of the questionnaire

would fail to respond because he (131Jknew an honest response would be harmful to
the clubs position. Thus , respondents might have contained a higher percentage of
those who could answer in a way helpful to the club.

Pittsburgh Press Club,

579 F. 2d

at

759.
In this case ,

the cover letter alone, with its potential for multiple

bias in the form of possible self-selection by respondents and with the

additional potential for influencing the answers of those who did
respond , requires that the survey be given no weight. Furthermore

the cover letter was likely to compound the effect of the leading
questions in the survey as well as unduly influence those with a

faulty memory concerning events preceding the survey, particularly
where subjective questions were involved.

CSI computations made no effort to compensate for possible bias in
282). The expert testimony that the

the underlying data (Finding

survey suffered from inadmissible bias is persuasive. The fact that
there was no statistical evidence concerning the effects of the
potential bias is irrelevant. The proponent of survey evidence has
the burden of establishing that it meets the requirement of
circumstantial guarantees of trustworthiness.

Pittsburgh Press Club

579 F. 2d at 758. In this instance, the burden has not
United States.
been met. The survey is entitled to no weight.
Absent the RPC survey, the record evidence concerning the value
of LaSalle s courses consists of expert and student testimony, and the
v.

surveys required by the Veterans Administration in 1975 and 1977.

Complaint counsel do not attack the methodology of the

surveys as conducted by respondents (CRB 33). They contend
however , that these surveys are irrelevant for two reasons: first, the
V A surveys do not ask respondents whether the LaSalle course

contributed to a graduate s employment or a higher salary in the
field of training (CRB 34); second, since the surveys do not segregate
those graduates employed in the field at the time of enrollment and

those who obtained employment in the field after graduation , the
V A results do not support the contention that LaSalle graduates

would be qualified without further training to obtain employment in
the field (CRB 34).

The VA surveys do not focus specifically on the accuracy of
respondents ' representations. Accordingly, they are not relevant to
the issue of misrepresentation. They are however germane to the
restitution issue. The failure of the V A surveys to distinguish

between those working in the field of training at

the time of

enrollment and those who only obtained employment after graduation does not preclude consideration of these surveys in connection
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with the restitution issue. A course

may (132)have value for students

already in the field by making possible a promotion or a raise in pay.
More importantly, absent the RPC survey (to which no weight has
been given), the V A surveys provide the most comprehensive picture

of vocational value available in the record. The VA surveys were
mandated by Congress and are required by the V A pursuant to
statute as a measure of vocational worth (Finding 322). "

As such, the

a rough measure of the

surveys were designed to give at least
vocational value of the courses. They should not be ignored in
connection with the issue of whether respondents ' courses were

worthless or of token value.
The testimony of the Commission s experts established that the

three courses in question would not qualify the ordinary and typical
graduate , without further training, for entry into the fields of
computer programming, interior decorating, and air conditioning at
the levels represented in respondents '

advertisements and promotional materials. However , the expert testimony did indicate that the

courses were of some value in introducing the subject matter and
teaching relevant principles at a basic level (Findings 349 ,

352 , 354).

The expert testimony also indicated that the courses may have some
vocational value although the courses did not prepare the ordinary
and typical graduate for the employment levels represented (Findings 351 , 353, 355). The fact that the courses have some vocational
value was corroborated by the testimony of respondents ' graduate
student witnesses who found the three courses helpful in their fields

of training or related fields as well as by the statistics of the VA
surveys (Findings 338 ,

342-

, 347). The findings on the extent to

which the ordinary and typical graduate could benefit from the
courses were based on the testimony of the experts. The extent to
which the ordinary and typical graduate could benefit from the
courses could not be determined on the basis of student testimony,
absent a showing that such student witnesses were representative of

the student populations of the three courses.
For the same reason , the student testimony could not support

conclusive findings as to the influence of prior training or experience
on the vocational success of LaSalle graduates. (133)

The relative value standard , as a prerequisite to restitution , is not
self- defining.

The degree of exaggeration at which a product or

service becomes of little value, in the context of expectations arising
from deception , must be defined on a case- by- case basis. However , it
.. In onl' consent order per taining

the F1'C n,quired di c!osure by respundenbi of
9:J FT, C. S!! , 70 (1979). The fact that this provision may in the

to a correspondence chool ,

et at.
VA !!urvey figuresNa.tiorlal Systems Corp..

futon' be replaced by provisions of the TRR. 9:J F.
the VA surveys as a measure of vocational value.

C. at 75 does not detmd from the CommiBSion s reognition of
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is clear that restitution cannot be required in any case where mere
exaggeration has been proven , a result the Commission disavowed in
Credit Card Service,
82 F. C. at 208- 09. To order restitution , there
must be proof that the product 'or service claims so outstripped the
actual value of the product or service that it was of little or no value
for the purpose for which it was purchased.

The record indicates that the courses may have some vocational
value. While the evidence is insuffcient to rebut the finding that the
qualifications of and demand for LaSalle graduates have been
exaggerated to the point of misrepresentation , resolution of the

restitution question requires an assessment of the evidence pertaining to vocational value in context of the representations made.
The question of little or no worth is necessarily intertwined with
the subjective motivation of the students , the numbers that were in
fact vocationally motivated , and of that group the number, if any,
who achieved occupational success , and a measure of how close such
success was to the expectations raised. Therefore, expert testimony

or testimony from a limited number of students alone cannot be
determinative as to whether the courses were of little or token value
in fulfillng the expectations raised by respondents. Accordingly,

surveyor statistical evidence applicable to the populations enrolled
in the three courses is required to resolve the issue of whether the
courses were of little or no value. Absent such evidence , no finding
can be made that restitution is the only effective remedy. The
The
remedy should be limited to proscribing the misleading representations and requiring appropriate affrmative disclosure. Compare

burden on this point has not been met by the government.

Credit Card Service Corp.

82 F.

C. at 207- 09.

Remedy

A. Liability of Macmilan
The first question is whethe Macmilan should be subjected to an
Respondents urge that Macmillan is not

order in this proceeding.

responsible for the alleged law violations by its wholly-owned

subsidiary LaSalle. They contend that LaSalle has at all times
. corporation. Macmilan
relationship to LaSalle , respondents assert , was merely the incident
of its ownership of LaSalle s stock and its (134Jrole as an investment
banker attempting to manage financial assets (RB 78). In fact , the
record demonstrates that Macmilan exercised more than incidental
conducted its business as a separate

control over the affairs of LaSalle.
There has been

336- 345 0 - 81 - 21

extensive overlap between the offcers and
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directors of LaSalle and Macmilan (Finding 24). Macmilan executives received activity and financial reports from LaSalle (Findings
36- 38). Macmilan reviewed and approved LaSalle s long range plans
(Finding 39). Macmilan s approval was required for the following

actions by LaSalle: the purchase of any capital asset costing more
than $100; a significant revision in an existing course; funding for
development of new courses; salaries for LaSalle personnel in excess
of $20

000; the borrowing of money by LaSalle; expenditures for

advertising in excess of budgeted amounts; personnel changes
involving high- level

LaSalle executives; and the execution of consent

agreements with state or federal agencies when such agreements
concerned LaSalle s operations. Macmilan s approval was required

before LaSalle could discontinue marketing its courses through sales

representatives and make a major investment

in a mail order

marketing program (Findings 43 , 54).

Macmilan guaranteed the financial stability and performance of
LaSalle to various accrediting agencies (Finding 44). LaSalle, when
applying for accreditation renewal to NHSC, held itself out as a
subsidiary of Macmillan and asserted the latter s financial support
was its greatest asset (Finding 45). LaSalle participated in a common
checking system established for its

subsidiaries by Macmilan

(Finding 48); Macmilan loaned money to LaSalle which did not have
authority to borrow on its own behalf (Finding

49). Employees of

Macmillan and LaSalle have participated in the same benefit
programs such as a pension plan (Finding 50).

Macmillan s President sent a letter to the Indiana Private School

Accrediting Commission conveying Macmilan s guarantee that
LaSalle would furnish the educational services contracted. This
assurance was ratified by Macmilan s Board of Directors (Finding
56).

Common law principles do not determine the liabilty of a parent

enforcement
proceeding under Section 5 of the FTC Act. Nor is complete control

company for the actions of its subsidiary in an

by the parent over the subsidiary so that the latter is " a mere tool
and its corporate identity a mere fiction " prerequisite to piercing the
corporate veil.

and rev

Beneficial Corp.

d in part on other grounds,

86 F.

C. 119 ,

542 F. 2d

159 (1975),

430 U. S. 1983 (1977).
PF Collier
Son Corp.
261 (6th Cir. 1970),
cert. denied 400 U. S. 926 (1970);
denied,

90 F.

afrd in part

611 (3d Cir. 1976),
v.

FTC,

cert.
427 F.

Jim Walter Corp.

G 671 , 735 (1977). (135)

Ultimately the parent company s liability is to be determined on
and framework of the whole enterprise.
Art National Mfgs. Dist. Co. v. FTC, 298 F. 2d 476 , 477 (2nd Cir. 1962),
the basis of the " pattern

, -- .

-'-----'-----'.-'. h'_.
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cert. denied,
Co.,

89 F.

370

UB.

G 345 ,

939 (1962);

387 (1977);

Decision

Providence Washington Insurance
G at 159.

Beneficial Corp. 86 F.

A parent corporation may be held for the acts of its subsidiary
where the

challenged conduct was performed directly by the

subsidiary and where the parent corporation must be subject to
vicarious liability or none at all.

Beneficial Corp.

86 F.

G at 159.

Even , latent power to control the policy of its subsidiary is sufficient
to hold the parent company vicariously responsible for the acts of its
subsidiary
Beneficial Corporation 86 F. C. at 159. " If that standard

is met, then there is no need to show

that the parent company

participated in or had knowledge of the challenged practices. See
91 F.

USLIFECredit Corp.,

C. 984 1034 (1978).

The overall pattern of the interrelationship between Macmillan
and LaSalle establishes Macmilan s vicarious liability for the acts of
its subsidiary.

89 F.

Providence Washington Insurance Company,

at 387. The record shows that Macmilan reserved the right to
control the business decisions of LaSalle and in a number of areas

such control was actually exercised. At a minimum , the test of latent
control has been satisifed , and Macmillan is subject to an order in
this proceeding. (136)

B. Scope of the Order and Applicability of the Vocational
Schools Trade Regulation Rule As Precedent
Complaint counsel propose an order requiring respondent to cease
and desist from various misrepresentations primarily with respect to
the qualifications of, demand for , and earnings potential of LaSalle
complaint counsel propose provisions requir-

graduates. In addition ,

ing extensive disclosure of the graduation , dropout , success and

earning rates of LaSalle students and graduates , as well as of facts
pertinent to students ' financial obligations and cancellation of the
courses. Respondents, who insist that no order is justified , have
prepared a number of alternative provisions.

Certain provisions in the proposed order are patterned after the
Commission s " Proprietary, Vocational and Home Study Schools

Trade Regulation Rule Trade Reg. Rep. '1 38 039 (1979) (hereinafter
cited as TRR). The TRR is not presently in effect Katharine Gibbs
School. Inc.
v. FTC 1980- 1 Trade Cases
63077 , at 77348- 49 (2nd Cir.
1979), rehearing denied March 17, 1980.

Since the provisions of the

possesses latfmt.power through interlockingdirectonltf' , for example, to direct thepo!icy
of its subsidiary, whf'e it knowB of and tacitly lIpproves the use by its subsidillry of deceptive practices in
commerce , and where it fails to exerci e its infllJencc to curb illegal trade practices , active prHticipation by it
in the aflairs of the subsidiary nced not be proved to hold the parent vicariously responsiblc- Under these
circumstances , complicity will be presumed PF Collier Son Corp. v, FTC, 12' 1 F. 2d 261, 270 ((ith Cir.
cert. denied ,JO(j U, S. fj26 (1970) cited in
B"m't,el"l Corporalioa )j(; F, C. at tS!!

" fWjherea parent

,16
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TRR are not controlling at this time, the question of remedy in this
case. must be confined to the record of this proceeding.

The purposes of rulemaking and adjudication are clearly distinguishable. Rulemaking, the Commission s legislative function ,

is

appropriate where the objective is to establish standards by which an
entire industry may be governed. Adjudication , by comparison

addresses itself to the factual and legal issues presented by the
specific case. If the TRR is reinstituted , respondents will be bound by
it as will other members of the industry.
The first question is the scope of the order. Respondents urge that
the proposed order s coverage of " home study courses, home study
training, self-study, self- improvement or other home study courses of
instruction " is over broad (RRB 71- 72). They contend that the term
self-study " could be construed as covering textbooks , Berlitz

cassette language courses etc. (RRB 72). As respondents note,
inclusion in the order of courses of this nature would cause diffcult
problems of construction. For example, do such courses have
graduates ? In addition , on the basis of this record, it would be
diffcult to determine whether it would be even possible to calculate
placement data in the case of such courses. The provisions of the
order directed to refunds would also be inapplicable.
Expenditures not reasonably related to or required for prevention
Katharine Gibbs

of unfair acts and practices should not be imposed.
School, Inc.,

1980- 1 Trade Cases at 77 349. The record in this

instance contains sufficient information for a determination as to
the impact of the order if its coverage is (137Jbroadened beyond home
study correspondence courses. Under the circumstances , the order
coverage should be limited to home study correspondence courses,
the subject of this proceeding.
C. Representations concerning Demand for , Qualifications of and
Earnings Potential of LaSalle Graduates

Paragraph 1 of complaint counsel's proposed order is directed to
misrepresentations concerning the demand for or earnings potential
of LaSalle s graduates and their qualifications. These provisions are
appropriate (See Findings 92- 119 , 132-

, 173-

93) and will be

adopted.
Directly related to the prohibitions against misrepresentations

concerning demand for , qualifications of and earnings potential of
respondents ' graduates are the provisions of paragraph 2 directed to
respondents ' use of testimonials.

Respondents '

use of testimonials implied that the experiences
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portrayed were ordinary and typical of LaSalle graduates (Findings
95- 105 , 111- , 140- , 183- , 193). Respondents should be permitted to make use of truthful testimonials , although the experience
depicted was atypical , as long as the fact that such experience was
not the ordinary is disclosed,
Raymond Lee Organization, Inc. , 92
F.T. C. 489 , 646 (1978).

The term " more successful" graduate does not dispel the overall
impression that the testimonials were the ordinary and typical
experience. An explicit disclosure that a testimonial is not the

ordinary and typical experience will be required when that is the

case. It is evident that the use of testimonials in advertisements
devoted to a number of courses may be misleading, if the course
taken by the endorser is not disclosed. A provision requiring such
disclosure will also be adopted.
The proposed order would also require that the date testimonials
were executed and the time period to which they apply be disclosed

that permission to use testimonials be obtained from the endorser
every three months, and that the gifts or remuneration given to the
endorsers be disclosed. The complaint does not allege that respondent' s use of testimonials was misleading for the foregoing reasons
and the evidence to support such provisions is at best minimal. In

short, respondents were not put on notice either through the
complaint or the manner in which the case was tried that these
points were in issue and therefore did not have an adequate
opportunity to defend with respect thereto. These provisions will not
be adopted. (138)

Paragraph 3 of the proposed order would prohibit:
3. Failing to clearly and conspicuously disclose for any

job or earnings representa-

tion made in any advertisement , the following disclaimer in print as large as the

representation and in close proximity thereto:

Graduation from this course does not mean you will get a job.

Respondents object to the required disclosure on the ground that it
could be construed as meaning that " Graduation from this course
means you wil not get a job. " They suggest as an alternative that
the disclaimer read " Graduation does not guarantee that you will get
a job" (RRB 73). Respondent' s proposal appears adequate to prevent
deception and wil be adopted.

The order prohibits specific misrepresentations concerning the
demand for , as well as the qualifications of and earnings potential of
LaSalle graduates. In addition to prohibitions against specific
misrepresentations, affirmative disclosures ,

it is necessary to prevent deception

may be required where
through what is implied or
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omitted rather than by outright
Organization. Inc. 92 F.

C. at 648;

misstatements.

Raymond Lee

Manco Watch Strap Co.. Inc., 60

T.C. 495, 510 (1962). Respondents' advertising and promotional
materials were pervaded by the success through LaSalle theme. The
advertising and promotional claims relating to the

demand for

LaSalle graduates, their qualifications and earnings potential had
the capacity to deceive by virtue of ambiguity, and the failure to
state material facts. The placement rates and the earnings of LaSalle

graduates were material to the decision to enroll in light of such
advertising and promotional claims. The order will accordingly
require disclosure of the placement rates and earnings of LaSalle

graduates from courses in connection with which employment
demand and earnings representations are made.
The provisions in complaint counsel' s proposed order requiring
disclosure of placement and earnings rates are patterned after the
disclosure requirement of the TRR. Complaint counsel urge that the
Katharine Gibbs
proposal meets the Second Circuit' s criticism in
1980- 1 Trade Cases
630 077 , of the Rule s requirement for
placement disclosure; the proposed order , to meet those objections
permits respondents to disclose the number of graduates who could
not be contacted, did not respond to inquiries or did not seek jobs

within six months of graduation and the reasons why such individuals did not look for jobs (CB 15- 16). (139)

Complaint counsel propose the following base period for calculating placement ,

earnings, dropout and graduation statistics

for

purposes of disclosure under the order:
The First Base Period shall be the two (2) year period ending three (3) months prior to

the effective date of this Order. Subsequent base periods shall be of two (2) year
duration commencing on the next day following the termination of the prior base
period. Base periods shall be numbered consecutively beginning with the first bm;e
period

(i.

Base Period #1) as defined above.

The three (3) month period immediately following the close of a base period shall be
used by respondents to record and compile the information required by Part I

Paragraph 4 and Appendix A. In addition, respondents may not include in the
computation of students for the base period any person whose enrollment terminated
during the three (3) month recordation period. Such persons will be included in the
statistics for the subsequent base period (Appendix B , Proposed Order).

Job placements and earnings within six months of graduation are
to be recorded under the provisions of the proposed order (Appendix
, Proposed Order). Complaint counsel urges that the record

supports the use of placement figures based on a six month period
because testimony from vocationally motivated graduates demon-

strates they sought employment within that time (CB 16).

).
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Respondents object to complaint counsel' s disclosure provisions on
a number of grounds (RRB 76,

et seq.

They first object that such

disclosure should be required only when LaSalle represents there is
an employment demand for the graduates of a particular course.
This objection is valid. Requiring disclosure of this nature

wil

impose requirements that LaSalle graduates be surveyed and

necessitate extensive record keeping requirements in connection
therewith. Under the circumstances , such a requirement should only
be imposed in the case of those courses where vocational claims are
made.

A number of other objections

to complaint counsel's proposal

concerning placement rate disclosure are pertinent: those who make
no or only an inadequate effort to find employment should (140Jnot
be counted as failures, and placement success should include not
only jobs in the field of the course, but also those in a closely related
field requiring substantial use of the skils learned in the course.

Respondents also claim that the proposed base period for placement
rates would understate LaSalle s success in this area. The proposed

base period covers employment obtained within six months after
graduation. However , such data is to be obtained by a survey within
the three months succeeding the conclusion of the base period. As a
result, those graduating at the end of the base period who did not

obtain almost immediate employment would not be counted and
respondent would be disadvantaged at least on the basis of the

calculations for the first base period. Respondents ' proposal designed
to minimize such problems wil be adopted.
The decision to require disclosure of the graduates ' placement and
earnings rates as facts material to the decision to enroll obviates the
need for additional provisions in the order to assure the advertise-

ments have a reasonable basis. Accordingly, no findings with respect
to the issue of reasonable basis for respondents ' advertisements are
made.
D. The Selectivity Allegations
1. Representations That Students Were Screened To

Determine

Whether They Would Benefit from the Course
Respondents represented that LaSalle was open to

qualified

students (Findings 238- 39), and sales representatives were instructed that the " qualifying interview " was the heart and core of the

standard sales presentation. This technique , according to respon-

dents , put the burden on the prospective student to tell the LaSalle
representative why he was qualified (Finding 240).
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Respondents ' advertising and promotional claims as well as the

sales presentation had the tendency and capacity to create the
impression that, over and above the standard minimum age and
educational requirements generally applicable, respondents were
selective in enrollng students. They created the impression that
students had been screened to determine that the students would

benefit from particular courses. Such representations were false or
misleading since respondents ' students were not screened for the
specific aptitudes helpful to successful completion or assimilation of
, 256- 58). (141)
A school' s misrepresentation of its selectivity in accepting prospec-

particular courses (Findings 244-

tive students is deceptive and unfair within the meaning of Section 5

of the Federal Trade
Washington Inc. 78 FTC.

Arthur Murray Studio of

Commission Act.

Cir. 1972);
afrd,

401, 440 (197I),

50 F.

Tractor Training Service,

227 F. 2d

afrd

C. 762 ,

cat. denied

420 (9th Cir. 1955),

458 F. 2d 622 (5th

769 ,

776 (1954),

350 U. S. 1005 (1956).

Respondents ' representations that they screened prospective students to be sure they were " right" for or would benefit from a course
(Finding 251) support imposition of a requirement that graduation

and dropout rates be disclosed. In the light of such representations
the dropout and graduation rates are material factors for the
prospective student in his enrollment decision. This data wil

facilitate the evaluation

of claims that LaSalle s students are

screened prior to acceptance.

Disclosure of dropout and graduation rates wil be required for the
three calendar years preceding contact with the prospective student.

The requirement is not burdensome. Such information is already in
respondents ' fies. A three year period is adopted to meet the
objection that the base period selected by complaint counsel would

unduly overstate dropout and understate graduation rates.
Negative Sell

Respondents ' sales representatives were instructed that the Confidential Qualifications Questionnaire was a powerful sales tool for

has learned to use it for all it' s worth" and that it
could be used to meet objections and stalls by prospective students

someone " who

when the time came to close the sale (CX 153

0). LaSalle s sales

representatives were instructed to use the Qualifications Question-

naire to elicit information helpful in making a sale such as the

prospect' s " inner feelings " and " his hopes and feelings about his
future " (CX 153M- N). LaSalle s sales representatives , in the case of
the " complacent" prospect , were instructed to create dissatisfaction
with respect to present earnings and to " help him identify his inner

, --
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discontent." In the case of an already dissatisfied prospect, sales
representatives were to " encourage him to give you the details " (CX
153BB- CC). The LaSalle representations concerning demand for and
earnings potential of its graduates (Findings 93- 108, 133- , 173-85)
held out LaSalle as the answer to, such feelings of dissatisfaction.
Paragraph I1 of the complaint alleges that respondents have

unfairly disparaged the present or potential career opportunities,
training, education or other personal characteristics of prospective

students, and represented (142)directly or indirectly that respondents ' correspondence courses could alter such characterics for the
better.
This technique is referred to by complaint counsel as the " negative
sell" . According to Commission counsel , the negative sell is a more
egregious form of the selectivity representations by virtue of the
emphasis on creating " dissatisfaction in the prospective student and
the offering of LaSalle as . the salvation for that discontent" (CB 20).
The relationship of the negative sell to the selectivity misrepresentations is not readily apparent. Complaint counsel urge that subtle
manipulation of the Qualifications Questionnaire was used to
stimulate the prospect' s discontent and thus make him more
amenable to the sales pitch for LaSalle as the hope for improvement
(CB 20). They argue further that after feelings

of dissatisfaction have

been created, the prospect becomes more vulnerable to that part

the sales presentation designed to convince him that he must
persuade the sales representative that he should be allowed to

enroll. " It would be equally logical to link the charges under
Paragraph I1 of the complaint to the allegations concerning

misrepresentation of demand for and earnings potential of LaSalle

graduates.
Creating discontent or dissatisfaction in order to stimulate the sale
of a product or service is not
per Be
unfair. However , it may become
unfair when it results from deception or other unfair practices. Here

sales representatives were instructed to arouse discontent in the
course of a sales presentation designed to give the overall impression
that prospective students had to prove they were qualified to take
the course. At the heart of that procedure was the
Qualifications
Questionnaire which salesmen were told was a sales tool which (143)
.. Comp!aintcounselargue
The prospetive La&.l!e student , " victim of these

artificia!ly cre"ted feelings of dejection and

dissatisfaction and a pOtential recipient of thenefits

that can be achieved from LaSalle, feels more

compelled , than if LaS"lle had only misrepresented its selectivity, to convince the s;lles representative t.
allow him to enroll in 3 LaSalle cuurse and thereby il1uease his e;lrnings , trail1 for a new or better career
and thereby gain admission to a flew and better life (CB 20)

g.,
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they should use " for

all it' s worth. " There is an element of unfairness

here.

Practices such as the negative sell technique present diffcult
problems in fashioning a remedy. Prohibitions designed to prohibit
practices such as undue sales pressure are apt either to be

narrowly drawn as to be
unenforceable.

ineffective or so overbroad

Arthur Murray,

78 F.

C. 401 ,

441 (1971);

as to be

affd, 458

2d 622 (5th Cir. 1972).

The requirement , entered in response to the general selectivity
allegation , that respondents disclose dropout and graduation rates
wil enable prospective students to evaluate respondents ' claims, if
any, with respect to selectivity. There does not seem to be an

additional need for rejection

rates to afford a further basis of

evaluation. The provisions of the order, entered pursuant to other

charges , requiring disclosure of placement and earnings rates and
prohibiting misrepresentations with respect to demand for, earnings
potential and qualifications of LaSalle graduates should also effec-

tively preclude the violations alleged under Paragraph 11 which

were the result of the negative sell technique. No additional
provision is required.
Contract Terminology
Paragraphs 11 , 12 , and 13 of the proposed order would prohibit

representations that a contract for sale is anything other than a
retail installment contract , prohibit the use of such terms as
Applicant' s Copy " on an enrollment contract, and require that the
student' s copy of a contract be labeled " Purchaser s Copy . Complaint counsel urge that these provisions are designed to prohibit use

of terminology with the tendency and capacity to create the
impression that LaSalle was selective in enrolling applicants (CB 22).

The bulk of the contracts received as evidence in this proceeding

and in use during the relevant period do not give the overall
impression that they are " applications "

rather than retail install-

ment contracts. Most are labelled " retail installments contracts " and

the overall appearance of these documents indicate that they are in
fact contracts and binding upon the prospect if accepted
(e.
200).

The provisions of Paragraphs 11 , 12 , and 13 wil not be adopted.
The violations with respect to misrepresentation of selectivity can be
adequately remedied by requiring disclosure of dropout and graduation rates , as well as requiring respondents to cease and desist from
representing that prospective students are screened for aptitudes

g.,

LVl1\L1Vlll, I.. 1\1'l
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helpful in assimilating the subject matter of specific courses unless
such is the fact. (144)

The provisions proposed in paragraphs 11- 13 appear more ger-

mane to an allegation that respondents misrepresented the nature of

their contracts or that students were misled into believing
transactions were not sales. In

Eastern Detective Academy,

the

78 F.

1428 , 1465 , 1471 (1971), on which complaint counsel rely in connection with this point , there was an express allegation that the nature
of the instruments had been falsely represented. Such charges are
not contained in this complaint " therefore, the suggested provisions
are not justified.
E. Failure To Disclose Material Facts in Connection with the
Student' s Financial Obligation

Since 1973 LaSalle s refunds to students withdrawing from or
cancellng a course were based on a percentage calculated from the

number of lesson assignments submitted for grading over the total
number of lesson assignments in the course (Finding 204). " Under

the quartile tuition policy the number of (145)lesson assignments to
be submitted in a course was therefore a material fact which the
student needed to know to calculate his tuition obligation at any
point in the course.

In many of LaSalle s

courses , the lesson assignments to be

submitted for grading were not distributed evenly throughout the
course in relation to the text to be covered (Finding 201). In many
courses , the greater number of lesson assignments on which the
tuition obligation depended were placed at the beginning of the
course , a practice known as front- end loading (Finding 200- 01).
LaSalle s contracts , which generally stated the applicable refund
policy, prior to 1979 did not , with some exceptions , state the total

number of lesson assignments to be submitted in the given course.
Other LaSalle materials, such as the course brochure , which did give
.. Some of the contractslabeled " H.etail Installment ContracL " had a space for " applicants " signature On the
CX 199B). The cuntraets
(e.
EnroHment and Credit Information page which was an applicatinn for credit
themselves han a space for " buyers signature (e- ex 199A). One salesman testified that he referred to the

contracts as " agrr,ements " becauHc it sounded " sofler " (Wilmot H17)

52
If the complaint contained the appropriate allegatiuns, RX R51 and

entitled " Enrullment Application and

Agreenient:' which were in fact retail installment contracb , might justify an "rder prohibitiog misn,presentations
as to the nature or significance uf respondenw ' installment contracts. These, it may be noted , .uemail order

contract.s and would not have been used in connection with a representative s sales presentation or the
Qua!ificat.ionsQuestionoaire
the following tuition refund policy applied; a student. owed a registration fee plus 25
'" In mm;t. inst.ances,
percent of the tot.al tuition obligat.ion ifl,e submitted less t.han 2;, percent of the lesson assigoments t.o LaSalle for
review; 50 perceotof t.he tuition was owed if the student submitt",d mOre than 25 pIrc",nt but less than , o percent of
t.he lesson assignil",nL,; and th", total t.uition was owed wh",n th", st.udent submitted mOrC t.han 50 pIfCent of t.he
lesson assignments (Iioding 205).
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such information did not state the cancellation or refund policy and

frequently used terms for lesson assignments inconsistent with the
terminology in the contract. Finally, neither the enrollment contract
or other materials furnished to students before enrollment advised

prospective students that readings between lesson assignments

increased as the course progressed (Findings 200- 03, 214- 20).
The record demonstrates that the interaction of the front-end
loading of LaSalle s courses with the quartile refund policy confused
respondents ' students as to their financial obligations and their right
to a refund on cancellation or withdrawal from the course (Finding
227). The failure to clearly disclose the number of lesson assignments
in the particular course constituted the failure to disclose a material

fact. The practices of front-end loading and inconsistent use of
contract terms coupled with the failure to disclose material facts had
the tendency to mislead and was unfair.
The confusion arising out of the interaction of respondents'

quartie tuition policy and front-end loading justifies a general
prohibition against misrepresenting in any manner a student'
financial obligations or failure to disclose material facts concerning
his tuition obligations or right to a refund. A provision prohibiting
respondents from failng to make the correct refund payment is also
needed to prevent future unfair practices related to violations

shown.
In addition, consumers must be furnished the following information: (146)

1. That their tuition obligation is based upon the percentage of
the lesson assignments which they have submitted to LaSalle

compared to the total number in the course;
2. That a lesson assignment means those examinations,

assign-

ments, projects , etc., which they are required to submit to LaSalle for
grading or evaluation;

3. The total number of lesson assignments in the course;
4. The lesson assignment which

mark the various increments in

the tuition obligation and the amount of tuition owed at each point;
and
5. Detailed instructions to cancel the contract and how to apply
for a refund including all conditions pertinent thereto.

To preclude further confusion respondents will be required to use
only the term " lesson assignment" to refer to lesson assignments to
be submitted to LaSalle and to use the term " lesson
consistently in all their contracts ,

materials.

assignment"
advertisements and promotional

g.,

- , -
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With this information in hand , the consumer can calculate his
tuition obligation and his right to a refund at any point in the course.
No further information is needed. The extensive data as to the
structure of the LaSalle courses such as number of volumes of text,
etc. required by paragraphs 5 and 9 of the proposed order is
unnecessary. Nor would a requirement that all course materials be
mailed at once serve any significant remedial function.
Paragraph 8 of the proposed order would in effect require

respondent to abandon the quartile tuition policy and adopt pro rata

refunds. This provision will not be adopted. The quartile tuition
policy, as such is not inherently unfair. To the extent that respondent' s refund and cancellation policies were unfair in practice, those

violations wil be cured by the disclosure requirements of the order
to be issued herein.
F. Cooling Off Period

Complaint counsel assert, in support of their argument for a 14day cooling-off period , that their proposed affrmative (147)disclo-

sure requirements , necessitate that the consumer be given additional
time for reflection (CB 18). There is insuffcient evidence in this
proceeding to support a finding that consumers have too little time
to consider their purchase. Under LaSalle s contracts, in effect in the
relevant period, consumers had six days to cancel without penalty or
obligation

(e.

CX 200E , 201E). There is no showing on the basis of

this record that six days was insufficient time for reflection. If the
period is to be extended , as a matter of policy, to 14 days, it should be
done in the context of an industry wide rule making proceeding.
CONCLUSIONS

jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and over the respondents.
2. The complaint herein states a cause of action and the
proceeding is in the public interest.
3. The aforesaid acts and practices of the respondents as found in
1. The Federal Trade Commission has

the foregoing Findings of Fact were and are to the prejudice and

injury of the public and constituted , and now constitute, unfair and
deceptive acts and practices in commerce in violation of Section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act. (148)
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ORDER

It is ordered That respondents Macmilan, Inc. , a corporation , and
LaSalle Extension University, a corporation, their successors and
assigns and their agents , and respondents ' agents , representatives
and employees, directly or through any corporation , subsidiary,

division , franchise or other device in connection with the advertis-

ing, promoting, offering for sale , sale or distribution of home study
correspondence courses, in any subject, field, trade or vocation in or
affecting commerce , as " commerce " is defined in the Federal Trade
Commission Act , as amended, do forthwith cease and desist from:
1. Misrepresenting, orally, visually,

in writing or in any other

manner , directly or by implication:
(a) The need or demand for persons completing any of respondents
courses or otherwise misrepresenting the opportunities for employ-

ment, or opportunities of any other type, which are available to such
persons, or that persons completing said courses will or may earn a
specified amount of money, or otherwise misrepresenting by any
means the prospective earnings of such persons;

(b) The employment prospects of respondents ' graduates or the
ease with which respondents ' graduates wil be able to obtain

employment;

(c) The type of jobs available to respondents ' graduates, or that
there will be job security or steady employment for respondents
graduates in positions for which respondents train such persons;
(d) The qualifications or requirements necessary to obtain employ-

ment in the fields for which respondents

offer correspondence

training, (149Jincluding whether experience or additional education
is required or advantageous for employment in any field or for any
position;

(e) The types of jobs for which respondents ' graduates will be
qualified upon completion of respondents ' courses;
(I) A student' s financial obligations upon enrollment or failing to

disclose material facts concerning a students right to cancel ,

his

tuition obligations, or right to a refund.
The use of testimonials in any advertisements unless:

(a) the testimonial reflects the experience of the typical and
ordinary LaSalle student;

provided, however that if the testimonial

does not reflect the typical or ordinary experience of a LaSalle

208
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student , a disclaimer stating that " this testimonial does not reflect
the typical or ordinary experience of LaSalle students " shall be

displayed in print as large as that of the testimonial itself, adjacent
to or integrated with the testimonial;
(b) The testimonial states the LaSalle course or courses from

which the endorser graduated and upon which his/her alleged

success is based.

3. Failing to clearly and conspicuously

disclose for any job or

earnings representation made in any advertisement , the following
disclaimer in print as large as the representation and in close

proximity thereto:
Graduation from this course does riot guarantee you will get ajob. (150)
4. Failing to provide to any prospective enrollee prior to the

signing of any contract or other agreement for enrollment in any
course of instruction offered by respondents, a written disclosure

form in 10 point bold face type containing the following information
under the heading " Notice to Prospective Students " with appropriate subheadings in 16 point boldface type , the information required
by paragraphs II- 1 through II-7 of this order.
5. Failing to disclose , in close proximity to the cancellation and
refund clause in respondents ' contracts, the information required by
paragraph II-7 of this order.

6. Failing to provide the student with the correct refund pay-

ment, if any, or to cancel that portion of the student' s indebtedness
that exceeds the amount due the school and return any negotiable
instrument executed by the prospective student in connection with
the contract or sale within twenty-one (21) days of the receipt of
notice of cancellation from the student.
7. Representing in any

manner that prospective

students are

screened for the aptitudes helpful in or necessary to assimilating the
subject matter of specific courses, unless such is the fact.
II.

It is further ordered That:
1. If respondents represent to any prospective student of a

LaSalle course that there is an employment demand for graduates of
that course, LaSalle shall clearly and conspicuously disclose to such

g.,
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prospective student the vocational success rate of graduates of that
course defined by the following fraction (expressed as a percentage):
Numerator
Those graduates who obtained jobs or self-employment in the field
of their (15lJcorrespondence course or in a closely related field, " plus

those graduates whom the course helped to obtain a promotion or
earnings increase.
Denominator

All graduates who took the course in order to obtain new or
improved jobs or to increase their earnings , less those who have not

worked in the field of their course or in a related field, and who have
not made a serious effort to find such a position.

A serious effort to find such a position shall be defined as
interviewing three or more potential employers in the field of the
course or a related field, or being advised by reliable sources that
such efforts would be futie.
Such data shall be collected at least once every two years by a

statistically valid survey of all LaSalle graduates who graduated
within a period which is not less than twelve months, and which
begins not more than three years before the questioning of graduates

in each survey. Data obtained from any such survey shall not be
published to prospective students more than twenty- four (24) months
after the commencement of such survey questioning.

Such disclosure shall be made before the prospective student signs
any enrollment application or agreement or otherwise commits

himself to enrollment with LaSalle.
2. If respondents

make representations to prospective students of

a LaSalle course concerning the earnings potential of graduates of
that course , they shall disclose the following information collected by
a statistically valid survey conducted pursuant to the provisions of
Paragraph II- I of this order:
(a) on the basis of gross yearly earnings, the percentage of
graduates in each (152Jincome bracket broken down by $2 000
increments,

$4, 000 - 6 000 - 30%
" For the purposes of this order, acluse!y related field means one which requiresuhstantial

skills learned in the course

usage ufthe
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(b) the number and percentage of graduates who refused to provide

salary information.
3. In connection with the disclosure

of the vocational success rate

or earnings rate required by Paragraphs II- I and II-2 of this order,
respondents shall also disclose the total number of graduates of the
course in the period covered by the survey, the sample size of the

survey, and the total number of responses received

to the survey,

4. If respondents make claims as to the demand for and earnings
potential of LaSalle graduates within the scope of Paragraphs IIand II- 2 concerning a new course whose duration did not trigger the
surveys required by these paragraphs then respondents shall clearly

and conspicuously disclose that fact as follows:
THIS COURSE HAS NOT BEEN IN OPERATION LONG ENOUGH TO INDICATE WHAT , IF ANY
ACTUAL EMPLOYMENT OR SALARY MAY RESULT UPON GRADUATION FROM THIS COURSE.

5. If respondents make claims that they

screen students for

admission or that they are selective in enrollng prospective students
for any course they shall disclose the dropout and graduation rates of
students enrolled in that course for the three calendar years

immediately preceding contact with the prospective student. Such
disclosure shall specify the years to which such disclosure pertains.
6. In the case of a new course where respondents do not have the
data required by Paragraphs II- , they shall disclose dropout and
graduation rates for those calendar years for which such data is
available. If no dropout or graduation rate data is available for any
calendar year that fact is to be disclosed.

7, If respondents utilize a quartile refund policy as defined by
Findings 204- 05 herein or a similar policy or plan , they shall disclose
the following information to prospective students in the contract in

close proximity to the cancellation and refund clause (This information is to be included both in the contract and in the " Notice to
Prospective Students ): (153)

1. That their tuition obligation is based upon the percentage of
the lesson assignments which they have submitted to LaSalle,
compared to the total number in the course;
2. That a lesson assignment means those examinations , assignments, projects , etc. , which they are required to submit to LaSalle for
grading or evaluation;

3. The

total number oflesson assignments in the course;
mark the various increments in

4. The lesson assignments which
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the tuition obligation and the amount of tuition owed at each point;
and
5. Detailed instructions to cancel the contract and how to apply
for a refund including all conditions pertinent thereto.

That " lesson assignment(s)" is the only term
It is further ordered,
which may be used to refer to lesson assignments to be submitted to
LaSalle and that the term " lesson assignment" must be used

consistently in respondents' contracts, advertising and promotional
materials. All respondents' contracts and " Notices to Prospective
Students" must contain the following clause:
Lesson assignments are examinations and other exercises which are submitted to the
school for grading; they do not include self- tests. The amounts of reading and other
work

for different

lesson assignments vary in length , and generally become longer as

the course progresses.

IV.

That respondents maintain for a period of
It is further ordered,
three (3) years, records which shall show the manner and form of
respondents ' continuing compliance with the above terms and
provisions of this order. (154)

It is further ordered,

That respondents notify the Commission at

least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondents such as dissolution , assignment , or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation or corporations, the creation or
dissolution of subsidiaries or any other change in the corporations

which may affect compliance obligations arising out of the order;
that if respondents do not have thirty (30) days

provided, however,

lead time between the proposal of such change and its consummation , respondents shall notify the Commission thereof at the earliest

feasible time before consummation and any entity which may
succeed to any part of the business covered by this order wil have
been advised of every provision of this order and wil have agreed to
be bound thereby.
VI.
It is further ordered,

That the respondents herein shall within

MACMILLAN ,
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sixty (60) days after service upon them of this order , fie with the
Commission a report , in writing, setting forth in detail the manner
and form in which they have complied with this order.
VII.

That nothing herein shall relieve respondents

It is further ordered,

from compliance with a Trade Regulation Rule , governing the

advertising or promotion of educational courses of instruction
subject to this order , in the event such a rule becomes final. (155)

ApPENDIX A

Ans. Par. - Paragraph of the Answer
CB - Complaint Counsel' s Brief
- Complaint Counsel' s Reply Brief
ex - Complaint Counsel's Exhibit

CRR

Camp. Par. - Paragraph of the Complaint
RA - Respondents ' Admissions
RB - Respondents ' Brief

RRB - Respondents' Reply Brief
RX - Respondents ' Exhibit

FINAL ORDER
On June 12 , 1980 the Commission stayed the effective date of the
unappealed Initial Decision in this matter , pending a determination
whether or not the matter should be docketed for review. After
further consideration ,

the Commission has decided not to place the

case on its docket , but instead to lift the stay and allow the Initial
Decision to become the decision of the Commission.
That the Initial Decision become the decision
It is hereby ordered,
of the Commission , and that the order to cease and desist be entered,

